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The Geological Survey is making.. !("o1j>gic 
map of the United States, which necessitates' the 
preparation of a topographic base map. The 
two are being Issued together in the f@nu of an 
atlas, the parts of which are called folios. Each 
folio consists of a topographic base map and 
geologic maps of a small area of country, together 
with explanatory and descriptive texts. 

THE TOPOGRAPHIC MAP. 

The features represented on the topographic 
map are of three diRt-inct kinds: (1) inequalities 
of surface, called relief, as plains, plateaus, valleys, 
hills, and mountains; (2) distribution of water, 
called drainage, as streams, lakes, and swamps; 
(3) the works of man, called culture, as roads, 
railroads, boundaries, villages, and cities. 

Reliej.-.:....All elevations are measured from mean 
sea level The heights of many points are accu
rately determined, and· those which are most 
important are given on the map in :figures. 
It is desirable, however, to give the elevation of 
all parts of the area mapped, to delineate the 
horizontal outline, or contour, of all slopes, and to 
indicate their grade or degree of steepness. This 
is done by lines connecting points of equal eleva
tion above mean sea level, the lines being. drawn 
at regular vertical intervals. These lines are 
called contour8, and the uniform vertical space 
between each two contours is called the contour 
interval. Contours and elevations are printed in 
brown. 

The manner in which contours express eleva
tion, form, and grade is shown in the following 
sketch and corresponding contour map: 

Fig. 1.-Ideal sketch and corresponding contonr map. 

The sketch represents a river vaney between 
two hills. In the foreground is the sea, with a bay 
which is partly closed by a ho.oked sand bar. On 
each side of the valley is a terrace. From the 
terrace on the right a hill rises gradually, while 
from that on the left the ground ascends steeply 
in a precipice. Contrasted with this precipice is 
the gentle descent of the slope at the left. In. the 
map each of these features is indicated, directly 
beneath its position in the. sketch, by contours. 
The following explanation may make clearer the 
manner in which contours delineate elevation, 
form, and grade: 

1. A contour indicates approximately a certain 
height above sea leve In this illustration the 
contour interval is 50 feet j therefore the con
tours are drawn at 50, 100,150,200 feet, and so on, 
·above sea leveL Along the contour at 250 feet lie 
all points of'the surface 250 feet above sea; and 
similarly With any other contour. In the space 
between any two contours are found all elevations 
above the lower and below the higher contour. 
Thus the contour at 150 feet falls just below the 
edge of the terrace, while that at 200 feet lies 
above the ten-ace; therefore all points on the 
terrace are shown to be more than 150 but, less 
than 200 feet above sea. The summit of the 
higher hin is stated to be 670 feet above sea j 
accordingly the contour at 650 feet surrounds it. 
In this illustration nearly all the contours are 
numbered. Where this is not possible, certain 
contours - say every fifth one - are ac?entuated 
and numbered; the heights of others may then 
Le ascertained by counting up or down from a 
nUlllbered contour. 

EXPLANATION:\ 
" ~. 

2. Contours define the forms of slopes. Since the ·sides and eorners of eaCh sheet the n~mes Ot 'tion. Furth~r, the structure of the rock may be 
contours are continuous horizontal lines conform· adjacent sheets, IT publi$ed, are printed. changed by the development of planes of tlivi
ing to the surface of the ground, they willd U:8es 0lthe topographic 8heet.~ Within the limits sion,. so that it splits in one direction more easily 
smoothly about smooth surfaces, recede into all of scale the topographic sheet is an-accurate and than in others. Thus a granite may pass :into s· 
reentrant angles of ravine.s",.and project in passing characteristic delineation of phe relief, drainage, gneiss, and from that into a mica-schist. 
about prominences. The relations of· contour and culture of the district. represented. Viewing Sedimen;tarll 1'OCks.-These comprise all rooks 
curves and angles to forms of the landscape can the landscape, map in hand, every characteristic which have been deposited under water, whether 
be ttaced in the map and sketch. fE'~ture of sufficient magnitude shoul~ be recog· in sea,!lake, or stream. They form a. v~ large 

3. Contours show the approximate grade of nizable. It should guide the traveler; serve the P!lrl of the dry land. 
any slope. The vertical space between two con· investor· or owner who desires to ascertain the When the materials of which sedimentary rocks 
tours is the· saJllet w.~ether they lie along a cliff position. and surroundings of p~perty to be are composed are carried as solid particles by 
or on a gentle ~ope; but to rise a given height bought or sold; save the engineer preliminary water and deposited as gravel, sand, or mud, the 
on a gentle slope one must go farther than on a surveys in locating roads, railways, and irrigation deposit is Qailed a moohamcal sediment. These 
steep slope, and therefore contours are far apart ditches j provide. educational material for schools may becoJ;Ile hardened into conglomerate, sand
o~ gentle slopes and near together on steep ones. and homes.; and serve many.of the purposes of ~tone, or shale. When the material is carried in 

For a flat or gently undulating country a small a map for local reference. sl?lution by the water and is deposited without 
contour interval is used; for a steep or mountain- the aid of life, it is called a chemical sediment; 
ous country a large interval is necessary. The THE GEOLOGIC MAP. if deposited with the aid of life, it. is called an 
smallest interval used on the atlas sheets of the organic sediment. The more important rocks 
Geological Survey is 5 feet. This is used for The maps representing areal geology show by formed from chemical and organic deposits are 
regions like tlie Mississippi delta and the Dismal colors and conventional signs, on the topographic limestone, chert; gypsum, salt, iron ore, peat, 
Swamp. In mapping great mountain masses, like base map, the distribution of rock formations on lignite, and coal. .Anyone of the above sedi· 
those in Colorado, the interval may be 250 feet. the surface of .the earth, and the structure·section mentary deposits may be separately formed, or 
For intermediate relief contour intervals of 10, map shows their underground relations, as far as the different materials may be intermingled in 
20, 25, 50, and 100 f~et are used. known and in such detail as the scale permits. m~y ways, producing a great variety of rocks. 

.D'l'aimage.-Water courses are indicated by blue KINDS OF ROCKS. Sedinientary rocks are usually made up of 
lines. If the ~treams flow the year round the layers or beds which can be easily separated. 
line is drawn unbroken, but if the channel is dry Rocks are of many kinds. The original crust These layers are called 8trata. Rocks ·deposited 
a part of the year the line is broken or dotted. of the earth was .propa,bly composed of igneous in successive layers are said to be stratified. 
Where a stroom sinks and reappears at the sur- rock8, and all other rocks have been derived from The smiace of the earth is not :fixe4, as it seems 
face, the supposed underground course is shown them in on'e way or another. to be; it very slowly rises or sinks over wide 
by a broken blue line. Lakes, marshes, and other Atmospheric agencies gradually break up igne- expanses, and ~ it rises or subsides the shore lines 
bodies of. water are also shown in blue, by appro· ous rocks, forming superficial, or 8Wrficial, deposits of the ocean are changed: areas of deposition may 
priate conventional signs. of clay, ,sand, and gravel. Deposits of thls class rise above the water and become laI\d areas, and 

Oulture.-The works of man, such as roads, have been formed on land surfaces since the land areas may sink below the water and become 
railroads, and towns, together with boundaries of earliest geologic time. Through the transporting areas of deposition. If North America were 
townships, counties, and States, and artificial agencies of streams the surficial materials· of all gradually to sink a thousand feet the sea would 
details, are printed in black. ages and origins are carried to the sea, where, flow over the .Atlantic coast and the Mississippi 

Scale8.-The area of the United States (exclud- along with material derived from· the land by and Ohio valleys from the Gulf of Mexico to the . 
ing Alaska) is about 3,025,000 square miles. On the action.of the wav~s on· the coast, they form. Great La'kes; the Appalachian Mountains would 
a map with the scale of 1 mile to the ·inch this sedimentwry rocks. These are·usually hardened become an archipelago, and the ocean's shore 
would cover 3,025,000 square inches, and to into conglomerate, sandstone, shale, and limestone,' would traverse Wisconsin, ~owa, and Kansas, and 
accommodate it the paper dimensions would need but they may remain unconsolidated and still be extend thence to Texas. More extensive changes 
to be about 240 by 180 feet. Each square mile called."rocks" by the geologist, though popularly than this have repeatedly occurred in the past. 
of ground surface would be represented by a known as gravel, sand, and clay. The character of the original sediments may be 
square inch of map surface, and one lin.ear mile From time to time in geologic history igneous changed by chemical and dynamic action so as to 
on the ground would be represented by a ·linear and sedimentary rocks have been deeply buried, produce metamorphic rocks. In the metamor
inch on the map. This relation between distance consolidated, and raised again above the surface phiEfm of a sedimentary rock, jnst as in the meta
in nature and corresponding distance on the map is of the water. In these processes, through the morphism of an ignequs rock, the substances of 
called the scale of the map. In this case it is "1 agencies of. pressure, movement, and chemical which it is composed may enter into new com
mile to an inch." The scale may be expressed also action, they are often greatly altered, and in this binations, or new substances may be added. 
by a fraction, ·of whi-ch the numerator is a length condition they are called metamorphic rocks. When these processes are complete the sedimen
on the map and the denominator t.he correspond. Igneous rocliB.-These are r'?Cks which ~ave tary rock becomes crystalline. Such changes 
ing length in nature expresSed in the same unit. cooled and consolidated from a liquid state. As transform sandstone to quartzite, limestone to 
Thus, as there are 63,360 inches in a mile, the has. been explained, sedimentary rocks were marble, and modify other rocks according to 
scale o~ "1 mile to an i~ch " is expressed by 6lI.~ deposited on the original igneous rocks. Through their composition. A system of parallel division 
Both of these methods are used on the maps of the igneous aDd sedimenta-ry ;rocks of all ages planes is often produced, which may cross the 
the Geological Survey. molten material has from time to time been forced original beds or strata at . any angle.· Rocks 

Three scales are used on the atlas sheets of upward to or near the surface, and there consoli· divided by'iuch planes are called slates or schists. 
the Geological Survey; the smallest is ~,the dated. When the" channels or vents ·into which Rocks of any period of the e~'s history may 
intermediate 125~OOO' ~nd the largest \\Ilk- TJtese this molten mate.rial is forced do not reach the be more or less altered, but the younger forma
correspond approximately to 4 miles, 2 miles, surface, it may consolidate in cracks or :fi;00,8ures tions have generally escaped marked metamor
and 1 mile on the ground to an inch on the map. crossing the bending planes, thus forming dikes, phism, and the oldest sediments known, though 
On the scale 62,1.0 a square inch· of map surface or spread. out between the strata in large bodies, generally the most altered, in somE" localities 
represents and corresponds nearly to 1 square called sheets or laccoliths, or form large irregular remain essentially unchanged. 
mile j on the scale lsil500l to about 4 square miles j cross-cutting masses, called stoch!. Such rocks are 8ur.flcial 'l'ocks.-These embrace the soils, clays, 
and on the scale25(jl00fj)to about 16 square mile!3. called vnfJrusive. Within their rock inclosures sands,gravels,andbowldersthatcoverthesurface" 
At the bottom of 'each atlas sheet, the scale is they cool slowly, and hence are gene!a11y of crys: whether derived from the breaking up or disinte
expressed in three different ways, one being a talline texture. When the channels reach· the gration of the underlying rocks by atmospheric 
graduated line representing miles and 'parts of surface the lavas often flow out and build up agencies or from glacial action. Surficial rocks 
miles in English inches, another indicating dis· volcanoes. These lavas coo~ rapidty in the air, that are due to disintegration are produced chiefly 
tance in the metric system, and a third giving the acquiring a glassy or, more often, a partially crys- by the action of air, water, frost, animals, and 
fractional scale. talline condition. They are usually more or les., plants. They consist mainly of the least soluble, 

Atlas sheets and quai/;rORl{/les. -The. map is .porous. The igneous rocks thus formed ·upon the parts of the rocks, which remain after the more 
being published in atlas sheets of convenient aize, surface are called ewtl'1J;8ive. Explosive action soluble parts h~ve been leached out, and hence 
which are bounded by parallels and meridians. often accompanies volcanic eruptions, causing are known as residual products. Soils and sub. 
The corresponding four.comered portions of tel'. ejections of dust or ash and larger fragments. soils are the most important. Residual accumu
ritory are caRed q1uadra'flgles. Each sheet on These materials when consolidated constitute lations are often washed or blown into valleys or 
the scale of ~) contains one square degree, 1. e., a breccias, agglomerates, and tn:ffs. The ash when other depressions, where they lodge and form 
degree of latitude by a degree of longitude j each carried into lakes or seas may become stratified, so deposits that grade into the s.edimentaiy class. 
sheet on the scale of at.ooo contains one-quarter of as to nave the structure of se~mentary rocks. Surficial rocks that are due to glacial action are 
a square degree j each' sheet on a scale of ~ The age of an igneous rock is often difficult or formed of the prod.ucts of disintegration, together 
contains one·sixteenth of a square degree. The impossible to determine. When it cuts across a with bowlders and fragments of rock rubbed from 
areas of the corresponding quadrangles are about sedimentary rock it is younger than that rock, the surface and ground together. These are 
4000, 1000, and 250 square miles, respectively. and when a sedimentary rock is deposited over spread. irregularly over the territory occupied 

The atlas sheets, being only parts of one map of it the igneous rock is the older. by the ice, and form a mixture of .clay, pebbles, 
the United States, are laid out without regard to Under the influence of dynamic and chemical and bowlders which is known as till. It may 
the boundary lines of the States, counties, or town· forces an igneous rock may be metamorphosed. occur as a sheet or be bunched into hills aud 
ships. To each sheet, and to the quadrangle it The alteration may Involve only a rearrangement ridges, forming moraines, drumlins, and other 
represents, is given the name of some well-known of its minute particles or it may be accompanied special forms. Much of this mixed material Wt:l.S 

town or natural feature within its limits, and at by a change in chemical and mineralogic composi· washed away from the ice, assorted by water, and 



redeposited as beds or trains of sn.nd and clay, 
thus forming another gradation into sedimentary 
deposits. Some of thi~ glacial wash was deposited 
in tunnels llnn channels ill the ice, and forms eha]'
aeteristic ridges ann mounds of sand and gravel, 
known as osars, or eskers, and kames. The 
material deposited by the ice is called giaeial 
drift; that washed from the ice onto tIle adjaeent 
land i~ ('albl modified drift. It is usual al<;o to 
class as surficial ro('ks the deposits of the sea and 
of lakes aud riYers that 'were made at the same 
time as the ice deposit. 

AGES OF ROCKS. 

mentfUJ" formations of anJ~ one period, excepting I principal mineral mined or of the stone quarried. I PaJ'ts slipped past one a.nothel'. Such breaks are 
the Pleistocene and the Archean, are-distinguished I StJ'ucture-8tction sheet.-This sheet exhibits the termed faults. 
from one :tllOther by different patterns, made ?f 'll'elatiollS of the formations beneath the s11l'fa~e. I On the right of tte sketch the section is com
parallel straight liIles. Two tints of the period- In cliffs, canyons, shafts, and other IJ'atural and i pos~d of schists ·wllich arc tl'averseo hy masses uf 
color are used: a pale tint ,is printed :venly over I artificial cuttings. the relations of diffc:ent b:d8 I igneous .rock. The sehiRts are much contorted 
the ·whole surface representmg the penoo.; a dark, to one anothor be seen. Any cuttlllg ,yhlCh and theIr arrangement undm·ground can not he 
tint brings out the diffcrent pattf't'lls representing exhibit8 those is called a 8ection, and t~e I infened. Hence that port jon of the section 
formations. 1£aeh formation is furthermorc gi\'en same name is applied to a diagram representing I delineates "What is prohahly true but is not 
- - - - - the relations. The arrangement of rocks in the known hy ohservation or well-founded inference _ ___ ~~I~=L 1= = = ~ earth i" and a l'ection exhibit- In fig. 2 there are thrl':'e setR of formation8, dis-

Cenozoi(' 

.1 p I Any colol'1j ing tIlis arrangement is a structll1'e 8ection. tinguished by their underground relation". The 
The gl':'ologist is not limited, }lOwever, to the first of these, seen at the left of the section, is the 

natural and artificial cutting" for his information set of sandstone" and shales, which lie in a hori· 
E IOlive-urowII.'>. concerning the earth's structure. I Kno'wing the zontal position. These sedimentary strata are 

Rocks are furth,er djstingllished according to Mesozoic manner of the 'formation of rocks, and having nmv high above the sea, forming a plateau, and 
their. relative for they ,vere not formed an! traced out the rclations among beds on the sur· their change of elevation shows that a portion 
at one time, age to in the earth'fl face, he can infcr their relative positions after of the earth's mass has swel1ell npward from n. 
history. Classification hyage inuepenilent of Paleozoic they pass heneath the surface, draw sections lower to a higher level The strata of this set are 
origin; i,gneous, sedimentary, and surficial rocks which rf'present the structure of the earth to a I parallel, a relation which is calletl coocfm-mobip. 

may be of the same age. £ Orangc.browIIS. consideral)le depth, and construct a diagram I The second set of formaticHls of strata 
'Vhen the prenomil1ant material or a rock mllss _ . Ai I Any colors. I exhibiting what would bc seen in the side of a which form arches and troughs. These strata 

is essentially the S:Wlt', and it is bounded by rocks, ----- cutting many miles long and se\Teral thousand feet I were once continuous, hut the Cl'ei'lts of the arches 
of different materials, it is convenient to call the I a letteNlYlUhol composcd of the "[Ierioo letter com- ! deep. This is illustmted in the foHo'wing figure: I have been removed hy degrallation. The beds, 
mags throughout its extent and such binell \vith smtlll l?tters standing for the formn.- [like those of the first set, are eonfol11mhle. 
11 formation is the unit of tion name. Tn the case of a 8f~dimentary formation The horizonal strata of the plateau rest upon 

Sewral formations are of uneertain age the pattern is printl':'d on ,,,hite ! the upturned, eroded edges of the Leds of the 
nf'fl.ignated a the ground in the color of the period to which the I second set at the left of the section. The over· 
dpI)()sition of a is called all epoch, and formation is supposed to helong, the letter-symbol 1 lying deposits n.re, from their positions, evidently 
thp time taken for that of a system, 01' some of the period being omitted. younger than the underlying formation~, and the 
larger fradion or a sYRtem, a period. The rocks The numher and extent of surficial :formations, henrling and degradation of the older strata must 
are 1)), formations., and the formations are 1 chiefly Pleistocene, render them so important that, have occurred bet'ween the deposition of thl':' 

into Sy'ltClml. The rocks compoRing a I to dii'lfinguish them from those of other periods older heds and the aerumulation of the youngcr. 
s~'Rtem and the time takel~ fo~ its depofl.ition ~re 1 a~d frOll] .the i~neous rocks, patterns of dots and 'Yhen ,vollnger strata thus rest. upon an eroded 
gn~en the same name, as, for Instance, Call1brmn clre1es, prmted m any colors, a1'e used. snrface of older Rtrata tlle relatIOn betwet'n the 
system, Camhrian period. I The origin of the Archean ro('ks is not fully two is an 'll!ll.con/orrnable ono, and their surface 

As sedimentary deposits or strata accumulate settled. Many of them are certainly igneous. The fit,"11re represents a landscape which is cut of contact is an unconforrn£ty. 
the younger rest on those that are and the I 'Yhether sedimentary rocks are also included is off sharply in the foreground hy a vertical plane, The third set of formations consists of crystal-
relath·e of the deposits may be not determined 'rhe Archean rocks, and all so as to shm\ the underground relations of the line schists and igneous rocks. At some period 
by their relative positions. This rela, I metamorpllic rocks of unknown origin, of what- rocks. of their history the schists 'were plicated hy prf't' 
tiOIlSliip except in regions of intense I eyer age, are represented on the maps by patterns The kinds of rock are indicated in the section sure and traversed by eruptions o:f molteu rock. 
disturbance j sometimes in such regions the dis-/ consisting of short dashes irrregulady plaeed. by appropriate symbols o:f lines, dots, and dashes. But this pressure and intrusion of igneous roeks 
turhanee of the beds has been so great that t.heir These are printed in any eolor, and rnay he darker 'rhese symbol::; admit of much variation, Lut the ha\~e not affected the overlying I'ltrata of the 
position is reversed, and -it is often difficult to i or lighter than the h:wkground. If the rock is a following are genemJly used in sections to repre- second set. Thus it is evjdE"nt that an intelTal of 
dl'tel'miue the relative ages or the heds fronl. their I Rchist the dal'lhf'" or hachures lllay be arranged in sent the commoner kinds of rock: considerahle duration elapseo between the forma-
pOl'litionB; then /088il.Q, or the remains of plants I wavy parallel Jines. If the metamorphic rock is tion of the sehists and the beginning of depositiun 
and animals, are guides to show 'which of t\yO [ known to be o:f sedimentary origin the hachure .. B-:; of the ,tratn of t),e secona set_ During this 
or more formations is the oldest. ,patterns may be comhined with the parallel-line "_' ~._~~~ interyal the schist" suffered metamorphism; they 

Strata often contain the remains of plants and! patterns of sedimentary formations. If the rock' . were the scene of eruptive actiyit.y; and they 
animal" which Ijyed in the sea or "rere washecl is reeognized as haying been originally igneollB, Sh!\lylimestone8. were deeply erodell The eontact between the 
from the land into lakes or seas or were buried in the hachlU'es lllay be comLined with the igneous second and third sets, rnarking a time interntl 
Rurfieial deposits on the land. Rocks that con· pattern. ~--. between two periods of rock formation, is another 
tain the remains of life are called fossiliferous. Known igneous formations' are represpnted by ~~-=-__ ~~~~. __ ~~-~- unconforlllity. 
By studying these remains, or fossils, it has patterns of triangles 01' rhombs printed in any rrhe secti~n and landscape in fig. 2 are ideal, 
found that the species or each period of the earth's brilli:tnt color. If the formn.tion L.., of kno'YJI age Slmlysandstones. Calcareous sandstone.... but they illustrate relations whieh aetnally o('rm. 
history have to a great extent differed from those the ]ettl':'}"-sYlllbol of tlle formation is preceded by I rrhe sections in the strncture-section sheet are 
of other periods. Only the simpler kinds of the ~apit:Ll letter-symbol of the proper period. I related to the maps as the section in the figure is 
marine life existed ,yhen the oldest fossiliferous If the age of the formation iR UIlknown the I related to the landscape. The profiles of the sur-
rocks were deposited. From time to time more ll':'tter-symhol consists of small letters which race in the section correspond to the aetual slopes 
complex kiml" developed, and as the simpler ones suggest the name of the rocks. of the ground along the section line, and the depth 

lived on in modified forms life became more 'l'HE VARlOUR GEOLOGIC SHEETS. Fig. 3.-Symbols med to ;;~~::::d(~~;:~::;::(:c: rock_ from the surface of any mineral-producill[; or \yater-
varied. But during each period there lived pecul. hearing stratum which appeaJ's in the section may 
iar forms, ,\ hieh did not exist in earlier times Areal geology slwet.-This sheet shows the TIw plateau in fig. 2 presents toward the lower be measured by using the scale o:f the map. 
and have not existed since; these are charader· areas occupied by the various formations. On land aT; escarpment, 01' Tront, which is made up Colwn·na1' section slteet.-rrhis sheet eontains a 
istic types, and they define the age of any bed of I the margin if! a legend, whidl is the key to the of sandstones, forming the cliffs, and shales, con- concise description o:f the roek formations 'which 
rock in which they are found. Other t)""Pes map. To ascertain the meaning o:f any pfU'ticular stituting the slopes, as shown at the extreme left occur in the quadrangle. It present~ a summary 
passed on from period to period, and thus linked colorcd pattern and its letter-symhol on the map, of the section. of the facts relating to the charadeI' of the roeks, 
the systems togethe!, forming a chain o:f life from the reader should look for that color, pattern, and I The broad belt of lower land is traversed hy the thicknesses of the formationsl and the order 
the time of the oldest fossiliferous rocks to the symhol in the legend, where he will find the llttme I several ri(lges, which are seen in the section to of accumulation of succesRlve depo'lits. 
present. and description of the formation. If it is desired correspond to beds of sandstone that rise to the The roeks are described under the corresponrl-

'Vhen two formations are remote one from the to flnd any given formation, its name should be surface. The upturned edges of these hed" form heading, and their characters are indieated In 
other and it is impossible to ohserve their relathre sought in the legend and its e,olijr and pattem the ridges, and the intermediate "alleys follow columnar diagrams 11y appropriate l'ymhols. 
positions, the charaeteristic fossil types found in 1 note(~, 'when the areas on the map corresponding the outcrops of limestone and calcareous shales. The thicknesses of formations are briven in figures 
them may determine which was deposited first. i in color and pattern may he traced out. Where the eli?es of the strata appear at the w hicb state the least and greatest meaSl11'ements. 

Fossil relllains found in the rocks of different I The legend is also a partial statement of the surface thejr thickness can he measured and the The average thickness of each formation is shown 
areas, proyinces., and continents afford the most i geologie history. In it the symbol"! and names angles at which they dip below the smlace can be in the column, whieh is drawn to a scale-usually 
important means for combining local histories are art'allged, in columnar forIll, according to the ohRerved. Thus their p08itions underground ean 1000 feet to 1 inch. The order o:f accumulation ~f 
into a general earth history. I origin of the f01'mations-surfieial, sedimentary, be inferred. The direetion tbat the interseetion the sediments is shown in the eolumnar arrange-

(jolo!'8 and pattern8.-To show the relative ages I and igneous - and within eaeh group they are of a bed with a horizontal plane will take is (Jalled ! ment: the oldest rormation is placed at the bottom 
of Rtrata, the history of the sedimentary rocks is [ placell in the order of age, so far as known, the the 8tl'ike. The inclination of the bed to the hori'l of the colmun, the youngest at the top, and igne. 
diyided into pcriods. The names of the periods at the top. zontal plane, measured at right angles to the strike, ous rocks or surficial deposits, when presentl are 
in proper order (from new to old), with the colors geology sheet.-This sheet representR is called the dip. I indicated in their proper relations. 
and symhol assigned to each, are given in the the distrihution of m;efnlminerals, the occurrence \Vhen strata which are thus hlclined are traced I The formations are combined into systems 
table in the next column. The names of certain of artesian water, or other facts o:f ecollomic jnter. underground in mining, or by iJd'erence, it is fre· ,which correspond ,vith the periods of geologic 
subdivisions and groups of the periods, frequently est, showing their relations to the features of topo- quently observed that they form troughs 01' arches, I history. Thus the ages of the rocks are shown, 
used in geologic writings, are bracketed against graph)' :1nd to the geologic formations. All the snch as the section S(WV1lS. The arehes al'e called! and also the total thickness of eaeh sptf'm. 
the appropriate period names. formations ",rhieh appear on the histori(ial geology allticline8 and the troughs 8ynclines. But the I The intervals of tillle which cort'f'spond tq 

To di~tinguish the sedimentary formations of sheet a.re Rhown on this sheet by fai,nter color pat- sandstones, shales, and limestones were deposited I events of uplift and degradation and cO!lstitnte 
anyone period from those of another the patterns terns. The areal geology, thus printed, affords a heneath the sen. in nearly flat sheets. That they interruptions of deposition of sediments are iddi
for the formations of each period are printeJ in subdued background upon whieh the areas of pro· are now hent and folded is regarded as proof that I cated graphically and Ly the ",-ord "unconformity." 
the appropriate period-color, ,,,""ith the exception ductive formations lllay be emphasized hy strong forces exi"t which have :from time to time caused i CHARLES D. ·W .... \.LCOTT, 
of the one at the top of the column (Pleistocene) colors. A symbol for mines is introduced at each the earth's surlaee to wrinkle along certain 7.0neR. I Directof'. 
anu the one at the bottom (Archean). The sew· occurrence, accompanied Ly the name of the In places the strata are broken across and the, Revised Janun.ry, HJ02. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE CHICAGO DISTRICT. 

By -W~ilIiam C. Alden. 

TOPOGRAPHY. ' between Palos and New Lenox, situated respec- The natural drainage of the plain in and about 

I 

tively on its inner and outer margins, it has a the city of Chicago is very poor, owing to the flat-
Position and area.-The area covered by the width of 15 miles. ness of the surface and the consequent low gradi-

sheets of the Chicago folio embraces not only Cut directly through this low, broad ridge in a eut of the streams. This has made the sewage 
the immediate site of the city but adjacent parts' southwesterly direction from Summit to Lemont problem one of the most difficult with which the 
of Cook, Dupage) and Will counties, Illinois. It is the valley now traversed by the . city has had to deal. Considerable areas within 
is bounded by parallels 41 ° 30' and 42° north and Desplaines River, the Illinois.Michigan ~~~~al the ci~y limits would be utterly uninhabitable but 
by meridians 87° 30' and 88° west. It thus Canal, and the Sanitary and Ship e:re~I:~ for artificial drainage systems. 
covers one·quarter of a square degree of the Canal of Chicago. About 2 miles the "Sag." That part of Cook County east of Desplaines 
earth's surface, or about 892 square miles. Of below Lemont this valley bends southward and River and north of Stony Island has, as its only 
this area about 785 square miles are land surface reaches the outer margin of the moraine near natural drainage lines, the sluggish 
and the remaining 107 square miles are covered Joliet. 'rhe valley has abrupt slopes, varies in North and South branches of Chicago ~f!~g:nd 
by the waters of Lake Michigan. The four sheets width from one·half mile to It miles, and is 80 to River. North Branch has its origin harbor. 

included in the folio are the Chicago sheet on the 150 feet deep. The floor of the valley is nearly about 4 miles west of Highland Park, Ill., 
northeast, the Riverside sheet on the northwest, :flat from side to side. At its lakeward end the and flows 27 miles in a southeasterly direction. 
the Calumet sheet on the southeast, and the Des· bottom is continuous with the Chicago Plain and South Branch has its origin northeast of Summit, 
plaines sheet on the southwest. is less than 15 feet above the level of Lake Mich· not far from Desplaines River, and flows north-

Perhaps the points of most special geologic igan. From Summit to Lemont the fall is so eastward through the city to unite with North 
interest in the district lie in the beaches and other slight as to be spoken of as "the 12·mile level." Branch within a mile of the lake. The confluence 
deposits of the ancestral Lake Michigan and in Tributary to this valley at Sag Bridge station, of the two forms Chicago Hiver, which flows east· 
the contribution to the history of the Great Lakes about 3t miles above Lemont, is a second valley ward into the lake through the heart of the city. 
furnished by their study. of like dimensions, known as the" Sag." This runs This is a statement of the natural drainage by 

Relief.-To an interested observer the topog· nearly due west from the village of Worth, on the this stream. These natural conditions have, how· 
rapby is at once significant. The city of Chicago \Vabash Hailroad, to Sag Bridge station on the ever, been greatly modified by the opening of 
is situated on a low, strikingly flat,cres. TheChkago Chicago and Alton Railway. It is traversed by the Sanitary and Ship Canal, which took place 
cent·shaped plain bordering the head ~~I~i~g: a small marshy creek, known as the Calumet in January, 1900. This canal, while planned 
of Lake Michigan. At the north end <:lty. Heeder. These converging valleys cut off a trio with a view tb furnishing a deep waterway from 
of this crescent is Winnetka, on the lake shore, angular nndulating tract having a length east and Lake Michigan to Illinois River, was constructed 
about 8 miles north of Chicago. From here the west of 6 miles and a width north and south at primarily as a drainage canal to improve the sani· 

vegetation, so that there is but little current in 
Grand Calumet River. The opening of the chan· 
nel to South Chicago has drawn the flow largely 
in that direction, and the Grand Calumet may be 
said to be reversed. During the spring and fall 
flood seasons the stream :fills its low banks and 
overflows considerable areas, so that early geogra. 
phers were wont to say: "The country around 
the extreme south bay of Lake Michigan has the 
appearance of the sea marshes of I.Jouisiana." 

Tributary to Calumet River at a point about 
2t miles northeast of Thornton is Thorn Creek, 
which, with its tributaries, Butterfield Creek and 
Deer Creek, drains the lakeward side of the 
moraine in this vicinity. rfhis is an active line of 
drainage with a considerable gradient and has cut 
a sharp channel 20 to 25 feet in depth. Near Glen· 
wood and at Thornton the erosion has reached 
the limestone below the bowlder clay. 

Desplaines River has its origin in the southern 
part of Racine County, Wis. j thence it flows 
about 65 miles, in a course· slightly Desplal~6 
east of south, to Summit, Il1. About R.iver. 

one·half mile north of Summit it turns abruptly 
southwest and enters the valley which cuts 
through the morainal belt. Mr. Leverett, in his 
paper on "The Water Resources of lilinois," 1 

speaks concerning this stream as follows: 

plain broadens southward, attaining a width of its lakeward end of 4 miles. This tract is known tary conditions of the city. By a reversal of the ex~r~~~::l;i;:~e~ a~~:~ /~~~dc:~i{~;::~ ;!, !;!;:~~~~'i~~ 
12 to 15 miles in a southwesterly direction from as Mount Forest. flow in South Branch and the main trunk of an occasional higher volume, as in April, 1881, when it reached 

the city, whence it again narrows as it passes I 'fhe floor of the Sag, as well as that of Des· Chicago River the whole stream and a large !~:~~~u:~ca~::~geI:)f~c~~:~~!i:as~dy~::~~::~~;eo;: 
plaines Valley, is continuous with the Chicago amount of water drawn directly from Lake fifty years the Ilood ha~ exceeded 10,000 cubic feet, while the 

:r-C-----------. i Plain. '1'he two valleys thus give ample outlet Michigan become tributary to the Illinois and ordinaryyea"lyJlood,!1Jl shown by the marks on the dam ttt 

FIG 1.-The Chicago Plain and adjacent territory. 

from the plain southwestward across the morainal Mississippi river systems. By repeated dredgings ~~~~~. jU~~ i~~~: e~~::~d~~s60:~a:l~ ~~?f ~~~i~~~:; ft:~ 
belt and thence by way of Illinois River to the Chicago River and its branches have been enlarged been wont to discharge into Lake Michigan, and in ordinary 

Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico, with a rise to form a river harbor for the immense shipping floods a small dIscharge has usually occurred. 

of less than 15 feet above the present level of the most important port of the upper Great hi:~e; a~:::~:::id:h:t!~~~~:~~s t~e ~;e~~~~~~n~; :: 
Lake Michigan. Lakes. South Branch has been made navigable stream. 

The most prominent topographic feature of the f~r lake ~~ats a distance of 6 mil.es through the m~!~ d;~~sa!~v:~:t~~:e~:~o e~t::l~r:~~~oo~f s1~~~~ 
plain is Blue Island Ridge, 7 miles west of the City, and North Branch for a less dIstance. North I 1881, a. flow of fully 13.5 feet per ~ec()nd pel" square mile of 

lake at South Chicago. This ridge Blue Island Branch has for some time been flushed by water: area. The low-water volume is exceedingly small. Profossor 

e~tends due north and south, having a ::!'~~f!!.e:s in drawn from the lake through the }'ullerton I ~~~~::e~~~e!~~e:\!~v:{~~:d i~olr88~~~t ::::: d~t::~ 
length of 6 miles, a width of about 1 the plain. avenue conduit. The Illinois and Michigan eAceed 16~ cubic feet pcn;oeond. He estimates that for nearly 

mile, and an elevation of 25 to 50 feet above the Canal has furnished a lla~igable channel from every year the extreme low water at Riverside a.nd Joliet 

surrounding flat. South Branch of Chicago River through Des. reaehes above 5 cubic feet per second. 

Just west of South Chicago, between Blue plaines Valley to Illinois River. Through the The fall in the flood plain of the Dl'lsplaines is 
Island Ridge and the lake, is an elevation of aid of the pumping works at Bridgeport this 90 feet in 60 miles, or at the rate of 1l feet per 
rock known as Stony Island. Its longer axis has canal has been made to take part in the drainage mile above the J.Jyons dam. At Riverside a rock 

I 
an east·west direction. The length of the "island" of the area by carrying the water to the south· barrier is crossed with a descent of about 14 feet 
is It miles, its width one·half a mile, and its west. in 8 miles. Here the stream makes a sharp turn, 

,height about 20 feet above the surrounding The drainage of the southern part of the doubling back upon itself to the northeast three· 
: marshy area. Chicago Plain, together with the lakeward slopes i fourths of a mile and again turning southeast and 

rl'he north side of Chicago, between North of the bordering moraine belt, is il south. From Summit to Lemont there is practi. 
Branch of the Chicago River and Lake Michigan, accomplished by Calumet River and ~:~n!'::.e::&:er cally no grade. The floor of the valley from· 

i. 
is also occupied by two broad elevations rising its tributaries. This stream follows ptar,es... Summit to Sag Bridge station is of bowlder clay, 
30 to 40 feet above the lake. a very anomalous course (fig. 14). It has an and from Sag Bridge station to.Lemont is of lime· 

Traversing this plain and converging toward interesting history, which is discussed under the stone, bare, or but thinly covered. In this nearly 

I 

the southwestern outlets there is a series of low heading" Recent changes." It rises in the west· level floor the stream has cnt a very shallow bed. 
eastward about the head of the lake (fig. 1). ridges of sand and gravel so .re~ated to Oldbea<:h ern part of Laporte County, Ind., and flows in a At present the river, in a large part of its course 
From the shore of Lake Michigan, the surfaee of . the lake, to the outlets, and i to one ridges. westerly direction, nearly paral1el with the lake from Summit to Lemont, occupies an artificial 
which is about 581 feet above mean tide level, : another as to be very signific~mt of the history sbore, q, distance of 45 miles, to the village of channel, having been shifted toward the north 
this plain rises gradually to a nearly uniform' of the district. These are th¢ shore lines of an Blue Island. Here it turns abruptly and takes side of the valley to make room for the new 
height at its inner margin, about 640 feet above ancient lake, the predecessor of Lake Michigan. an easterly direction nearly parallel to its previous drainage canal. 
tide, .or about.60 feet above Lake Michigan. .Drainage.-The drainage of the district belongs course and but 2 to 3 miles distant. It finally The principal tributary of Desplaines River 

West and south of this plain bordering Lake to two great systems, the St. Lawre·nce system on reaches the lake after doubling upon itself nearly in this region is Salt Creek. This flows in a 
Michigan is an elevated belt of more or less the east and the Mississippi system on 22 miles. '1'0 distinguish the two parallel portions direction slightly east of south, in a depression in 
strongly undulating topography. In the west. Hence the area is traversed tween Lake crossing Lake County, Ind., the southern portion the morainhl belt.1 Its course is apparently con· 
some parts t.here is an immediate ~se ~:i!~tti.e by th~ con~inental divide. So insigni.:fi.. ~i~;E:;s. has received the name Little Calumet, and the sequent upon the topography as far as Fullers· 
from the plam to a moderately rollmg ~;,If:i~a~~u cant IS thIS watershed near SummIt, northern the name Grand Calumet. burg. From this point, while the depression 
surface, while in western Cook County near Chicago Ridge, and east of Palos that at these One peculiarity of Calumet River is its appal" continues southward ~s the valley of Flag Creek, 
and eastern Dupage County the surface passes places it can scarcely be seen at what point the ent possession of two outlets. The Indiana Salt Creek has abandoned what appears to be its 
almost imperceptibly from flat to gently undu· waters separate. They are continuous,. and at a debouchure, just mentioned, is the original one; naturaI conrse and turns eastward, passing out 
Iating. In either case the snrface rises until a given point sometimes flow eastward to the lake the other is at South Chicago. A channel from upon the plain and uniting with the Desplaines 
maximum altitude of about 200 feet above Lake and sometimes westward to, Desplaines River. that point passes between Calumet Lake and at the sharp bend at Lyons. The rate of fttll in 
Michigan is reached, whence it declines to the The completion of the Chicago drainage canal has 'Volf Lake and connects with the river proper Salt Creek is 3 feet pel' mile for 18 miles above 
west and southwest. More extended observation really obliterated the divide at Summit, as a part near IIegewisch. This channel, which is said to the Fullersburg dam. From this point to Lyons, 
shows that this ridge-like belt comes from the of the waters of the lake itself now flow through be artificial, as well as the main stream between a distance of,8 miles by the course of the stream, 
north and swings about. the head of the lake this artificial channel to the Mississippi. This is the confluence and Hammond, Ind., has been the fall is 41.3 feet. 
basin. It is in reality a glacial moraine (:fig. 1) an artificial reestablishment of what was once a dredged within recent years, and small steamers The drainage through the Sag is usually very 
and has been called the Valparaiso moraine, from natural discharge of the l~ke waters through the now ply daily between Chicago and Hammond. slight, there being but little dift'er~nce in level 
the town of Valparaiso, Ind., which is situated Chicago outlet to the Mississippi system, and is, The Indiana debouchure is very largely closed l'l'hew~~r-;esourcesolIliinois.bY}'rankLeve:rett: Se,ven' 

upon it. Where crossed by the Wabash Railroad fully discussed under .the heading" Lake Chicago." I by shore drift, wind·blown sand, and aquatic teenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, 1895, p. 741. 
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between Sag Bridge station and Blue Island. era} rock surface, until at length even this lower I deposition about its shores gave rise to a very 
The western part drains through the canal feeder sandstone reaches the surface, spreads over a great I extensive sand bed of considerable thickness. 
to the Illinois and Michigan Canal at Sag Bridge area, thins out, and disappears. From beneath There appears to have been more or less variation 
station and the eastern part drains by Stony this sandstone there appear crystalline rocks of in these conditions, so that in some places beds of 
Creek to Calumet River at Blue Island. The yet remoter age. It is believed that these latter limestone and beds of shale occur in the upper 
valley bottom is marshy and covered by an exten· rocks everywhere underlie the formations found' part of the formation. The well at Chicago 
sive peat deposit. by the well borings beneath the Chicago area, and Hejghts shows 190 feet of limestone and shale 

The outer slope of the morainic belt south of that their erosion originally furnished the mate. in the uppermost part of the Potsdam formation, 
the Desplaines Valley is drained westward and rial from whieh the overlying sedimentary forma· and above this 250 feet more of sandstone, mak· 
southwestward by numerous creeks, of which the tions were made. ! ing 1064 feet of rock to be referred to this group. 
largest is Hickory Creek in Will County. This I I This bed of limestone and shale indicates an 
unites with Desplaines River about 1 mile south Cambrian Period. I interval of deeper waters, free from beach sands. 
of Joliet. Most of these streams drain marshes Potsdam group.-This lower group of sedi· 1'he limestone probably is to be correlated with 
in the morainic belt. ments, the Potsdam sandstone, which is very a similarly located but thinner bed in "\Visconsin, 

Between South Chicago and Hammond, Ind., ' widely distributed in the United States, is of later [ known as the Mendota limestone, while the upper 
is a group of shallow, marshy lakes or ponds. ; 
These are Calumet Lake, Wolf I"ake, Lakesand 

and George Lake. The largest, Calu. mllrsbes. 
met Lake, covers about 3 square miles. Hyde 
Lake has been entirely drained. Considerable 
marsh areas surround these lakes. Extensive 
marshes also occur east of Auburn Park, north of 
Stony Island, south of Maynard, Ind., and all 
through the lake border region of Lake and 
Porter counties, Ind. Large parts of these 
marshes have been artificially drained. 

GEOLOGY. 

SEDIMENTARY ROOK.~. 

General relations.-The geologic history of this 
part of Illinois is here sketched only in the barest 
outline. 

regIOn may be seen III numerous quarnes. about 

GALENA AND 

LOWER MAGNESIAN 
/90' 

POTSDAM 

~he rock forlllin? the substructur~ of this I '200":;; 5/+ POTSDAM SANDSTON£ 

the city, and is reached by all borings which pass, FHl-. 3.-S(l('tion of deep well borings at Lockport. t!~~: ::~~~~l ~:t~t~l~~nllllOnd," showing the underlying formations aml 

through the drift. The formation exposed at -the 
quarries and first reached in borings is the 
Niagara limestone. Where these borings have 

'Smelter well. Record at the office of the smelter. 
'Rocord by W F. Bridge, a" quo led l,y Frank Levet-ett in Seventeenth Ann. Rept. u. S. (/1\(11 Survey, rart II. p. 800. 

penetrated to depths of several hun· Information Cambrian age. Since this is the earliest of the 
dred feet, not only one but several frum deep Paleozoic formations in the northern interior, it is 
great rock formations are found, lime· wells. evident that a large part of the continent was 
stones, sandstones, and shale overlying one another land area and was exposed to denudation while 
in alternating series. These are the deposits of the earlier Cambrian iormations were being 
early geologic ages. The thickness, character, deposited in the eastern and western seas. 
and general stratigraphic relations of the great 'Vith the opening of later Cambrian time, how· 
sedimentary rock formations underlying this area, ever, the ocean advanced upon the land from the 
as determined by borings for artesian wells, are II south, until of all the northern interior Belich lind 

shown in figs. 2 and 3. . of the United States, only the northern ~~I!tesC!::!:~ 
All the deepest wells in this region terminate half of the area of Wisconsin and parts brilln time. 

in the midst of a great sandstone formation, the of northern Michigan and Minnesota remained 

CmWoOOHJ:IGBTIi!. 

POTSDAM GROUP 

UNIOlI"STocx 
YARDS. 

FIG. 2.-Sections of deep wfll borings at Chicago Heights, 1 Blue Island,~ Union StOllk Yards. 3 Goose Island, Cllicago,4 and 
South Evanston, r. showing the nnderlying formations and their general attitllde. 

250 feet of sandstone may be correlated with the 
Madison sandstone of Wisconsin. 

The well at I ... ockport, on Desplaines River, 8 
miles below Lemont, shows the following section, 
probably referable to the Potsdam group: 

Well section of Potsdam rocks at Lockport. 

Feet. 
Sandstone (Madison sandstone ~) .. . 75 
Sandy ~hale (Mendota limestone 1).. . . . . . .. 220 
Shale (Mendota limestone ?)... . 3i:J 
Shale and red marl (Mendota limestone 1) . 75 
Shale (Mendota limestone 1). . . ........... 230 
Sandstone... 51 

Total ... . .......... 686 

At the Joliet Steel Mills,4 miles farther south, 
the section of the Potsdam gronp is as follows: 

WellsecUon of Pot8dam rocks at the Joliet Steel MUts. 

Feet. 
Sharp sandstone (Madison sandswne 1)...... .. 175 
Blue shale (Mendota limestone 1) . . 50 
Shaly limestone (Mendota limestone 1).. . . ... 125 
Shale (Mendota limeswne ?).. . .............. 230 

Total .. . ........ 580 

These sections show deposition in water some
what deeper than that which covered the region 
lying farther east, for instead of so much shore 
sand, finer silts were deposited. 

Silurian :Period. 

LoweI)' Magnesian group.-Overlying the beds 
of the Potsdam group is a magnesian limestone 
formatiop. 160 to 450 feet thick. This Calcaroous 

formation thickens toward the south :=~I~IJil~~lan 
and southwest, being 350 feet thick at time. 

the Chicago Heights well and 450 feet thick 
at Joliet. The deposition of silts continued in 
the Lockport region, so that the well shows the 
following section: 

Well section of Silurian rocks at Lockport. 

Feet. 
Limestone. . 12 
Red marl.. :13 

Potsdam sandstone. This is the lowest known I above "water. In this ocean was a characteristic 3:~ 
rock formation in the State, and is shown at the fauna, and in the shallow waters along the Total. . ......... :195 

bottom of the section. Some of the wells pene· advancing shore line the Potsdam ~andstone was 
trate this. sandstone several hundred feet, but deposited, much as great beds of sand are now As a general rule, however, clearer waters 
none pass through it. In parts of Wisconsin it being deposited along s~a shores. That the prevailed and a new and different fauna was 
has a thickness of 1000 feet. deposit was made in the ocean and not in an' developed. While it is probable that the Lower 

What underlies this sandstone here is not known. inland lake is shown by the fossil marine fauna, I Magnesian limestone was derived from the calca· 

sea water, and by others to have been due to sub
sequent alterations. 

St. Peter group.-A return to conditions favor
able to the deposition of sands and to Sandssuc

changes in the fauna of this region :::r:nU!'-rian 
marked the formation of the St. Peter dolomite. 

sandstone, which overlies the Lower Magnesian 
group. 

This is a very porous, white sandstone, varying 
considerably in thickness. It ranges from 60 feet 
thick where it is reached in wells at Goose Island 
in North Branch of Chicago IUver, about 2t miles 
northwest of the Chicago Harbor inlet, to 200 feet 
at Chicago Heights and 450 feet at South 
Evanston. 

lrenton group.-Limestones of the Trenton 
group were deposited in this region during the 
period which next followed. In the Magnesilln 
clear waters of this Trenton sea lived a ::'id~s~m~~i~~ 
prolific and varied fauna, as we may time. 

judge from the fossil remains at places where the 
rock is now exposed at the surface. This fauna 
consisted of corals, crinoids, mollusks, crustaceans, 
and other invertebrates. The limestones are 
mostly magnesian. Wells in the vicinity of 
Chicago show strata 270 to 390 feet thick, 
referable to this group. The upper part of the 
formation, known as the Galena limestone, is the 
lead.bearing formation of northwestern Illinois. 
The lower part is known as the Trenton limestone. 

Oincinnati or .lIudson group.-Overlying the 
Trenton limestones is a formation composed of 
thin-bedded shales or mud stones. 
These are, for the most ~art, compo~ed . ~:!i~:~i-;,or 
of the fine, muddy sedIments carrIed ~::~:t:ne. 
into the sea by the drainage of the 
land. It is possible that these fine sediments so 
polluted the water as to have a marked effect 
upon the living organisms therein. At any rate, 
there was a marked change in the fauna; new 
species came in, and such as could not adapt 
themselves to the new conditions were extin. 
guished or forced to emigrate. 

Under the Chicago area this shale formation 
is shown by wells to vary in thickness from 105 
to 250 feet. It was found to have a thickness of 
250 feet at the first Union Stock Yards well. A 
20·foot bed of limestone occurring in the forma· 
tion at this place shows an interval of clearer 
water. 

At the close of the Hudson epoch two great 
islands developed in the iuterior continental sea 
in the region of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee, which very materially affected the 
rock.making conditions. No marked disturbances 
of the strata are found in the vicinity of Chicago, 
but the sea was withdrawn for a considerable 
period, as is shown by the fact that formations 
which were elsewhere deposited between the 
Cincinnati group and the next overlying forma· 
tion are not present in the Chicago area, and by 
the fact that the fossils of the succeeding forma· 
tion show that an interval occurred in which 
the marine fauna was almost entirely changed. 
When the sea again submerged the area a fauna 
composed almost entirely of new species made 
this their habitat. 

Niagara group.- Upon the Hudson shale lies 
a great limestone formation, the Niagara lime· 
stone, which immediately underlies the drift 
throughout this region (figs. 2 and 3). '1'his for· 
mation here varies in thickness from 254 to 409 
feet, and it is probable that even· this is not its 
original thickness, since there was a great oppor· 
tunity for erosion before it was co,:"ered by the 
protecting mantle of drift. 

During the deposition of this limestone clear
water conditions prevailed over wide areas and a 
new and wonderful 'fauna developed. 1 Just 
where this new fauna came ITom is not known, 
but a careful study of the distribution of the 
rock of this age and of the forms of life repre
sented has led to the suggestion that the interior 
sea· extended far northward and connected with 
Europe across the polar regions, and along the 
shores of this' sea the species may ha\Te come to 
the region of northeastern Illinois)! 

When these formations are traced northward found 1\~here the rock outcrops. reous residue of this marine life, well.preserved 
into central Wisconsin it is seen that they gradu. "\Vhatever may have been.the character of this I fossils are very rare in it. fU~~~:n~e~~r~~~I~ea~!i~~::I~:~;ii~;~~ft!~~~::':~;lt~:d~~:~;~~ 
ally rise, and, one after another in the order of Wisconsin land and its altitude relative to the The dolomitic character of the limestone is period in this region, refert"II(',e !!hould be IIIade to the puhli· 

their succession downward, thin out and disap·1 advancing Cambrian sea, it is evident the relation held by some to have been due to contempora- cations listed at We end.of th.is paper. 

pear as the next formation below rises to the gen- was such that the erosion of its surface and the I neous deposits from the magnesian salts of the' ba:~~~Y~~::'~;'!~I~;~.r~~;~~:~i.:~~:Vt~;8;~,i~~~.~:;'~~~~ 



Since the Niagara limestone Immediately 
underlies the drift throughout the 
Chicago district, there is abundant ~~;::'a~mo;. 
opportunity for its examination and ~;:,:~i£~t 
study at the numerous quarries and 
outcrops. 

As shown by the ,ections (figs. 2 and 3), the 
thickness of the Niagara limestone varies consid· 
erably within this area. The character of the 
rock at the various outcrops and quarries is indio 
cated in the following descl'iption: 

About a mile northwest of Humboldt Park, corner of Korth 
Central Park avenue and Humboldt avenue, the Niagara 
limestone rises in a gentle knoll which has a reliE'f of 4 or 5 
feet, The rock is bere thinly covered by clay and is exposed 
only in spots, so the dip could not be read, 

Two blocks west, of Humboldt Park, at the intersection of 
Homan and Frederick avenues, is a small lenticular elevation 
of rock, lying in a nortbE'ast-southwest dir('ction, ha.ving a 
relief of 4 or 5 feet. It is but slightly exposed, be('ause of the 
clay covering, and no reading of the dip eould be taken, 

At the intersection of Chicago and Western avenues, about 
three-fourths of a mile southeast of Humboldt Park, is a low 
elevation "f rock, partially cxposed above its thin eovering of 
clay and having a relief of 5 to 7 feet above the fiat to the 
east, Near Grand aIld Campbell av('nu('s are two quarries 
having depths of 80 to 'flO feet, 'I'he rock as heJ'e expol'ed is a 
massive gray dolomite, Hl'Uch fra(ltured, 80 that the product 
of the quarrif's is cru!!hed !!tone for paving and rubble for 
foundations and lime, no dimension stone being available, 

The pre!!ence of petroleum, apparently saturating the rock 
in pla,(~e~, led, in 1864, to an attempt to procure a flow of oiL 
A well was sunk at the corner of Chicago and 
Western avenu('s. "'hile a small amount of Well drilled 

petroleum W3"S found the well failed to disclose ~~I~~~~tand 
thc presence of oil in sufficient quantities to be ~~~t:~;. 
of any value, and the attempt was abandoned, 
The character and succession of the beds penetrated were 
faithfully recOJjled,' and are here given; 

Well Gel'tion at corner of Chicago and WesteT1~ avenues (1864), 

D~pthinfeet. 

Gray limestone. , 0 
Buff liIllestone, Athens or Juliet marble", 30 
Gray limestone,. 
Marble ,'.' 

,115 
,., ".121 

Gray limestone .,',', .. ,.,."., ... ,.".. ..".182 
MarMe ,.. ,. ,.,' ". 194 
Gray limestone" 
M=ble.,. 
Dark-gray stone, .. 
Light-gray stonc., , 
Dark stone-very hard, , .. 
Gray limestone and fiint .. , 
Stone and shale., 

.. "".".,2aO 
.. , .. "., .. ,260 

•• , •• , •• 29{J 
,320 

.. "., .. ",362 
.390 

."" ,395 

The term "marble," as used here, evidently means eyen· 
grained, close textured limestone. 

About a mile east of Donglas Park, at. the intersection of 
Nineteenth and Li.ncoln street~, is the quarry of the Chicago 
Union Lime works Company, The section here 
shows 10 to 1;'1 feet of bowlder day over the 
limestone, The quarry is about 175 feet in 
depth, Mr, T. W, Phinney, pr('sident of the 
compauy, states that the limestone here is a 
dolomite with about rio{ per C>ent carbonate of lime and 44 per 
cent carbonate of magnesia, affor'ding very strong lime, The 
strata are 1 to (; feet in thickncss, with thin St'-4\.llIS of day Olle
fourth of an inch or Ies~ in thickneHs. 'The beds are nearly 
horizontal, and so much fractured that no dimension stone is 
quarried. At a depth of 200 feet the character of the roek 
ehange:s, showing about 10 per cent of silka, with so much 
leBs of the carbonate of lime and magnesia, The rock here 
does not show the presence of petroleum, In the first and 
second bloc-ks cast of tho quarry are small ouwrops indicathlg 
a thin covering of the rock in thi~ vieinity, and about one· 
half mile south, near the corner of Robey and Twenty"third 
streets, the rock for several blocks is exposed or but thinly 
covered, 

In the part of the city known as Bridgcport, about 1} miles 
f=ther southeast, at Twenty-seventh and Halsted streets, 
south of South Branch of Chicago River, is the qnarryof 
tho Stearns Lime and Stone Company, 'I'he rock is massive 
coneretionary limestone showing little appe&ance of 8tl'atifi
cation, It varies in cha,raeter from a loosely compacted 
clayey rock to a solid bluiEh·b'Tay liIllt'-stone, The locality is 
especially rich in organic remains and has yielded many fine 
fossils, 

At Hawthorne, on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 
Railway, west of Chicago, is the qua1'l'Y of Dolese & Shepard, 
The excavation here is 60 to 70 feet (leep and shows definitely 
bedded, gray limestone, massive below, weathering yellow, 
The strata dip strongly in the direetion S. 46° R, the angle 
of dip varying from 10° to 40°. The beds =e mueh fractured 
and hence furnish only crushcd stone, lime, and cement. 
The rock is highly fossiliferous, eHp('cially in the upper layers, 
where it is composed largely of fragments of fossil organisms, 

On the lake shore at Winusor Park, at the foot of Chelten
ham place, is an outcrop of the Niag=a whkh is well satu
rated with petroleum. It is but thinly <lovered for several 
blocks back from the shore, so that excavations made for 
sewers are partially in rock. Two small outcrops o<:cur on 
Railroad avenue, betwecn S('venty·fourth and SeYellty·fl.fth 
streets, in Wind~or Park, and a third about six blocks west, 
between Seventy·fifth and SeventY'l!ixth streE'ts. Theile out
croplit are not shown on the map, 

Farther south, at Ninety-second street and Stony Island 
avenue, a mile north of Lake Calumet, is one of the most 
interellting exposures within the area, (I, rock 

:~I~::~~~ i:o~~~;n:,~~n e~:i::i:i ~~~:~i n~i~!: ~::!i:I!:~. 
long and one-half mile wide, with the 10Ilg axis 
in an east-west direction. It has a relief of 20 to 25 feet above 
the surrounding Jnal'shy plain, The limestone is exposed 
almost ,continuously about the mal'gin of this ridge, though 
the main part is covered by a thin coating of bowlder clay and 
grayeL On the northwE'st side of the elevation, at Ninety
second street and Stony Island avenue, is an old quarry which 
gives an excellent 15-foot section (fig, 15), The rock, which is 
a gray, foesiliferous, magncsian limestone, 01' dolomite, weath-

1 History of the ChiCago Artesian Well, by George A. 
Shnfeldt,Jr., Chicago, 186U, Issued by the Religio·Philosophi
caJ Pllblishing Association, of Chieag\o, 1897. 
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ering buff, dips in the direction N, 61 0 W, at an angle of 
42°. ACl'o~s the ridgc to thc southeast, at a distance of about 
throe-eighths of a mile, i'l a second quarry, showing a like 
section, with the beds dipping S. 44° E. at an angle of 33°, 
At the east eud, just north of Ninety-third street, thcre is a 
dip of 30° in the direction N, 74° E. On the northeast 
slope, at Essex skeet, north of Ninety·second stroet, the qip 
is toward the northeast. On the north side of the ridge, 
about midway of its longth, just north of Ninety-second 
~treet, on Cloud street, there is a dip of 42" in the direction 
N. 36° W., and two blocks farther west, near Rupp and 
Ninety-second streets, the dip is 40° in the direction N, 26° 
W, At the west end t,he rock passes rapidly b('lowthe till, as 
a well jU8t west of Stony Island avenue, between Ninety
second and Kir~ety·thinl ~treets, shows 33 feet of till overlying 
the limestone, 'I'his shows a decline of 48 feet toward the 
west in the distance of about one block, The rock is thllll 
seen to have quaquaversal dips, and the elevation is the 
result of a local bowing or (olding, It is inferred that the 
strata were once continuous over the fold, but the dome has 
been trnncated by erosion and the edges of the bed have been 
beveled, smoothed, and striated by glaciation. The especially 
fine evidence of glaciation is discllllsed under the heading 
"Epoch of glacial occupa.tion," It is pos~ihle that thi8 
"island" is an uneroded rernnant of a much larger uplift, 8ince 
the elevation there is narrow and the dip of the strata is 
abnlpt. If Buch i~ the case, the erosion has been very 
uniform on all sides, so that the remnant coincides with the 
axis of the fold, It may be, however, that the high dips are 
not entirely due to flexure or uplift, In the vicinity of Mil
waukee, Wis., ccrtain mounds of limestone in the Niagara 
formation show high quaquaversal dips \vhich are evidently 
the slopes of original deposition about ancient coral reefs, 
While there is no evidence here of an ancient reef formation, 
it is quite possible that the present dips are but the accentua
tion of, the dips assumod in the original deposition on a sea 
fioor. Gontle undulations of the strata are noted at many of 
the other expo~ure8, and sOllie considerable diptl occur, though 
none so high as at this locality. If there were at this place an 
original bowing of the strata, a disturbanoe which resulted 
in the more gentle fiexures might produec the high dips seen 
without forming any such exienllive rock fold as might other
wise be inferred. 'l'he date of this disturbance is uncertain, 

O,er the truncated rock strata is a thin mantle of bowlder 
('lay with abundant crystalline bowlder~, There ~lre also well" 
defined ridges of sand and gravel lying along the summit· of 
the rock dome, The limestoIle in the exposures is very l=gely 
saturatcd with a black asphalt or bitumen, which occurs in 
pores and in cavities a few inches in diameter. This gives to 
the rock a peculiar and very agreeable mottled appcarance, 
espf'-eially whero the asphalt has been melted by the sun's mys 
after the rock has been laid in a wall and bas oozed out in 
blotches upon the surface. The bitumen is probably the 
product of the dllitillation of organic matter, and may be the 
equivalent of the petroleum noted at other exposures, 

About a mile southwest of the village of Blue Island the 
limestone has been quarried. Over a considerable area south
west of this it is but thinly covered, The beds are 
nearly horizontal, having a dip of 2' to 4' SR, Sr:!H'I::d~ 
and form no elevation above the plain, '1'he 
rock at the surface is a thin-bedded shaly limestone showing 
obscure glacial m&king8. The quarries being filled with 
water at the time of examination, the lower beds could not be 
seen, Dr, Bannister 1 says that a bed of bluish impure lime
stone was forwerly worked here as hydranlic rock. 

'rhe Niagara again appears about a mile tv the southwcst, 
on the place of Mr, Henry Schwartz, where it haH heen 
stripped of 3 to (; feet of bowlder clay. 

At 'Thornton, on the Chiellgo and 'Vestern Indiana Rail
road, there i~ a low elevation of limestone covering an area 
of It to 2 square miles, 'rhe village is on the 

~:t:::l:~r~f i~~o ~~ f~~~ :~::t~~: PI~~~O~~! :::Jit:!~eDH 
uorth, and is but thiuly covered by drift. About ton. 
one·half mile north of the village, OIl the road to Hlue Island, 
the rock i~ exposed with a dip of 20" N}oj In the southwest
ern paJ."t of the village is the quarry of the Brownwell Improve
ment Company, The strata have here a dip of 12" SE., and 
the upturned edges have been sllloothed and st,rioated by 
glacial aetion. The qu&ry shows at present a 95·foot section. 
The beds increase in thickness downward from about 4 inches 
to 4 feet and are much fractured, so that no dimension stone 
is obtained, Near the surface the rock is buff and somewhat 
shaly, passing downward into a dense, blnc-gray, siliceous 
limestone, Mr, Brownwell states that the rook contains 
about. 36 per cent of silica. Chert concretions several inches 
in diameter are found, As at Stony Island, the rock eontains 
mueh bitumen or asphalt in pores and small cavities, and it 
is also highly fossiliferous, In the bed of Thorn Creek, just 
south of the village bridge, the rock has a dip of about 24" 
~NR About 100 yards to the south 'the dip is in the opposite 
direction, toward the southwest, at a like angle, indicating a 
gantle local anticline. At this place the glacial striatiOIl8 are 
well shown. 

One mile south of Thornton, near the road to Glenwood, 
the rock'is again exposed in the bed of Thorn Creek. 

About 2j- miles south of Glenwood the Niagara is seen at 
Miller's limekiln and also in a road cut on the 
hill slope, 'fhe rock is an impure buff fossil- ;!,':.~d?len. 
iferouslimestone, containing bitumen. 

West of the city, the northernmost exposure is seen a mile 
west. of Elmhurst, on the Chic.'lgoand Northwest.ern Railway. 
The rock is here well bedded (see Illustration 

~~;:!u~~!~' ~~e a~~a:!~:;:~u:e~~~: !~c~~n~~ r~~::!'!.~;t. 
with northeast-southwest strike, and the sur-
fw:e shows glaciation, Some dimension ~tonc is quarried. 

About 3 miles southeast of Elmhurst, near the Illinois 
Central Railroad, at the quarry of Kogle & Smith, is an out
crop of a grayish limestone, weathering to a dark-bua' or 
brown color, The upper portion is somewhat decomposed 
and crumbling, Cl"IlShed stone and sorile building stone are 
obtained. The rock. surface shows abundant gIacial stria
tions, As the rock is also seen in the railroad cut one-quarter 
of a mile southwest from the quarry, it probably fonns the 
body of the small elevation at this place, 

About 3j- miles south of Elmhurst, horizontal thin-bedded 
limestone is seen in the western bank of Salt Creek. 'I'be 
upper 2 or 3 feet are porous and yellow, passing below into 
an even-textured, light-gray limestone containing nodules of 
chert. '1'he bedS are fossiliferous, 

About a mile northwest of Lagrange, on the banks of Salt 
Creek, is a small quarry in light·gray fossilifer-
ous limestone. The rock is overlain by a few ~::!gt:,
feet of fine stratified gravels and bowlder clay. 

At Lyons is an elevation of rock which scems to be the 

l Geology of Cook County, by H. M. Bannister: Geol. Surv. 
Illinois,. Vol. III, 1868, p, 244. 

cause of the abrupt recurving of Desplainfls River at this 
point. Directly south of the sharp bend of the 
river is the quarry of Mr, Fred Schultz, The }!:'o"::d'1: 
light-gray Iirnestone is here nearly horizontally Detlplalnes 
bedded and considerably fractured, Some bitu- Valley. 
mf'n occurs. On the north side of the quarry there are gentle 
anticlinal dips. The rock iH overlain by a few fect of bowlder 
clay, with pockets of !land and gravel. The newly stripped 
surface shows glaciation 

About three-fourths of a mile northeast of this quMTY, 
near the west end of the Ogden avenue bridge over Desplaines 
Riv('r, is a quarry showing gray limestone strata dipping N. 
32° to 39° 'V, at angles varyiug from 6° to 20°, About one
fourth of a mile north of the Santa Fe Railway bridge, at 
times of extreme low water glaciated rock snrfaces a,re 
exposed in the bed of Desplaines River. 'The area about 
which the rivcr here makes a detour is an elevation of rock, 
covered by 1 to S feet of bowlder clay. 

At McCook station, on the Santa J<'e Railway, on th(l north 
bank of the Desplaines, the rock is again exposed in horizon
tal bedR in the quarries of the Chicago Crushed Stone Com
pany, The present section is about 35 feet in thickness, .The 
r(}('k is a coarse dolomite. Surfaces stripped of the 3 to 4 feet 
of stony clay show glaciation. Soveral excavations nearer the 
station show the same rock but thinly covered. Onc shows a 
slight dip of 5° in the direction S, 31° E. 

One-half mile west of .McCook station the rock is seen to be 
near the surface, exposed in the gullies, The rock surface 
evidently rises somewhat under the slopes forming the sides 
of the valley, as it is seen in a gully on the northeast slope 
just northwest of the road crossing of the Chicago Tenninal 
TranAfer Raill"oad. It here shows a dip of 12° in the direction 
N. 34,0 R 

Continuing southwest along the bottom of the valley about 
a mile, one finds two excavations showing yellowish·gray, 

::~h~e!~~~c!~Ss~~:~~~:~::~~~~u~oZ:~:l~~~h;~~~~:~~ 
north of tbe vlllage of Gary on the Santa l~e Railway, is a 
quarry of the Brownwell Improvement Company, The quarry 
is about 45 feet deep, showing 2 or 3 feet of thin, broken, 
nearly horizontal strata at the surface, passing down into 
regular, little·broken courses froIll 4 inches to 2 feet in thick
ness, The rock is dense, even grained, and rather hard to 
dress. Mr. Brownwell states that its composition is 85 to 9{J 
per Cent carbonate of lime, with the balance magnesia, silica~ 
and alumina, It is chiefly converted into crushed stone for 
paving. 

About 3 miles west of Gary are two quarries ncar Flag 
Creek, in a local uplift of roek, showing dips of 9° to 20° in 
directions varying from N. 62° R to N. 57° W. The strata 
are here very much broken. . 

The lime8tone is slightly exposed beside the road about Ii 
mileH northwest from Sag Bridge station, on the Chicago and 
Alton Railway, Southwestward along the valley, from the 
Willow Springs bridge to Lemont, though no surface expos
ures are seen until ne& Rag Bridge stat.ion, the excavation 
for the drainage canal has cut into the limestone under the 
bowlder day to depths varying from 1 to 2fi feet, and, for the 
last 1~ miles above the Lemont bridge the excavation is almost 
entirely in the roek, which here rises to form the valley floor, 
This shows the undulatory character of the rock surface 
under the covering of bowlder clay which forms tho nearly 
fiat bottom of the valley, 

In the mouth of the Sag, for it miles eastward, the lime
stone is exposed or but thinly covered by a deposit of peat 
and day, Here are the quarries of the Phcenix Stone Com
pany, The present section is about 25 feet thick and sbows a 
compact, even-textured, light-drab to white limestone, well 
beddf'd in nearly horizontal strata, which increase in thick
ness downward from a few inches to several feet. The beds 
are undisturbed and little fractured, so that the product 
ranges from crushed stone and rubble to fine cut and sawed 
dimension stone, The rock surfaoo, where stripped, is much 
waterworn, showing little grooves 3 to 6 inches deep along the 
fracture lines, crossing at various angles, With these are 
lit,tle potholes, from a few iIl(~hes to a foot or 80 in diameter, 
ground out by pebbles whirled in water eddies. At the village 
of Sag Bridge, on the south side of the valley, the litncstone 
outcrops in the road about 30 feet above the bottom of the 
valley. One mil~ east the quarry of the Calumet Stone Com· 
pany gives a section, and northeast of here, on the north side 
of the valley, a small qnarry furnishes a dense, fine-grained, 
light-gray to white limestone, 

At Lemont the limestone is extensively exposed, the bare 
or vpry thinly covered rock here forming the fioor of the val
ley and being exposed in the bluffs on eith!)r side, especially 
on the north side, at the height of 50 to 60 foot above the 
bottom of the valley, The upper beds are cherty, tnin bed
ded, shelving, and much weathered. At intervals along tile 
line of the Chicago and Alton Railway, for about 2 miles 
northeast of Lemont, are the quarries of the Illinoi~ Stone 
Compauy and the Western Stone Company. These show 25-
foot or 30·foot sections. 'l'he thin·bedded cherty layers, such 
as appear in the bluffs, are seen in the npper parts of these 
sections aud pass downwaJ."d into nearly horizontal, little
fractured bedH, 3 feot or more in thickness. BeloW' the thin, 
cherty, buiJ-colored layers the rock is a compact, even·tex
tured, light·drab to nea,rly white limestone, known by the 
name ,. Athens marble." This is extensively used in ChiC.1g0 
and elsewhere as building material, giving fiue cut and sawed 
dimension stone, 

The surface of the rock underlying the valley bottom, where 
exposed in the excavations for the Sanitary and Ship Canal, 
has given much evidence of strong river eI'{}Sion. 
Large cavities, 5 to 10 feet wide and 01 a corre- ~:c'ki!~:;~"e 

:~~:?~~t!c:t~~:: h~';e\::! !~~~~~~ ~: ::t~ ~aR:;~I.lnes 
holes, ground out by stones in the eddying cnrrents, Dr. 
Bauni~ter 1 reports it as stated that the potholes in the sur
faee lttyers at the Athens (Lemont) quarries, when of sufficient 
depth to penetrate one layer and enter another, are oooasion· 
ally found to be dislocated; that is, one layer has slipped upon 
the other, so that the upper and lower portions of the pothole 
are, in SOllle cases, entirely separated from each other. The 
phenomenon was not obscl"Yed by Dr. Bannister, but seemed 
to be well attested. As he stated, this would seem to indicate 
a horizontal disturbance of limited amount at a comparatively 
recent period. Mr. Frank Leverett· pictures and notes heavy 
surface grooves in the rock exposed in the excavation for the 
diversion channel of Desplaines River at Lemont, nt'-~ the 
Santa Fe Railway bridge, Mr, Ossian Guthrie reported them 
to have a bearing of about B. 60' W. These have been 

1 Geol. of Cook County: Geol, Surv.Illinois, Vol. III, p, 252, 
• 'rho Pleistoeene features and deposits of the Chicago area, 

by Frank Leverett; Chicago Acad. Sci., Bull, II, Geol. and 
Nat, Hist. ~urvey, 1897, p, 53, fig. 7. Also, The Illinois glacial 
lobe, by }j'rank Leverett: MOD. U. S. Geo1. Survey, Vol. 
XXXVIII, 1899, p, 417. 

regarded by some as glacial groovings, but M1'. Leverett 
thinks they are probably the product of river erosion. 

About (i miles east of Orland is an exposure 
in the banks and bed of a small stream. The ~xJ't~~et 
rock here is a regularly bedded, nearly hori- Des~IIID"" 
zontal, light-gray limestone, very fossiliferous. Val y. 

In the southwestern part of the area, at New Lenox a.nd 
for about a mile west, Hickory Creek exposes the rock in its 
bod. It is also seen about 2 miles east of New Lenox, Dear 
the Rock Island Railway bridge over Hickory Creek, 

The exact stratigraphic relations of the beds seen in these 
v&ious outcrops can not be detennined, The character of 
the rock varies considerably within the area. In places many 
fossils have been collected, while in others the beds are almost 
entirely barren. 
Be~ides the land exposures of the underlying rock, there 

are numerous rock shoals off the shore of Lake Michigan, on 
the city front, as shown by the United Stat.es 
coast charts of the Survey of the Northern and :1°::e61~k:.s 
Northwestern Lakes, These are the Oakland 
shoal, about three-eighths of a mile offshore at Fortieth 
street, with 11 or 12 feet of water; the Morgan shoal, about 
one-half mile offshore at Forty-eighth street, with 6 to 9 feet 
of water; the Hyde Park inner and outer shoals, respectively 
1 and 2 miles offshore east of Morgan shoal, with 15 or 16 feet 
of water; tho South Park shoal, about 2 mire<! off t.he north 
end of .Jackson Park, with about 11 feet of water; tho CIa.rke 
Point shoal, about five.eighths of a mile offshore at Seventy
ninth street, with S or 9 feet of water; and 'the Cheltenham 
shoal, about three-eighths of a mile off Cheltenham Beach at 
Eighty-seeond street, with about 9 feet of water. 

Devonian Period, 

Evidence of Devonian 8ediment8.- Until 
recently it has been thought that the Niagara 
limestone was the last of the indurated rock 
formations of which any trace remained in this 
vicinity. Such, however, is not the case. 

In northwestern Indiana deposits of lower
Helderberg and Oorniferous age and later 
Devonian shales are known to occur beneath the 
heavy mantle of drift, and in Milwaukee and 
Ozaukee counties, Wis., deposits referred to the 
Onondaga and Hamilton epochs are well devel· 
oped. It is also probable that the basin of Lake 
Micbigan is very largely excavated in deposits of 
Devonian age. So it is not at all surprising that 
Devonian deposits should have extended over the 
region about Chicago. 

At the quarry near the Chicago and North· 
western Railway, 1 mile west of Elmhurst, in 
eastern Dupage County, evidence has 
been f?und sh?wing unmistakably that ~~~2i!:.:~e 
the Nlagara lImestone was once over· 
lain by beds of later age. Of a rock specimen 
purporting to come from this quarry, one·half 
was Niagara dolomite and the other half was a 
black shaly rock containing abundant fragments 
of small fish teeth. A careful examination of the 
stripped rock surface at the quarry failed to show 
any black shale, nor was any noted in the overly
ing drift. Further examination, however, revealed 
the origin of the specimen. 'fhe following 
description of the deposit is taken, with slight 
modifications, from Stuart Weller: l 

At this locality the limestone is much fractured 
by two sets of gentle folds, and joint cracks are 
well developed. Some of these cracks are several 
inches in width, and they are in general filled 
with black or blue clay. At one point in the 
east quarry face, about 18 feet below the glaci
ated surface of the rock, one of these joints is 
somewhat enlarged to form a narrow, triangular 
opening about 6 inches in width at the base and 
about 16 inches in height. This opening, instead 
of being filled with clay, as are aU the other large 
joints in the quarry, is filled with a breccia com
posed of angular fragments of the adjacent lime· 
stone embedded in a dark-brown, arenaceous 
matrix. This matrix is abundantly fossiliferous, 
containing an immense numbers of fish teeth and 
a smaller number of Lingula shells and other 
brachiopods which indicate its Devonian age. 

The situation of this most peculiar OCCUITence 
of Devonian' fossils, deeply buried in the Niagara 
limestone, is shown in fig. 16, Illustration sheet 1. 
The triangular opening filled with Devonian mate
reriaI is just to the left of the hammer and about 
18 feet below the upper surface of the rock. 

The species of fossils recognized are as follows: 
Fish teeth: PtYCWdU8 calceolus N. and W., ])ip. 
lodus p'l'i8cu8 Eastman n. sp, .Diplodu8 8triatUS 
Eastman; n. sp. Brachiopods: Lingula Ugea H. 1, 
Ol'oiouloidea newoerryi H. 1, Amoocoelia u~bo· 
nata Con. 

The most abundant species is Ptyotodus caloeo· 
lius, whose tritors are present literally 'by the 
hundreds. This species is characteristic of the 
middle and up'per Devonian faunas of. the ~nterior 

1 A peculiar Devonian deposit in northeas.tern lJUnois, by 
Stuart Weller: Jour. Geol., VoL VII, 1899, p. 48Set seq. 



of North America. The remaining fish teeth are 
two new species of DipZodu8, which have been 
described by Dr. C. R. Eastman.1 

The result of the study of the fossils is stated 
by Mr. Weller thus: "The presence of Ptyotodus 
is certainly indicative o~ the Devonian Correlatl"n, 

age of the fauna, but IJ~plodU8 has pre· ;~:pt;,~. 
viously been recognized in Carbonifero d~~r~~be~ 
ous strata, and the presence of two vonlan time. 

species of this genus with the Waverly species of 
OrbWuloidea would seem to indicate a very late 
Devonian age." 

The presence of the remains of this fauna of 
late Devonian age, deeply buried in the Niagara 
limestone, is very interesting and most significant. 
The absence of any species of earlier Devonian 
age would seem to indicate that during the earlier 
part of this age the strata were so far elevated as 
to become land. This land is thought to have 
been part of what was probably a large land sur· 
face, stretching from the Wisconsin land on the 
north to the Ozark land of Missouri on the south. 
Doubtless the shore line was not very far east of 
the Chicago district, since part of eastern Wis· 
consin and part of northwestern Indiana were 
submerged. During this elevation slight flexing 
of the rock strata produced the joint cracks in 
the Niagara limestone, and these were doubtless 
somewhat enlarged by solution by percolating 
waters. Doubtless, also, more or less of the upper 
part of the Nia"gara formation was cut away by 
erosion during the interval of exposure. 

Near the close of the Devonian age the land 
was Bubmerged beneath the sea waters and the 
cracks in the sea floor were filled by sand and 
fine silts, in which were small shells and fish teeth. 
Coatings of the same material on the sides of 
cracks leading to the surface of the Niagara lime
stone show clearly that this was the mode of 
deposition of the material found. 

Besides this filling of the cracks in the sea 
bottom, doubtless beds of some thickness covered 
much of the surface of the Niagara limestone in 
this area. Were these beds, however, so friable 
as this remnant found at Elmhurst, they would 
have been readily removed by erosion during their 
exposure on the emergence of the area which fol· 
lowed. 

Heretofore, so far as knowD, the marine life of 
this region was confined to invertebrate animals. 
In some other places fossil remains seem to show 
that vertebrates appeared at an earlier time, but 
not until the Devonian submergence do these 
forms appear to have reached the northern interior 
sea. The evidence of so great an ad vance in the 
life forms thus gives to these Elmhurst deposits 
an especial interest. Since the Devonian sea 
reached northern Indiana, Michigan, and eastern 
Wisconsin somewhat earlier than the time of its 
encroachment on the Chicago area, it is probable 
that vertebrate life was already flourishing in its 
waters when the submergence of the Chicago 
area took place. 

POST·DEVONIAN HISTORY. 

Pre-Pleistocene Erosion. 

So far as known, the close of Devonian time 
was marked by the final withdrawal of the sea 
from the Chicago area. Certain evi· 
dence developed has suggested a pos· I.~"gr:r!~d 
sible resubmergence in marine waters area. 

at a much later date. This evidence is noted on 
page 10 of this folio. No indurated rock for· 
mations later than the Niagara limestone and the 
slight remnant of Devonian rock are known within 
the district. Upon these formations lies the heavy 
mantle of unconsolidated material referred to as 
drift (fig •. 2 and 3). This drift not only overlies the 
rock formations here represented, but, extending 
out over the greater part of Illinois, and in fact 
over a large part of northern United States and 
Canada, it overlies rock formations of all ages, 
even the most recent; whence it is evident that 
the drift is the latest of all the great geologic for· 
mations of North America. It was deposited in 
the Pleistocene, the era immediately preceding our 
own. 

A large PaJ;; of the rock formations of the con· 
tinent was' formed subsequently to the Devonian 
period, so it is evident that the interval between 

'Description of new species of IJiplodu . .s teeth from the 
Devonian of northeastern Illinois, by C. R. Eastman: Jour. 
Gaol., Vol. VII, 1§99, pp. 489·498. 
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the deposition of the rock exposed in this district subanguIar, with numerous flat faces, or facets. 
and of the imm.edi~tely overlying drift was of The facets usually show polishing, paraUel groov· 
enormous duration. During the whole of this ing, and scratching, as though smoothed and 
interval, so far as known, the northern part of striated while being held firmly in one position 
Illinois stood above the level of the sea. It is and moved over a hard surface (fig. 18). 
true there may have been, and indeed probably When the surface of the rock underlying the 
were, many changes in the conditions, due to drift is examined and compared with that under 
variations in the elevation of the land and to other coverings, significant phenomena 
other causes. There may have been intervals are also noted. In a region where the ~~!<a:;:1h:e 
during which the sea waters again encroached soil is residuary-I. e., derived directly drift. 

upon this land, but no evidence other than that from the disintegration of the rock-there is a 
noted on page 10 of this folio has been found. gradation downward from the loose soil to par· 
The work of geologic agents did not, however, tia11y disintegrated rock, and this shows less 
cease in this region during this great interval. and less decomposition until finally rock of the 
Up to this time the area of northeastern Illinois original hardness is reached below the zone of 
had been receiving contributions principally from weathering. Most rock is more or less variable 
the "\Visconsin land to the north; during this in composition and texture, and consequently 
interval the rock beds of this area were Rubjected some parts yield more readily to the agents 
to erosion and the material thus obtained was of disintegration than others, and differential 
carried off southward by the streams, to help in weathering results, in which the more resistant 
the formation of other rock beds in the sea. So parts remain, while the less resistant disintegrate 
great was this interval of rock disintegration and into soils. Hence a weathered rock surface is 
erosion that the Devonian beds and whatever uneven, discolored, and pitted with irregular cavi· 
subsequent rock formations may have been present ties. It is often difficult to say where the soil 
in this area were entirely removed. More or less ends and the rock begins (fig. 4). 
of the Niagara limestone was also cut away at this 
time. 

As the rock disintegrated into soils vegetation 
developed and faunas of the air and land appeared, 
yet no traces of these faunas and floras here remain. 

The only evidence here is of destruction j one must FIEI-. 4.-Diagram showing the relation of ~8idual soil to the 
go elsewhere to find the results of constructive underlying rock from which it is derived. 

work of post·Devonian and pre.Pleistocene time. 
With the deposition of the drift the process of 
rock destruction in this area practically ceased. 

Pleistocene Period. 

GENERAJ .. DESORIPTION. 

The drift.-Drift is the mantle of detrital mate· 
rial deposited directly or indirectly through the 
agency of extensive glaciers. Good 

This, however, is not the character of the rock 
surface where exposed by the removal of drift. 
Here the line between the drift above and the 
rock beneath is sharp (fig. 5). Unless the upper 

exposures of the drift. may be seen ~;~i~~~~I~~iC 
along the lake bluffs from Evanston FIEI-. 5.-Diagram ehOWi~h~:: ~:~?~,~~n of drift to the roc1~ on 

northward, along the line of the drainage canal 
from Bridgeport southwestward to Lemont, and rock beds be thin and shelving it is usual to find 
at the clay pits of the various brickyards of Chi. a smoothed and polished surface marked with 
cago and vicinity. Some of the pits most readily I parallel grooves and scratches, similar to those 
accessible from Chicago are the following: near" upon the pebbles and bowlders of the drift. If 
North Branch of Chicago River west of Lincoln the rock surface bas not been long exposed the 
Park; in the vicinity of South Robey and :Forty- striations are usually sharp and distinct. Some
third streets; west of the Union Stock Yards; times they are continuous for several yards. U suo 
and at Purington station, on the Chicago, Rock ally they are shorter. They are sometimes almost 
Island and Pacific Railway. Apart from these perfectly straight, sometimes curved, broken, or 
exposures, temporary exposures are frequently jagged. They are usual1y nearly parallel at any 
seen at various points in the city where excava· given plaee, or they cross at low angles. 
tions are being made for the foundations of build· It is also found that where there are slight ine· 
ings, water pipes, etc. In the country districts qualities of the surface, as protruding knobs or jut. 
exposures are frequent along the road cuts and ting ledges, one side~in this district the east and 
streams. northeast-is smoothed, polished, an.d scratched, 

An examination of the drift at these exposures while the opposite side is rougher and· more or 
shows that while stratified deposits of sands, less unmodified. With small, sharp depressions 
gravels, and clays are of frequent Unstratified the east and northeast sides are rough, while the 
occurrence, the drift as a whole is drift or till. west and southwest sides have been smoothed. 
unassorted. It consists generally of a matrix of These different phenomena are well exhibited by 
bluish clay in which is embedded rock material of the rock surface at Stony Island. 
alI shapes, sizes, and lithologic characters (fig. 17). ']'hese various phenomena give indisputable evi· 
The clay is highly; calcareous and is evidently dence that these features are not the results of 
largely the result of abrasion of beds of limestone weathering or of water erosion, but that over the 
and calcareous shale. rock surface has moved some great mass with 

The stony material embedded in this clay matrix abrasive material at its bottom, smoothing, pol. 
ranges in size from fine gravel to bowlders several ishing, and scratching as it went; that this body 
tons in weight. For the most part these pieces was more or less plastic in its nature, so that it 
of rock are less than 1 foot in diameter, but fre· conformed in a measure to the inequalities of its 
quently bowlders 2 to 3 feet in diameter occur, rock bed, and that the movement was in the 
and rarely blocks 5 to 10 feet in diameter are direction of the striations and against the abraded 
seen. These bowlders are of such size that they sides of surface inequalities. The fine and coarse 
could not be transported by water currents of material of the drift overlying the rock would 
ordinary strength unless they were frozen in float- furnish the abrasive material, the polishing pow
ing blocks of ice. del', and the graving tools to a moviog mass of 

The arrangement of the drift is most hetero· the right kind. 
geneous, fine and coarse, clay and stones being These various phenomena of the drift and the 
intimately mixed. This is in striking cc;mtrast underlying rock surface give unmistakable evi· 
with the assorted ,and stratified beds of water· dence of the agency which produced 
deposited material. Yet, from the frequent them. The drift is identical in kind ;::'~:!.';lfta 
occurrence of stratified beds at some points, it is with the deposits now being made by eposlt. 

evident that considerable water must have aided glaciers in various parts of the world (see fig. 19 
in the deposition. and compare fig. 17), and the characteristics of the 

The shape of the pebbles and bowld~rs of the surface of the rock beneath the drift are identical 
unstratified drift is not that of stream or shore with those of the surface of the rock over which 
pebbles. Instead of smoothly rounded forms, the glacier ice is known to have recently passed (fig. 
pebbles and bowlders of the drift are partly 20). Hence it is evident that the drift is in real. 
angular and partly somewhat rounded, but largely ity a glacial deposit. 

While the clay matrix of the drift is highly 
calcareous, showing that. it was derived very 
largely from limestones such as immediately under. 
lie it in this area, examination with a microscope 
shows a considerable percentage of grains of a. 
great vaJiety of minerals such as ,'vould result 
from the abrasion of crystaUine rocks. Also, if 
the coarser material the pebbles and 
bowlders of the drift, be examined, it ~O:teel!J:II.\I 
is found that about 90 per cent cor. the drift. 

responds in character to the underlying rock 
strata, while the remaining 10 per cent consists 
of sandstones and crystalline rocks of many kinds 
wholly foreign to Illinois. 

In some parts of the district surface bowlders 
are more or less numerous. Of these bowlders 
more than 95 per cent are derived from crystalline 
rocks foreign to this region. 

The direction of movement of glaciers is shown 
by scratches or· striations on the rocks, called 
striro. It is evident from the glacial . 
striro about Chicago and at other !~,,,g:lcler 
localities that the glacier came from phenomenon. 

the north, moved up the basin of Lake Michigan, 
and spread out over the surrounding areas. 
Retracing the course of this movement, it is found 
that not within 300 miles are formati~ns known to 
occur from which the foreign rock constituents 
of the drift could have been derived. The sand· 
stones and crystalline rocks occur about the east· 
ern part of Lake Superior, northern Lake Huron, 
and northward. It is thus apparent that the 
glacier depositing the drift of Cook, Dupage, and 
Will counties was no local phenomenon. As has 
already been 'indicated, the drift not only covers 
most of the State of Illinois, but also extends over 
a large part of northern United States and Canada, 
everywhere showing phenomena similar to those 
of this vicinity. 

Such data, studied over a wide range of terri· 
tory and under greatly varying conditions, show 
that there came about climatic changes the like 
of which had never before occurred in this lati
tude in all the earth's history. ·This great change 
was the development of arctic conditions over all 
the northern part of North America and south. 
ward into the United States to the latitude of 
southern Illinois, 1. e., below 380 north latitude. 
In consequence of these arctic conditions, a vast 
continental ice sheet, comparable to that of Green· 
land, but many times larger, came into existence 
in the northern part of the continent over the 
area now covered by the drift (fig. 6). It was to 

FIG_ 6.-MapoI area covered by the North Alllerican ice sheet 
of the Glaeial epoch at its maximum extension, showing 
the approximate southern limit of glaciation, the three 
main centers of ice accumulation, and the driftIes.s area 
within the border of the glMiated Mgion. 

this great continental ice sheet that the Michigan 
glacier, which deposited the drift in this region, 
belonged. 

l'lw ice sheet.-The cause of this development 
of arctic conditions in low latitudes has been 
variously attributed to changes in the Possible 

elevation of the glaciated territory, to ~,::ti~ 
changes in the earth's orbit, to changes Change. 

in the constitution of the atmosphere, and to a 
combination of causes. It is sufficient here to 
note that the cause is not known. Whatever the 
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cause, the fact that a great ice sheet, about northward, a new soil was developed, and plants 
4,000,000 square miles in area, came into exist- and animals returned to their former habitats. A 
ence in the northern part of the continent is no 
longer open to question. The proof is found in 
the character of the drift, in its relations, and in 
the peculiar and distinctive features of the rock 
surface beneath. 

It may be well to recall the conditions under 
which glaciers at;ld ice sheets develop. With an 
annual temperature such that the sum-

return of the arctic conditions caused areadvance 
of the ice and the deposit of a new sheet of drift, 
burying the soil and the organic remains. 

A careful study of these buried soils and 
organic remains has led many students of glacial 
phenomena in America to a belief that the Pleis· 
tocene period comprised a series of these glacial 
and interglacial stages. 

mer heat does not fully melt the win- ~feth!i~ent 

ter snows, a certain portion of the snow sheet. Si~:~~~~~~:' :dtt:V::::s!~~~e ~:v~~~~e ~~~~f ~:~~ 
remains over to the following winter. If these America formed by the several advances of the great iee 
conditions prevail for several seasons the quantity sheets, with the intervening soil horizons which mark the 

of snow remaining gradually increases. If the ~~~: f~~~e::s~~~~~s~~g~::~~o:~e~!~~~:; t~:vi:eb:~ 
continuance be long enough the snow field may from places where the phenomena are best soon. The more 

reach great thickness and extend over vast areas. ~~:~~:i~~~e~~ ~:~:,;~~~:s l:~~h:fd g=!~~:: ~1~~~e:~~ 
With this increase in the depth of the snow the fig. 6, adistanoo of over 600 miles from the northern boundary 

lower parts become gradually compacted by the of the United States. 

weig~t of the overl~ing mass, by downward per· I p~~~c~ ~~~~a:~;t~~l::te:e I~~i:~:S,s~:~r~ ~~O;~:~~l~:r:n:: 
colatIOn and refreezmg of water from the snows dcpositos intcrmingled in this arf'.a that it has not yet been 

~e1ted at the surface, and by internal chang.es. f~i:Si(~i;c~~s~~t~~~~;hgl:;a~~::t:!e~~ ~~:e~~i:~:ie~~trfc~ 
rhus the lower part of the mass becomes ICe the phenomena are t,reated as the work of glaciation in gen· 
while the top is yet loose snow. If the accumu. eral or as the work of the last glacier which advanced to the 

lation of snow continues for many decades or he;~eO~:~~s~!:~;~!a~~~~WintheorderoftheirdePOSitiOn: 
many centuries the ice may become hundreds or 
even thousands of feet thick. 

While ice thus formed is generally regarded as 
a brittle solid, yet, as is well known, it behaves 
much like a plastic substance, and M t f 

under favorable conditions will creep th~i~~en 0 

or flow over a land smface. It is not intended 
to assert that ice really :fio\';rs; the mechanics of 
the motion are not yet demonstrated. However, 
when accumulated in such mass as a great snow 
field would furnish, it spreads in a11 directions 
from the highest part much as though it were a 
very stiff liquid, and for convenience the ice may 
be said to flow. Motion thus brought about is 
glacier motion, and ice thus moving is glacier ice. 
Thus the glacier of a high mountain valley moves 
down the slope; and thus the ice of a great con· 
tinental ice sheet moves outward from its highest 
part, its center of accumulation, and may spread 
over vast areas of the surrounding territory. 

Greenland affords an example of the conditions 
which prevailed over the northern part of North 
America during the Pleistocene period. A large 
part of the half million square miles which Green· 
land is estimated to contain is covered by a vast 
sheet of snow and ice, hundreds and perhaps 
thousands of feet in thickness. In this field of 
snow and ice there is continuous though very 
slow movement. The ice creeps out in all direc· 
tions from the interior until it reaches the sea, 
where great masses' become detached and float 
away as icebergs, or until it reaches territory 
where the climate is such as to waste the ice by 
melting and evaporation as rapidly as it advances. 

The great North American ice sheets of the 
drift epoch appear to have had more than one 
center of growth. One main center Centers of 

lay east of Hudson Bay, and another glao;iatlon. 

west of it (fig. 6). There were perhaps other 
minor centers; but ultimately the snow fields, 
extending themselves from their various centers, 
united, and the resulting ice sheet is commonly 
spoken of as a unit. Other smaller ice caps 
occcurred in the west and northwest, but it is 
with the ice of the main sheet we have here to do. 
From these centers the ice spread southward over 
the area now covered by the drift. 

Glacial and inwrgladal stages.-So long as the 
rate of accumulation exceeded the rate of waste 

by melt~g and evaporatio.n at the. edge Conditions 

of the ICe sheet, the glaCier c~ntlllued :de:!~':,C!~t 
to advance; but when a regIOn was rci:~tofthe 
reached where the rate of waste equaled 
the rate of advance, the margin halted. Where 
the waste exceeded the advance, the margin 
retreated. Periodically there seem to have been 
great oscillations; thes,e were so notable in their 
extent and in their effects as to be designated 
stages of the Pleistocene period. During the 
glacial stages the conditions ,of glaciation so pre
vailed that the ice advanced far southward, driv
ing the plants and animals before it, destroying and 
burying in drift those which could not move, and 
introduced a fauna and flora of the higher latitudes. 

During the interglacial stages a reversal of
conditions took place. The climate became so 
much milder that the ice was melted back far 

Chicago. 

D1'ift she6ts and intorvening soil horizons of North ...1.1nerica. 

11. Late Wisconsin drift sheets. 
10. Fifth interval of recession, shown by shifting of the ice 

lobes. 
9. Early Wisconsin drift sheets. 
8. Peorian soil and weathered zone"-Toronto formation (?); 

fourth interval of recession or deglaciation. 
7. Iowan" drift sheet and main loess deposit. 
6. Sangamon soil and weathered zone;4 third interval of 

recession or,deglaciation. 
5, Illinoian drift sheet.. 5 

4. Yarmouth soil and weathered zone" and Buchanan 
gravels; second interval of reeession or deglaciation. 

3. Kansan drift sheet (of Iowan geologists).' 
2. Aftonian gravel and soil deposit; first interval of recession 

or deglaciation. 
1. Sub-Aftonian drift sheet (old Kansan of Chamberlin). 

PRE·GLA.CIAL TOPOGRA.PHY. 

Bed-rock 8wtjace.-If the varying thickness of 
the drift in the region about Chicago, as shown 
by means of well borings, be consid- Hills and 

ered, it is readily seen that the topog. ~:!~.it.!':~ 
raphy of the area would be quite dif- drift. 

ferent if this unconsolidated material were strip. 
ped off the rock surface. Instead of the very 
:flat plain on which Chicago now stands there 
would be an undulating erosion topography. 'fhe 
present rock outcrops, where the drift is thin or 
absent, would be the tops of hills rising above 
their surroundings, where the drift is now thick. 
Some of these undulations have a relief of more 
thanp 100 feet. The figures on the Economic 
Geology sheet indicate the thickness of the drift 
at various points. If this thickness be deducted 
from the surface elevation at the place of boring, 
the elevation of the rock surface is determined. 
Mr. Samuel .r. Artingstall, while city engineer, 
prepared a map of Chicago giving the elevation 
of the rock surface at many points as shown by 
borings. The data for this map were insufficient 
to determine the full details of the topography of 
the'rock, but they showed c1early the very uneven 
character of its surface and the consequent vary· 
ing thickness of the drift. 

The lowest level of the rock as shown by this 
map is near North Branch of Chicago River, 
about ·one·half mile north of its junction with 
South Branch. The rock is here 124 feet below 
the level of I~ake Michigan. Passing out radially 
from this point, the surface rises with many undu
lations and numerous exposures. This rise is 
continued under, the moraine surrounding the 
Chicago Plain. The highest elevation of the rock 
surface in this area which has come to the writer)s 
notice is i~ the town of F~ankfort, Will County. 

1 Bditorial by T. C. Chamberlin: Jour. Geol., Vol. IV, 1896, 
pp. 872-876; See also Pleistocene features and deposits of the 
Chicago area., by :Frank Leverett: Bull. Chieago Acad. Sci., 
11,1897, pp. 11-12. ilio, 'rhe Illinois Glacial Lobe, by Frank 
Leverett: Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol, XXXVIII. pp. 19·23. 

B'rhe Peorian soil and weathered zone, by }<'.rank Leverett: 
Jour. Geol., Vol. VI, 1898, pp. 244·249. The Illinois Glacial 
Lobe, pp. 185·189. 

3 The cla~sification of American glacial deposits, by T. C. 
Chalilberlin: .Jour. Geal., Vol. Ill, lS95, pp. 270·277. The 
Illinois Glacial Lobe, pp. 131-184. 

4 'i'he weathered zone (Sangamon) between the Iowan loess 
and Illinoian till sheet, by Frank Leve~tt; Jour. Geo!., Vol. 
VI, 1898, pp.17U81. The Illinois Glacial Lobe, pp.125-130. 

~ The Illinois Glacial Lobo, pp. 24.·104. 
a'I'he weathered zone (Yarmouth) b(ltween the Illinoian 

and Kansan till sheet, by Frank Leverett: Jour. Geol., Vol. 
VI., 1898. pp. 238-24.3. The Illinois Glacial Lobe, pp. 119·124.. 

1 The Illinois Glacial Lobe, pp. 1M-US. 

The rock is here reached at a level 150 to 160 
feet above Lake Michigan. A profile of the lake 
basin from Racine, Wis., to Holland, Mich., 
shows the bed of the lake to reach sea level; 
thence southward to the head of the lake the 
depth decreases more or less regularly. The 
thickness of the drift over the rock beds beneath 
the lake is unknown; but, neglecting this, it is 
evident that there is a rise in the rock surface 
along the basin from the latitude of Racine to the 
crest of the moraine in Will County, Ill., of at 
least 740 feet. 

EPOCll OF GLACIAL OCCGPATION. 

Movement of the glaoier over the OMcago 
distJ'wt.-In the last glacial stage the Michigan 
glacier advanced southward along the Lake 
Michigan trough,l and in the region of Ohicago, 
spread out at least 20 or 30 miles beyond the 
present limits of the lake. As shown by the 
stri~tions upon the. rock surface at the General dl_ 

varIOUS exposures III Cook County and ~~~i~::'~!l.ce 
eastern Dupage County, the movement 
of the ice over the area was in a generally north· 
east-southwest direction. Here, then, the bot· 
tom of the ice must have moved up a slope of 
considerable height, if the relative elevations of 
the rock surface just given ,vere then as they are 
now, and must have traversed au area marked by 
considerable inequalities of surface; yet the direc· 
tion of flow does not seem to have been materially 
affected by any of these conditions. The direc· 
tion of flow of a liquid substance does not depend 
immediately on the slope of its bed, but on the 
slope of its upper surface j .so also gla~ier ice, 
while not flowing precisely as does a liquid, has a 
motion which is c1early controlled by gravitation, 
and the resultant movement is much the same. 
For the surface of the ice to have had sufficient 
slope to cause the movement of its bottom up this 
rock slope beneath the Chicago district and over 
the highest rock elevations of Dupage and Will 
counties, the thickness over the lake area must 
have been great. Over the site of Chicago the 
ice must have been at least several hundred feet 
thick. Over the deepest part of the lake basin the 
ice was probably a few thousand feet thick. "\Vhat 
the elevation of the land and the thickness of the 

When the glacier first invaded the region and 
advanced over the surface which had been cut up 
by erosion and whose upper rock beds were disin
tegrating into soils, while its hills and valleys 
were mantled with vegetation, it found much 
material ready to be incorporated in its lower 
part; and hence all along its course the glacier 
loaded itself with debris of all sorts. Most of 
this was carried in the lower part of 
the ice sheet as subglacial drift, but 
some was carried higher up. Where 
ledges, hins, or prominences of any kind 
stood in the path of the glacier, they 

~:dl:r~:~ 
portationof 
auba-laclal. 

::~I:~~r_ 
glscla1drift. 

were sUlTounded or overridden by the icy flood, 
and from their slopes and summits debris appears 
to have been carried away and incorporated in the 
ice at levels corresponding to those of the places 
of derivation, thus becoming englacial drift. If 
the obstructing hill was high enough to extend 
above the ice sheet, such debris might be dis
lodged and fall upon the surface of the surround· 
lng ice, when it would be borne away as super· 
glacial drift, 

This loading of the glacier and the weight of 
the ice itself make it a tool of great power. The 
pressure for a depth of 100 feet of ice madsl 

is about 40 pounds to the square inch. erosion. 

Thus beneath a glacier hundreds or thousands of 
feet in thickness the force with which the rock 
fragments at its base are applied as abrasive 
material to the surface upon which the ice rests 
is well-nigh resistless. ",Vhen the loose material 
was removed the solid rock was exposed to wear, 
and the advancing ice ground down its surface 
and smoothed, polished, scratched, and grooved 
it with the earthy matter and rock fragments 
which it slowly but steadily carried forward. At 
the same time the rock fragments in the ice were 
themselves ground, striated, and polished (see 
fig. 18). While held firmly against the rock bed 
by the moving matrix of ice, one side of a pebble 
would be ground :fiat, polished, and striated. On 
encountering a resisting obstacle the pebble would 
be turned into a new position, refrozen into the 
matrix, and a new face developed as before. 
Where a prominence of rock obstructed the ice 
movement, it was pressed upon with great force 
and the continued advance of the rock·shod ice 

ice at the centers of accumulation at the north wore away the irregularities of the surface, and, 
must have been to have sent off this glacier 800 if it did not entirely grind away the prominence, 
miles or more southward can be estimated only gave to it a smoothed and rounded contour. The 
with a large measure of uncertainty. sides facing the ice movement-the stoss sides-

Work done by the glacier.-As already stated, were most subjected to weal'. The lee sides, 
it is probable that the glaciers of several different being more protected, might retain some of their 
stages traversed the area of northeastern Illinois, former irregularities. The minor inequalities of 
but the work of the earlier ice sheets can not be the rock surface would be treated in like manner, 
distinguished, so that this discussion refers chiefly and, if not entirely obliterated, would give evi· 
to the work of glaciation in general. dence as to the direction of ice movement. 

At the opening of the Pleistocene period the rrhe direction of movement of the glacier is 
upper rock beds had largely disintegrated into shown by the striations on the rock. The distri· 
soils a.nd were readily broken up by Condition of I b~tion of th~ strife ~xposed in the dis- Olad,!-I strlre 

any dIsturbance. Exposed, surfaces :~:/i'!.c~r~~r- I trlCt and theIr bearmgs are shown on in Ch,cago. 

were cavernous and irregular, from (jladal time. ' the Areal ~eology sheets. The following is a list 
the weathering out of soft parts, the more resistant of those which have been observed: 
parts being left. In the soils doubtless grew a 
prolific vegetation. The drainage systems were 
probably weH developed and the whole district 
was cut up into hiBs and va11eys. This uneven
ness of the rock surface beneath the Chicago Plain 
has already been noted. Not so many data have 
been co11ected in the surrounding morainal tract, 
but doubtless the rock surface there is much the 
same. 

The present rock topography is probably rather 
more subdued than that which the first ice sheet 
was forced to override, for the general effect of 
glaciation 'was to reduce its minor inequalities. 
Where there are now gentle undulations of the 
rock surface there may then have been sharp 
ravines and hills, and where there are rounded 
hilltops beneath the drift there may have been 
more or less craggy bluffs. 'Where there were 
soils, disintegrating rock, and cavernous strata 
there is now a fresh rock surface, hard, smooth, 
polished, and scratched j and on this rock surface 
is the thick mantle of drift. This change is the 
result of the work of glaciers. 

1 At just what period this great lake basin was formed is 
not known, but the origin is believed to have been prior to 
the last glacial epoch. A summary of opinions as to the time 
and mode of origin of the Great Lake basins is given by 
Alexander Winchell, iu Am. Geologist, Vol. XIX, 1897, pp. 
336-339. 

The eX('.a.vation for the Fullerton avenue conduit, in the 
northern part of Chicago, showed strim with bearing S. 60 0 

'V. '1'he exact location is not noted on the map. 
At the quarry neru.- the corner of Chicago and Western 

avenues, 1 mile BOutheast of Humboldt Pru.-k, a few faint strim 
have a bearing S. 72" W. 

At Eightecnth and Robey street.s, about a mile east of 
Douglas Park, t.I10 arching 11~yers are glaciated. showing strire 
whose hearing ranges from S. 52" W. to S. 57" W. 

At the Hawthorne quarry, on the Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy Railway. there are two sets of rather heavy scorings. 
'I'he earlier set !ollows approximately the strike of the dipping 
layers, bearing S. 60" W. to S. 64," W. The later set crosses 
the upturned edges of the layers at a slight angle, bcaring 
S. 52" W. to S. 5i' W. 

At Stony Island, 1 mile north of Lake CalUluot, there is 
probably the best exhibition of glaciation to be soon in the 
vicinity. At the old quarry at Niuety"sccond 

::~~(l!f a~~ :~\~!ti!~~~e :~::t:eili~n~!:r~o:~ r!l:~~~~n 
northwest at an angle of 42° to 45". The whole 
rock surface of the upturned edges of strata has be('n planed 
otT smooth (fig. 15) and shows, in places, strimwhieh have a bear
iugS. Hj"W. t.oS.28" W. At the quarry on the sooth side of the 
ridge, where the strata dip toward the sontheru,t at angles of 
32" amI3S", the upturned edg'Cs have heen truncated, smoothed, 
and ~triated. '1'here are here some heavy groovings nearly in 
the line of strike, with fine striations having directions vary_ 
ing from S. 45" W. to S. 4[1" W. One of the most !notable 
phenomena here is an escarpment of the dipping layers, ris
ing about 6 feet above the remainder of the quarry. This is 
not only smoothed and striated upon its surfaee and., nearly 
vertical front, but also, benoath ouo of the lower layers, its 
dipping under surfacc is smoothly polished for about 18 inches 
back from the front of the If'.dge (fig. 21). This indicates well 
the quasi·plastie nature of the overriding body which did the 
striating and polishing and at the same time accommodated 
it~eH to the inequaJitiesof the surface over which it moved 



At the quarries 1 mile southwest of Blue 
Island a few faint strim were observed with the :!~~~~t': 
bearing S. 54° W. Chi""'2"o. 

At Thornton, on the Chicago and Western 
Indiana Railroad. the rock in the bed of Thorn Creek, a short 
distance south of the village bridge, shows a smoothed surface 
with striffi having bearings S. 23° W. to S. 27° W. 

At the quarry 1 mile west of Elmhurst, on the Chicago and 
Northwestern Railway, the rock surface shows small grooves 
and fine striffi with direction S. 90° W. At one point the striffi 
are seen to be deflected 26' from parallel about a small prom· 
inence not more than 6 inches in diameter. 

Three miles southeast from Elmhurat, near tho Illinois 
Central Railroad, the rock exposure shows distinct grooving,; 
and abundant strire with bearings S. 64° W. 

The planed rock surface exposed a fow years ago on the site 
of the Lagrange Waterworks showed scattering 8trire bear· 
ingS. 58' W. 

At Mr. Schultz's quarry, at Lyons, the newly stripped sur· 
faces show strire ranging in direction from S. 57° W. to S. 94' ·W. 

In the bed of the Desplaines River, about one·quarter of a 
mile north of the Santa Fe Railway bridge, is a 

~:;:~~ g~l~::~:~;!~~~a~~;::~:e;U:~ r;!: f{;E:~!~e 
strire are numerous with the bearings S. 89' W. 

At the quarry neal' McOook station, on the Santa Fe Rail· 
way, are seen strife showing direction S. 41' W. 

In the bed of the Sanitary and Ship Canal of Chicago, 
near Willow Springs, were seen faint striffi bearing S. 23' W. 
As noted before, Mr. Leverett considera the hf'.avy groovings 
reported by:Mr. Ossian Guthrie as exposed in the excavation 
of the diversion channel for Desplaines River, with a bearing 
about S. 60° W., to bethe product of river erosion rather than 
glacialstriffi. 

IJeposits made by the ice.-As the advance of 
the ice continued, more or less of the subglacial 
drift was constantly lodging and being Ground 

left behind. So also on the surface moraine. 

and at the margins of t~e ice sheet, such material 
as was there embedded in the ice was constantly 
being released by melting and separation. Some 
of this englacial and superglacial drift descended 
directly to the base of the ice about the margins 
and through crevasses and moulins, and some was 
only lowered with the melting surface and carried 
on to be dropped later. So long as the rate of 
wasting was less than the rate of advance the ice 
front moved forward, and this freed material was 
overridden and commingled and spread out 
beneath the ice as the ground moraine. In the 
continental ice sheets the advance continued for 
long periods and the glaciers traversed vast areas, 
spreading out the drift in the extensive sheets 
now found. 

When the rate of wasting so nearly equaled the 
rate of advance as to cause the ice front to halt for 
any cot;lsiderable time, there was made Terminal 

a greater deposit of drift; because, moraine. 

though the front of the glacier halted, the ice 
itself continued to advance and bring up drift to 
be deposited at the melting front. Such deposi
tion also took place beneath the thinned melting 
edge of the ice sheet. If this halt continued for 
some time, or if the ice front oscillated back and 
forth over a narrow area, a more or less ridge.like 
belt of thickened drift-i. e., a border moraine or 
terminal moraine - resulted. 

When the rate of wasting gained the ascendency 
over the rate of advance, either from the increase 
in the wasting or from the decrease in the advance 
or from both causes, the ice front retreated, and 
during the retreat all the drift embedqed in the 
ice or lying upon its surface was let down 
upon the deposits already made. The subglacial 
material thus left, and such of the englacial and 
superglacial material as could not afterward be 
distinguished therefrom, would be considered 
part of the ground moraine. 

Study of existing glaciers, such as those of 
Greenland, shows that the great bulk of the drift 
is carried in the lower layers of the ice, 
presumably that most recently taken ~~eai :r:~b. 
up at the very bottom. Since, as it glacial drift. 

appears, subglacial drift is constantly becoming 
lodged and being left behind by the advancing 
ice, it results that a large part of the drift is 
deposited within comparatively short distances of 
the place of derivation. A smaner part, especially 
that which had become embedded in the ice some· 
what above the basal layers, may be carried 
considerable distances before being deposited. 
Observers of glacial phenomena report compara
tively little evidence of upward or 
downward ~hifting of debris in the :::~~\~~~ft 
body of the ICe, except such descent of 
englacial and superglacial drift at the melting ice 
front and down crevasses and mountains as that 
to which reference has been made. Thus englacial 
drift whose derivation is such as has been indio 
cated, and which is lodged well up in the body 
of the glacier, may be carried hundreds of miles 
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before being deposited by the melting of the In the plain these borings show the drift to vary 
inclosing ice. Conversely, it may be postulated from 0 to 130 feet in thickness, with an estimated 
with a good degree of probability that most of average of 60 to 70 feet. In the morainic belt the 
the drift whose place of derivation is at a con· records obtained show the thickness to vary from 
siderable distance from the place of its final 0 to 160 feet, with an estimated average of 100 
deposition by the ice must have been carried well feet. The latter average, however, is low as 
up in the ice as englacial drift, otherwise it would compared with estimates made by' Mr. Leverett 
not have been carried so far before being deposited. based upon data obtained from a much broader 

Since the englacial drift in any given section of area. Mr.I.Jeverettl has estimated that the aver· 
the ice sheet is very much less in amount than age thickness of the drift in that part of Illinois 
the basal drift, it results that an examination of covered by deposits of Wisconsin age is 143 to 
almost any section of the drift in this region 165 feet. While the belt of higher land about 
shows 80 to 90 pel' cent of its material to be of the Chicago Plain is largely due to a rise in the 
very local derivation. It may be from the rock rock surface beneath it, it is also due to greater 
formation that immediately underlies the drift at thickness of the drift (ng. 3). 
the place of examination, while 10 to 20 per cent North of the Chicago Plain, between Desplaines 
may be from formations 50 to 100, or even several River and the lake, is a series of three gentle 
hundred miles back along the route the glacier ridges of drift parallel to one another Lake border 

has traversed. From this arrangement of the and nearly parallel to the lake shore. t.::,r'!~~Br:; 
drift in the ice sheet it also results that, on the Mr. Leverett 2 describes these as a lake- ISland. 

final retreat of the ice front from the area, border morainic system. It is probable that they 
the englacial material, being highest up in the ice, mark slight stages of halt in the recession of the 
is left upon the surface. The finer material, being ice front. Only the western of these ridges 
f;'!mall in amount, is not readily distinguished from extends into the area here described. The south· 
the subglacial drift, but the bowlders are largely ern 5 or 6 miles of its length is seen east of Des· 
left upon the surface or partially or wholly plaines River in the towns of Norwood Park and 
embedded in the surficial part of the drift. An Jefferson Park, gradually decreasing in strength 
examination of these sm£ace bowlders- in this and dying out near Mont Clare, on the Chicago, 
region rarely shows as many as 5 per cent which Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway. In this part it 
might have been derived from the local sedimen· has a relief of 20 to 30 feet above the plain to 
tary formations, while 95 per cent or more are of the east. Its surface is very gently undulating. 
crystalline rocks, with an occasional sandstone, The middle ridge does not enter the area, but 
whose place of derivation is several hundred Mr. Leverett is inclined to correlate with it the 
miles northward. till ridge known as Blue Island and the bowlder 

The greater part, of the deposits in this region train which is traceable northward from the north 
made thus directly by the ice has been dropped end of this latter ridge in a belt about a mile 
promiscuously. The melting of the ice and the wide. For 4 or 5 miles the bowlders are abun· 
rainfall upon the surface of the glacier, however, dant upon the surface, at first several hundred to 
undoubtedly gave rise to considerable water, a square mile, but farther northward their num· 
which flowed on the surface and plunged down bel' becomes so small as hardly to warrant more 
crevasses, so far as these were found, and also than a suggestion of such correlation. It is doubt· 
flowed beneath the glacier and issued from the less true, however, that the Blue Island till ridge 
ice front, so that a certain part of the drift was was originally a broader and less abrupt swell 
assorted and stratified. than at present, extending farther north, east, and 

Within the area here described both ground south. Unless this is to be correlated with the 
moraine and terminal moraine are represented. lake· border moraine system, it is probable that 
The Chicago Plain occupies the low land of the this was one of the larger undulations of drift of 
ground moraine. A broad ridge.like belt comes the ground.moraine area. That the elevation is 
down from the north and swings around the head of drift and is not due to a rock core is shown 
of Lake Michigan, inclosing the Chicago Plain. by well borings. While the ridge has a relief of 
This belt marks the end of the glacier during the 25 to 50 feet above the surrounding plain, the 
later part of the Wisconsin stage and well at Morgan Park shows 76 feet of till over 
has been called the Valparaiso moraine. r.,~~!:so the rock At Mount Greenwood Cemetery, on 
The principal difference between the morrone. the west side of the ridge, the rock is reached at 
Valparaiso terminal moraine and the ground a depth of 94 feet, and at the Blue Island water· 
moraine, as left by the glacier, was in the surface works the depth of the rock is 69 feet. On the 
elevation and in the thickness of the flat east of the ridge the Blue Island smelter well 
deposit. ,Vhile there evidently was ~::~~;,.r::!the shows but 40 feet of drift over the limestone. 
some dUference in the original topog. ili~r:~::~dd '1'he easternmost. of the three till ridges at the 
raphy, there was probably not so great moraIne. north is intersected by the lake shore at Winnetka, 
a difference as now. The Chicago Plain coyers and is not seen farther south. A bowlder train 
most of the ground·moraine area, and its flatness, on the lake bottom has been reported by Prof. 
in part at least, is of later development, being due Lyman Oooley, of the Ohicago Drainage Commis· 
to the action of lacustrine waters. The area north sion, as running southeastward for several miles 
of Lagrange, from a line near Desplaines River from the terminus of this east ridge, and Mr. 
westward into Dupage County, is apparently Leverett thinl{s this may be a residue from a 
unmodified. Here is seen the passage from the ridge of till 'which has been cut away by the lake. 
ground moraine into the thickened terminal Structwre and composition of the drift.-The 
moraine. The change in topography. is very general features of the unstratified drift have 
gradual, passing from nearly flat to moderately already been given. There is no Weathered 

undulating. }"'rom a point near Lagrange to essential difference between the drift ~~:r::""ot;'!I~~1 
Homewood the present inner margin of the of the moraine and that of the Chicago drift. 

moraine is clearly marked, being coincident·with Plain except, perhaps, in the amount of leaching 
the limits of the Chicago Plain. Southeastward and oxidation which has taken place. This is 
from Homewood a nearly flat till plain intervenes markedly less on the plain. In the morainic tract 
between the limits of the lacustrine plain and the surface has been little modified since the with· 
the inner margin of the moraine. drawal of the glacier, so that leaching has extended 

While the rock surface is higher undElr the 5 to 10 feet below the surface, while on the plain 
moraine than under the plain, the elevation of but a few inches of the upper part of the clay 
the surface of the ground is not entirely due to fails to give a response to acid, which shows that 
the rise in the underlying rock surface. Owing it still contains the ~alcareous matter derived from 
to the abrupt local variations in level, any esti· the grinding up of limestones. On the moraine, 
mate of the average elevation of the rock surface oxidation of the iron-bearing elements in the drift 
would have little value; but: from a considera- has given to the upper 5 to 15 feet a light yellow
tion of one hundred borings distributed over the ish or buff tint, while on the plain the yellowish 
plain, the average elevation of the rock surface clay rarely extends more. than 5 feet below the 
is roughly estimated at 45 to 50 feet below the surface, and not infrequently excavations pass 
level of Lake Michigan, while from about one into the blue clay immediately below the surface. 
hundred borings west, southwest, and south of This blue clay forms the body of the till. At 
the city, in the area of higher rolling topography, ----- .~--------

the ~ver~ge ~levation of the rock under the :~~: I~:~~o~el::ia~~~~;~:'a:' Deposits of the Chicago 
morame IS estimated at 35 feet above the lake. ,Area, p. 42. The Illinois Glacial Lobe, pp. 380-412. 

some places in its lower part it becomes very 
dense and is excavated with difliculty. As has 
been indicated, the microscope shows this clay. 
like matrix: to consist in part of true aluminous 
clay and silt and in part of minute angular frag' 
ments of limestone. Besides these clayey and 
calcareous constituents there are quartz grains, 
bits of shale, and fragments of minerals of many 
kinds, such.as would be derived from the erosion 
of crystalline rocks. In the bits of shale and 
~lso in its . ~arger masses, especia.Hy Devonian 

lD those obtallled from the excavatIOn mat~rialln 
of the first lake tunnel of the Chicago tile drift. 

waterworks system, were found abundant minute 
globules believed to be plant spores. 1 These 
masses of shale have been thought to be identical 
with the shale of later Devonian age, and, like 
the black shales of Ohio, they burn "yith a bright 
flame, giving out a strong odor of petroleum. A 
considerable amount of black shale has been noted 
in the drift about 2 miles south of Mokena in 
Will County. It is possible that this Devonian 
material in the drift was derived from local 
Devonian deposits, such as are represented by 
those at the Elmhurst quarry. But it seems 
probable, judging from the amount of erosion of 
the Niagara limestone, that these Devonian beds 
had, for the most part, been removed prior to the 
last ad vance of the ice. Black shales, however, 
occnr at the top of the Hamilton beds of the 
Devonian at Milwaukee, Wis., as has been shown 
by test borings for the intake tunnel beneath 
the lake at that point, and doubtless elsewhere 
beneath the lake. 

There is generally only a moderate amount of 
stony material in the drift, but at some places, 
especially immediately overlying the Stones and 

bed rock, the drift is little more than a t:rg~~~lh~at. 
mass of subangular fragments of lime. drift. 

stone. Such deposits were noted at various points 
along Desplaines Valley through the moraine. 
At a few places bits of timber and small logs 
have been found in the drift. These have, in 
some cases, been found beneath 100 feet of 
bowlder clay. They are remnants of pre.Glacial 
or of inter·Glacial vegetation which was over· 
ridden by the advancing glacier and buried in 
the drift. 

Stratified drift.-The stratified sands and grav. 
els so extensively present on the Ohicago Plain 
are not here referred to. These are of lacustrine 
origin and were deposited at a later time under 
conditions which are discussed under the heading 
"Beaches of Lake Chicago." More or less 
local deposits of stratified material are Deposits from 

of frequent occurrence in the drift, i':.~t;~:':'lt;;; 
showing the work of waters from the Ice. 

melting ice. These deposits are usually of sand 
and gravel, stratified and cross bedded in a beauti· 
ful manner. Deposits of sand and gravel imme
diately over the rock surface beneath the bowlder 
clay are also frequently found. Almost every 
well sunk, penetrates one or more such deposits, 
and in the country districts the water supply is 
largely drawn from these reservoirs in the denser 
clay. In the Lake View water tunnel, just east 
of Graceland Oemetery, about 100 yards from 
shore, a large sand pocket was penetl'ate~ having 
a length of 100 feet and a height of 20 feet. 
Much of the difficulty in projecting the various 
tunnels of the Chicago Water system on land and 
beneath the lake has been due to encountering 
pockets of sand, gravel, an~ quicksand. 

In the excavation of the drainage canal from 
Bridgeport to Lockport, a distance of 30 miles, 
much stratified drift was exposed. Some of this 
may have been deposited later, by the lake waters 
discharging through the valley outlet, but much 
of it was undoubtedly deposited by glacial 
waters. From Bridgeport to Summit there is 
little besides till. Below Summit stratified 
deposits are frequent. Between Summit and the 
Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad bridge were 
_exposed fine sections of interlaminated sand, gra· 
vel, and clay, overlain by unstratified till. The 
delicately laminated beds were doubtless formed 
in ponded waters near the ice front, while at other 
points the strong cross bedding of coarse gravels 
indicates periods of vigorous flow, perhaps in 

1 Microscopic organisms in the bowlder clay of Chicago and 
vicinity, by H. A . .Tohnson and B. TholllaS; Bull. Chicago 
Acad. Sci., VoL I, No. IV, 1884. 
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times or greater melting. The overlying unstrat- the rate of movement, with slight intervals of halt 
ified till may indicate a slight advance of the ice or even of retreat of the ice front, the growth of 
overriding the stratified beds. Considerable the ice sheet on the whole exceeds tbe Or! In and 

deposits of assorted gravels are also seen at vari- waste. During the retreat, while there ~fir:~estage5 
ous points in the sides of the valley. Perhaps may be like variations in the rate of Chicago. 

the best exposure is on the north side of the val· movement and minor intervals of halt and read
ley a mile north of "\Villow Springs. Here are vance, as a whole the waste exceeds the growth 
several large grayel pits. Well borings seem and the ice front gradually retires from the posi
to indicate that the narrow hill east of Flag tion of its maximum extension. 
Creek in this vicinity is composed almost entirely While the ice front was being melted back to 
of gravels below 12 to 15 feet of till. One-quarter the Valparaiso moraine, and while it stood in that 
of a mile southwest of "V\T orth, on the Wabash position, the water which arose from the melting 
Uailroad, are extensive gravel deposits at the pit of the ice and from the precipitation upon its 
of Henke &; Reed. surface flowed off southward and westward by 

While the ice sheet was forming the Valparaiso various channels and eventually reached the Mis· 
moraine there were streams of water issuing from sissippi. This discharge and the resulting deposits 
its front and escaping to Illinois River Outwash of outwash gravels heading in the outer slope of 
Valley by the lower Desplaines, Du- zravels. the Valparaiso moraine have already been noted. 
page, and Kankakee valleys. These streams 1Nhen, however, the ice front first withdrew 
became overburdened ,,"ith material derived from within the crest of the Valparaiso moraine, there 
the ice, and, in consequence, built up their beds were not such direct lines of discharge to draw 
and yalley bottoms to a marked degree and off the water, so that it collected in hollows in 
spread out the detritus in extensive terraces. the surface of the moraine and in a string of ponds 
These deposits are principally of coarse gravels_ bordering the ice front and lying well up on the 
Near Romeo, 3 miles southwest of Lemont, inner slope of the moraine. At mst these ponds 
according to Mr. LeYerett,l the gravel filling in or lakelets were presumably isolated and dis
Desplaines VaHey reaches 620 feet above tide. charged over the moraine as they found opportun
This appears to be the head of this grave], though ity. The scattered marsh areas indicated on the 
by reason of erosion the precise location of the maps may mark the location of many of these 
head is somewhat uncertain. The small eastern ponds. As the ice front gradually withdrew, 
tributaries of Desplaines River, Long Run, Spring the ponds that were immediately contiguous to 
Creek, and Hickory Creek, in the towns of Homer the ice edge were extended laterally and became 
and New l .. enox, Will County, were lines of more and more connected with one another. As 
escape for the glacial waters over the front slope lower outlets were opened the higher lines of dis
of the moraine. This discharge gave rise to the charge were abandoned. At length al1 these lake
gravel deposits in these valleys, and these gravels lets became coalescent into one marginal lake 
are continuous with the more extensive deposits lying between the ice front and the inner slope 
to the west, along Desplaines Valley. of the moraine, and a line of discharge was opened 

A slight outwash from the inner crest of the along the course of the present Desplaines Valley 
moraine also spread a thin stratum of gravel over and the Sag- a V-shaped outlet whose lakeward 
much of the flat south and southeast of Tinley arms inclosed the triangular morainic tract known 
Park. as Mount }!'orest. This may, perhaps, be recog-

Earlier till.-As has been stated, it is generally nized as the initial stage of Lake Chicago. As 
impossible in this district to distinguish between the glacier continued to withdraw, the lake 
the deposits of the last )I.ichigan glacier Brown hard_ extended itself northward until it occupied an 
and those formed by earlIer advances of panbelleath extensive basin_ It seems probable that the 
the ice. Undoubtedly the greater part the blue. earlier stages of this marginal glacial lake were 
of the exposed drift is the work of the last glacier. contemporaneous with the deposition of the mild 
At various places, however, beneath the plain and ridges of the lake-border morainic system, since it 
the moraine a very dense, partially indurated till is probable that these till ridges mark stages of 
has been found_ 'fhis is popularly known as halt, or of halt and read vance, of the ice front in 
hardpan, and is thought to be remnants of a drift its retreat from the Valparaiso moraine_ 
sheet of earlier age. In discussing the wells The name Chicago Outlet has come into use by 
throughout the Valparaiso morainal belt in geologists and engineers to designate this line of 
Illinois, Mr. Leverett states that if a well is southwest~va~d discharge from the ?a~in Or! In of 

carried to a depth much beyond 150 feet it of Lake.MlChlganacross the lowdrvlde c~r":'~OOut_ 
usually passes out of the blue till into a hard near ChIcago and thence by way of Des- :!'~i~~!:"ke 
brown till, unless rock is reached_ He thinks plaines and Illinois valleys to the Mis· 
that this hard till belongs to ~one of the earlier sissippi. Mr. Leverett suggests that it may 
invasions of the Ice. This hardpan was also appropriately embrace both the points of dis
encountered in the bottom of the excavation for charge from the lake to the Desplaines, the one 
the drainage canal a mile or so east of Summit. entering at Summit and the one at Sag Bridge. 
Here it ,vas very hard and partially cemented. For the glacial lake discharging through this 
Its hardness, compared with that of the overly- outlet Mr. Leverett 1 proposed -the name I .... ake 
ing till, was so marked that the contractors Chicago. Concerning this name he says: 

who ",·ere engaged to excavate this part of the The introduction of the name "Lake Chicago" for the 
channel were obliged to abandon the steam shovel glacial laku which .... vas held in the southern end of Lake 
which had been used in the soft till and resort Michigan Basin seems convenient, jf not necessary, inasmuch 

to blasting. ::1t~tsa~~~I~~a~oi~ ~~~J;~~:x;!ewi~~c~~~. OfI:~J~s~:h~~:~~ 
The shafts and borings for the various radiating ing with the custom of students of gladal Jakes who find it 

land and lake tunnels of the Chicago city water ~~~::~t~~e~::t~~ hi:vet~:p::~~lr~~:!~;s~ac~~et~~:~~~:~ 
system show the presence of this layer of brown sooms especially pertinent, since the glacial lake 

hardpan overlying the rock surface) with a thick- about as far beyond the present limits of Lake 

ness varying from 10 to 40 feet. ~~~~!~.anI!~S ~~:o ~~~:: ::ti~hh~~L:~;:u:~e:~: ~:;O~~i~~ 
In the clay pit of the Purington, Kimball Brick of the lake, and it is in keeping with the name which has 

Company at Purington station, on the Chicago, come into use for the outlet. 

Rock Island and Pacific Railway, 5 to 7 feet of The recognition of the outlet and of the beach 
hardpan was penetrated below 33 feet of blue lines with their sand and gravel deposits as eyi
till. It has here a sort of chocolate color, is I dence of a former extension of Lake 
stratified, and is very easily fusible. Michigan over the plain upon which ~~:~~~i~!rIY 

At some points buried soils have been pene- the city of Chicago is now situa~ed recognu:ed. 

trated by \vells, but their occurrence was made at an early date. Perhaps the earliest 
seems to be rare, and little or no data mention of the fact in scientific publications is 
have been obtained relating to them. that by Dr. Henry M. Bannister in his article on 

EPOOH OF GT.ACLAI. RETREAT. 

Generall'elations.-Every ice sheet has a period 
of advance, followed· by a period of decline. Dur· 
ing the advance, while there may be variations in 

1The Illinois Glacial Lobe, p. 876. 

Chicago. 

the geology of Cook County in Vol. III of the 
Geological Survey of Illinois, published in 1868. 
In the same year a report on the survey of Illinois 
River by Col. James H. Wilson and William 
Gooding was published in the report of the 
United States Army Engineers, which makes 

1 'rhe Pleistocene Features and Deposits of th~ Chicago 
.Area, p. 65. 

reference to the former southwestward discharge 
of Lake Michigan. Dr. Bannister opens his dis
cussion of the ancient outlet and beaches with the 
following statement: 1 "It is evident, with very 
little observation, that at a comparatively recent 
period a considerable portion of Cook County 
was under the waters of Lake Michigan, which at 
that time found an outlet into the Mississippi 
Valley through the present channel of the Des
plaines.') 

The general features of the outlet have already 
been given. Concerning the age of the valley 
cnt in the rock there is little direct 
evidence. Near Lemont the valley ~:i,~~!hJlIt-
floor is almost hare rock from side to let. 

side, showing no filling by glacial drift. Neither 
does the floor in this part show glaciation, so far 
as known, unless the parallel grooves reported by 
Mr. Guthrie are of glacial origin. It seems prob. 
able, however, as indicated, that these go with 
the potholes in the rock near Lemont as the 
product of river erosion. The rock is exposed 
in the bluffs at this place 40 to 60 feet above the 
valley floor. While this rock cut may not be 
preglacial, it may have antedated the last glacial 
epoch. If such was the case the cut must ha\Te 
been filled with drift to a height at least 60 feet 
above Lake Michigan, since this is the highest 
leyel at which the waters appear to have stood 
for any considerable time. The erosion of the 
outlet may have begun at a somewhat higher 
level, while yet the ice front was but little with. 
drawn from the moraine and while there was yet 
no extended lake to develop well·marked shore 
lines. Shore erosion would probably be incon
siderable in a narrow lake in which there was 
much floating ice. As the ice retired and the 
incipient Lake Chicago became expanded this 
outlet was cut down_ At a certain stage in this 
process, represented by the highest beach, the 
wave action was sufficient to develop a definite 
beach line before the further lowering of the out· 
let had drawn the water down to a notably lower 
leveL It has been suggested:3 as not improbable 
that the halt at the 60-feet level was 
deter~ined by the stoping process; ~¥.t1.:t 
that IS, after the outlet had reached 
the 60-foot level, it found its channel resting 
upon rather resistant drift and rock from the 
head of the outlet nearly across the whole breadth 
of the obstructing moraine, while on the outside 
of the moraine there was a sharp descent. As a 
resu1t there was, for a period, very little cutting 
at the entrance of the outlet, while there was 
comparatively swift cutting at the rapids formed 
on the outer side of the moraine. These rapids 
gradually cut back by a process somewhat like the 
miner's stoping,1I until the rapids had traversed 
the breadth of the moraine and reached the head 
of the outlet. Immediately on doing this, the 
waters would be rapidly drawn off to a level rep
resented by the foot of the stope thus carried 
from the outer to the inner side of the obstruct
ing moraine_ This would account for the fact 
that there is not a succession of beaches extend
ing from the 60-foot horizon to the lower horizons, 
as there should be, one would think, if the outlet 
was gradually lowered the corresponding dis· 
tance. 

At its maximum the discharge of water through 
this outlet must have been comparable ()i~"harze 
to that now discharged through the ~~~~~~ 
Niagara River. Concerning the area Outlet. 
for which the Chicago Outlet was a line of dis
charge, Mr. Leverett says: 4 

Enough is known to make certain that thc gcneral direction 
of ret,reat of the ice sheot was northea~tward. Tho southern 
and western portions of the Great Lake basins wore, there, 
fore, the first to beCOllle free from ice and to be CH~cupied by 
glacial lakes. While the ice sheet was covering the prescnt 
outlets of Lakes Superior and )flchigan thcse lakes had no 
connection with each othor, nor with the lakes to the east 
and their discharge was southward or southwestW(J,rd into the 
Mississippi, frolll the present heads of these lakes. A small 

Bay across the southern peninRula of Michigan to the Lake 
Mi(~higall Basiu, nUll this being lower than the out,let to the 
Wabash. that outlet was abandoned. The waters of the J...ake 
Huron Basiu being held at a somewhat higher level than those 
of the Lake Michigan Basin the flow of water was from the 
former to the latter. The glacial lake which discharged across 
the southern peninsula of Michigan extcnded over the district 
between Lakc Huron and Lake Erie, as well as the Lake Erie 
Rasin and the low distrid bordering it on the south and west. 
It npparently did not extend far into Ontario Basin, as a study 
of moraines indicaks that thc ice sheet occupied that basin 
at the tillle of this diseharge. It thus appears that the Chicago 
Outlet at one tillle was the line of dischargc for an area much 
larger then the present Lake Michigan Basin. 

Below Lemont the bed of the outlet declines 
90 feet in a distance of 25 miles. Of this fall, 76 
feet is made in a little less than 10 miles, from 
Romeo to Juliet pool. The nature of the rock is 
such that it is not probable a waterfall was estab
lished, but the high gradient must have caused 
very strong rapids_ 

The outlet above Lemont is in general swept 
free of debris, and the ravines and gullies cut in 
the sides of the outlet have very slight Deposits In 

alluvial deposits at their debonchures. theoutlct_ 

There are, however, considerable surface accumu
lations of crystalline bowlders at some places. 
These are seen along the north side of Desplaines 
River for It to 2 miles aboye Willow Springs and 
over a considerable area within a radius of one
half mile to It miles northeast, west, and south 
of the village of Worth, in the eastern part of the 
Sag. It has been estimated that there are in 
places near Worth a thousand bowlders per acre, 
the ground being so thickly strewn that a person 
can almost step from one to another over a con
siderable area. '1'he tendency toward aggregation 
in the heads of the outlets has suggested the 
agency of floating ice, which might have clogged 
the outlets at certain seasons and allowed the 
dropping of the bowlders in these places. 

Stage8 of Lake Ohicago-There were several 
more or less distinct stages of Lake Chicago. 
During the first stage which has been 
recognized, the GJenwood stage, its :t~r~,::!?:.!a 
water seems to have stood about 60 
feet above the level pf Lake Michigan. This 
stage lasted for a considerable period, during 
which the waves and CU1'l'ents worked along the 
shore lines, developing cliffs and building beaches 
and spits of sand and gravel. During this time 
it is probable that the ice front was retreating 
northward, allowing the extension of the lake in 
that direction. 

Following this was a stage during which the 
waters are thought to have been too low to dis 
charge through the outlet to the south- Low,wllter 

west, or even to cover the Chicago s .... ge. 

Plain. On the emergence of this plain, vegetation 
sprang up and in the marshy spots deposits of 
peat were formed_ The reason for this lowering 
of the lake level is not known_ Probably the ice 
had retreated so far northward as to open an 
eastward outlet lower than that by way of Des· 
plaines Valley. 

Later the water rose, though not so high as 
before, and nearly coyered the plain, burying the 
peat deposits under accumulations of 
sand, where they are now found as evi. :t~:!~!::~t 
dence of the low-water stage_ As the 
water rose, the discharge through the Chicago 
Outlet was resumed. This rise marks the begin
ning of the Calumet stage, during which a second 
line of beaches was developed about 40 feet above 
Lake Michigan. The cause of this rise in the lake 
waters is not positively known, but it was prob
ably due to a read vance of the ice so as to block 
the northeastern outlet, or possibly to a rise in the 
land lying northeastward, such as to cut off the 
discharge in that direction. 

Certain evidence is coming to light which may 
show that the lake level was lowered 
a second time, follo,:ing the Calumet ;7i£~.:h,;;. 
stage, by the reopemng of the outlet 
at the northeast. 

~!:~~:;b:~s:O~tl~~::t::~ ~~St~~;,/:~~~~~d ;;:o~ :ee:~,~~ The third series of beaches, which were formed 
di'awal of the ice sheet from the southern penjn~ula of about 20 feet abo.ve the present lake level during 
1tficWgan and the southern portionofthe Lake Huron Basin, the Toleston stage, may thus really 
!~~ 1:~i:~L~ft:~SC::;:w:do;!n:;~:eve~~~~;~:~: e~;;n~! mark the extent of a partial resub- r~t~~~~".,O:: 
" __________________ mergence 9£ the Chicago Plain after a stage. 

: ~~~:;::~;~!~:)~~:~~a~~I~~~n~~~t~!~242. low-water stage rather than simply a stage in the 
• For a brief statement ofth(l doctrine of stoping, see "Altcr- graduallowel'ing of the lake level by the cutting 

native interpretations," by T. C. Chamberlin, in The Glacial I down of the outlet. 
Lake Agassiz: Mon. U. S. Geol. Survcy, Vol. XXV, 1896, PP'1 Still later a permanent outlet was opened at 
25?I~i~OiS (JIacial Loue, pp. 427--428. the northeast, probably the result of the tina} 



recession of the ice. This outlet was lower than 
that near the site of Chicago, and the level of the 
lake was drawn down sufficiently to cut off the 
southwestward discharge. When this was done 
the present conditions were inaugurated and the 
history of Lake Chicago was at an end. 

BEACHES OF LAKE CHICAGO. 

The Upper or Glenwood beaoh.-The different 
levels at which the water of Lake Chicago stood 
for any considerable length of time are marked by 
a series of well-defined shore lines whose ridges of 
beach sand and gravel were noted as the signifi
cant features of the Chicago Plain. The positions 
of the various shore lines are indicated on the 
maps. A,S before stated, the water at first stood 
for a notable period at a level about 60 feet above 
that of Lake Michigan, or 640 feet above tide. 
At this level was formed the first and highest 
beach. To this beach Mr. Leverett has gll-en the 
name Glenwood, from the village by that name 
on the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad, 4 
miles south of Calumet River. At Glenwood 
this beach is -especially wen developed. The 
relations of land and water while the beach was 
forming are shown in fig. 7. 

The shore line corresponding to the Glenwood 
beach extended an undetermined distance north
ward into Wisconsin. It has been 
identified at this same level in 'Viscon- tbe G1en_ 

sin northward to a point 5 miles north :i;:~ ~~dcb 
of Racine, where it is intersected by 
the present lake bluff. From this point north
ward through Milwaukee and Ozaukee counties, 
a distance of 45 miles, as far as the investigation 
has been carried, no trace of this shore line has 
been found. It is thus impossible at the present 
writing to say just how far northward the ice 
front had receded while the water stood at this 
lev~l. In the Illinois portion of Lake Chicago the 
beach is present except for a few miles between 
Waukegan and Winnetka, where its absence is 
due to the encroachment of the waters of the suc
ceeding lake stages upon the land, so that the 
present lake shore is farther west than was the 
shore line during the Glenwood stage. In Indiana 
(fig. 14) the beach is present throughout the entire 
extent of the border of Lake Chicago in that 
State, being nowhere less than 2 miles and in 
places as much as 12 miles back from the shore. 
In Michigan it is absent for a short distance at 
the "clay banks" north of New Buffalo, where 
the present shore stands farther east than the 
shore of Lake Chicago. It is also absent -for the 

FIG. 7.-Map showing the vicinity of Chicago during tho 
Glenwood stage of Lake Chicago. 

ShRded portIon represents hind arca. 

same reason near the line of Berrien and Van 
Buren counties and north of St. Joseph, and for a 
few miles north of South Haven. North of Kal· 
amazoo River only a brief reconnaissance has 
been made, so the full extent of the beaches in 
Michigan has not been ascertained. 1 

1 The location of this and the ~ucceeding beaches in Illinois, 
outside the special area under discussion, in Indiana, and in 
Michigan is a result of Mr. Leverett's investigations. See The 
lllinois Glacial Lobe, Chaptor XI. 
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From the bluff at Winnetka this Glenwood I cliff, while the bottom of the lake near the shore 
swings southwestward for several miles to slopes gently up to the water's edge, forming a 

Norwood Park on the Wisconsin divi- Detlilledde_ wave-cut terrace. The horizontality of the land
sian of the Chicago, Milwaukee and G'i~~!~~:dOf ward margin, which also marks its junction with 
St. Paul Railroad (see Riverside Areal beach. the cliff, is the especial characteristic of a wave-cut 
Geology sheet and fig. 7). Extending northward terrace. It should be noted, however, that in the 
between Galewood and Maywood there was a case of the ancient terraces from which the lake 
shallow bay, 2 or 3 miles in width. It is proba- has withdrawn, their landward margins may be 
ble that when the waters stood at their highest locally rendered uneven by alluvial fans formed 
level they extended over the plain north and west at the debouchures of ravines and gullies in the 
of Maywood to about the limit indicated on the old lake cliff. 
geologic map and fig. 7, but the only definite From Niles southward through Norwood Park 
indications of a shore line are at a somewhat to the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway 
lower level south of Maywood. It seems proba- and beyond, the Glenwood shore line Desplalnes 

ble that this latter line marked the shore when lay along the east margin of a moder- ~$'::~:r:nd 
the water level had lowered somewhat and the ately high and slightly undulating spit. 

Oak Park spit began to emerge as a beach. From tract. This tract is the southern part of the 
Maywood the shore line swings southwestward western till ridge of those which .Mr. Leverett 
and southward through Lagrange to the line of regarded as composing the lake·border morainic 
the present Desplaines Vaney neal' McCook sta- system. -West of this ridge there was a shallow 
tion. .r ust west of McCook was a prominent estuary 2 or 3 miles in width at the time the 
point, passing about which the shore line makes Glenwood beach was forming. This estuary 
for the head of the outlet 3 miles Eouthwest of probably extended some distance northward and 
McCook.! The outlet here was about 1 mile in brought to the lake the drainage of the inner 
width_ The continuance of the point west of slope of the Valparaiso moraine. In the western 
McCook in a position so exposed to erosion was part of this low area Desplaines River has now 
probably due to the fact that beneath a thin coat- cut its channel. As there was little or no wave 
ing of till are beels of limestone dipping down the action in this estuary its shore lines, except in the 
slope. southern part, are not clearly worked. Their 

The head of the Sag outlet at the Glenwood position as indicated on the maps has been 
stage was about 2 miles northwest of the village assumed from the general topographic relations. 
of Palos, on the Wabash Railroad, where it had a I From the southern extremity of this peninsula 
width of one-half mile. The shore between the two the shore currents, moving southward toward the 
outlets lay along the east slope of the morainic 
tract known as Mount Forest. 

From the Sag the Glenwood shore line passes 
southeastward along the inner slope of the 
moraine, ·which rises in some places gently and in 
others more abruptly from the plain. Passing 
about one-half mile north of Homewood, on the 
Illinois Central Railroad, the shore continued 
southeastward through Glenwood, on the Chicago 
and Eastern Illinois Railroad. Just southeast of 
Glenw'ood the beach deposits have been almost 
entirely removed by the erosion of Deer Creek, 
but one-half mile farther on the beach is again 
seen flanking the lakeward side of a sharp, narrow 
ridge of till Near the State line it tUl'DS east· 
ward and runs into Indiana through the village 
of Dyer (fig. 14). 

The Glenwood shore line has certain features 
which deserve special mention_ Through a large 
part of the distance between Norwood 
Park and Dyer this shore line is ~~::"~;:':b~e,... 
marked by a wave-cut terrace and low Glenwood 

cliff cut in the glacial drift, rather shore. 
than by a sandy beach_ 

The method of formation of a cliff and wave· 
cut terrace is as follows: D A (fig. 8) is a land 
surface sloping gently to a lake the level of which 
is Dt A, A being the original position of the shore. 
As the waves dash against the shore the bank is 

or less eroded and the debris is either 
backward by the undertow and spread on 

FIG. D.-Map of the Oak Park spit. 
Shaded portion represent.s land "raa; dotted portion represents spit formed 

nnderwater; arrows show direction of shore current, 

outlet under the influence of the strong northeast 
winds, as along the west shore of Lake Michigan 
to.day, gradually built out the shore drift into a 
long, narrow spit (see Riverside Areal Geology 
sheet and fig. 9) diagonally across the debouchure 
of this estuary. This spit passes through Oak 

bottom or carried along the shore by the lit- Park, terminating at Forest Home Cemetery, near 
toral currents, to be deposited wherever motion Desplaines niver. The structure of the spit is 
sufficient for its transportation fails. As the zone well shown in the gravel pits of Mr. IIaas at For
of greatest erosion is at the water's edge, extend- i est Home Cemetery, 1 mile south of Oak Park. 
ing a little above and a little below the level of The structure is that of a bar overlain by coarser 
quiet water, the shore is gradually cut backward beach deposits. The following section has been 
as with a hori~ontal saw, the material. above slid- noted: 
ing and falling down when undercut and being 
worked over sud carried away by the waves and 
currents. 

Th us with a land s~rface rising back from the 
shore, the shore grows higher and becomes a 

1 The shore lines of the outlet below the villages of Mount 
Forest and Palos have not been differentiat.ed on the Areal 
Geology sheet for the variol.li! stages of the lake history. The 
]ine marking the shore hus, for the most part, been placed at 
the foot of the present side slope of the valley. It is probable 
that the outlet was widened as well as deepened during the 
various succeeding stages of the lake history, so that the 
actual shore lines were destroyed at each succeeding stage. 

Section of O~.k Park spit at Fo1'tst Home Cemetery. 

1. Brown-stained gravel, capping summit 
and slope. ~ .. 

2. Fine gravel, frORh OJ' stained but little. 
3. Sand, very thin at, top but thickening 

toward the side of the hal' ... 
4. }'ine g)'ave], increasing like No.3 ... 
J. Fine gravel, nearly 4. feet in thiokness, 

which passes Hpward from near the east 
side of the excavation, assuming a 
nearly horimntal position beneath the 
crest of the ridge .. 

6. Sand, thickening toward the higher pari 
of the ridge .. 

'lS to 30 
24 to 48 

o to 36 
o to4S 

40 to 48 

60036 

The method of building the spit is readily 
explained. Along the east shore of this elevated 
tract, through a distance of nearly 8 miles north
ward from its southern extremity, the waves were 
developing a wave-cut terrace with a cliff 15 to 
30 feet in height_ The finer material from this 
erosion was carried back into the deeper water, 
but the sand and gravel were left near the shore. 
A current moved along the shore in the direction 
indicated by the arrows (fig. 9). vVhile :flowing 
on the shallow bottom near the shore the current 
carried along more or less of this sand and gravel. 
As it reached the point of land below Galewood 
the current continued across the estuary in the 
general direction already assumed, instead of fol
the reentrant of the shore. As it reached the 
deeper and more quiet waters its velocity 'was 
checked, its carrying power reduced, and the load 
dropped. More material was constantly brought 
forward, being carried out each time a little 
farther over the deposit already made; thus a 
narrow submerged ridge of sand and gravel was 
extended out from the headland in the direction 
of the shore currents. 

As a current flows across the mouth -of a bay, 
the sweep of the winds across the open water of 
the lake is likely to deflect it into the bay and the 
spit receives a corresponding deflectioD_ If turned 
in sharply it forms a hook. In the case of the 
Oak Park spit, the double curve is probably due 
to the combined action of the northeast winds 
and the current of outward flow from the estuary. 
The wind turned the spit westward until the out
let of the estuary was somewhat constricted, when 
the outward flow of water became sufficiently 
strong to deflect the spit-building current again 
southward. 

If the process of spit building continues until 
the opposite shore of the bay is reached the bay 
is completely cut off and the embankment forms 
a bar. When it is built up to the level of the 
water of quiet weather the waves of storms may 
throw up the material still higher and the bar 
becomes a shore line, with a lagoon shut in behind. 

Southeast of Glenwood there was a shallow 
bay (see Calumet Areal Geology sheet and fig. 10). 
The shore currents did not follow the (jJ d 

shore of the bay, but, as in the case of spit~WOO 
the estuary near Galewood, they swept onward 
across the inlet, bearing the shore drift of sand 

FIG·. 10.-Map of tho Glenwood spit. 
Shlldedportlon repl'i'lsentslllndal'oo; dotted pOl'tlOl1 rupresontsspitformed 

underwater; &rrOw. Eih()W directloll of Eihorel-'llrrent. 

and gravel with them. As the currents came 
into deeper water they dropped their burden of 
detritus and gradually built it out into a great 
spit, nearly 2l- miles in length, almost shutting 
off the bay. 'fhe landward deflection of detritus
bearing currents by easterly winds is wen illus
trated by the curved form of the spit. In quieter 
weather the current flow, and the consequent spit 
building, was southeastward in the general direc
tion of the shore line; but during periods of 
heavy storms from the easterly quarter the cur
rents were deflected into the bay and the spit suf· 
fered a corresponding deflection. During storms 
the distal part of the spit was probably washed 
away and the material swept back into the bay 
in the form of a hook, and only with the return 
of more quiet weather was the extension of the 
spit in its original direction resumed. The struc- '. 



ture or the whole is that of a great curyed bar, 
formed by a series of hooks extended one from 
the other with the same general front. As this 
bar increased in height until it stood at or near 
the water level it became the shore line and was 
further heightened by accumulations of dune 
sand. This ridge has now a height of 15 feet 
above the plain to the north and east. 

Beginning 2 miles southeast of the point where 
the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway 
passes from the plain to the moraine, 
the till slope along the Glenwood shore gi:,,!~g!Jhe 
line is more or less coated with wind. beach. 
blown sand. About 1 mile east of Homewood 
this dune sand becomes more prominent, forming 
a well·defined ridge 10 to 30 feet in height. It is 
evident, however, tbat this deposit was formed at 
a later stage than the beach with which it is asso· 
ciated. It was blown up from a lower beach 
which is found only a half mile to the north. 
While this deposit continues eastward in a line of 
dunes, the beach gravels of the Glenwood stage 
emerge from beneath the ridge of dune sand and 
continue southeastward toward Glenwood. 

It is not known how long the waters stood at 
this upper leve1. It was long enougb to accom· 
plish consi~erable ero.sion of the ou~let Duration of 

and of the mner margm of the morame. the G1en_ 
Most of the debris seems to have been wood stage. 
swept through the outlet instead of being depos. 
ited on the lake bottom. 

The level of the lake was probably not constant 
during the Glenwood stage. The outlet was 
being cut down and the level of the 
water in the lake correspondingly low. g~::::!3f 
ered. The amount of this lowering water level. 
must have been nearly 20 feet, inasmuch as the 
waters of the next stage at which the Chicago 
Plain was submerged formed their beach at a 
level about 20 feet lower than that of the Glen· 
wood stage. As the water level became lower 
the level of wave cutting was correspondingly 
lowered and more or less erosion resulted at all 
levelB from the highest to the lowest at which the 
lake waters stood. The effect of this lowering is 
seen in the wave·cut terraces and cliffs. The 
landward margins of these terraces as now found, 
instead of rising to a uniform level 640 feet above 
tide, are generally somewhat lower. Because of 
this evident shifting in the lake level it is not 
possible to determine the exact initial altitude of 
the lake. The altitude given by the railroad sur· 
veys for Maywood, Glenwood, and Dyer is prob· 
ably approximately the highest lake level. At 
these points, instead of cut terraces and cliffs, 
there are simple beach deposits of sand and 
gravel. The altitude at these places is 636 feet 
above tide. 

In the following table the altitudes of the cut 
terrace at the base of the cliff shows approxi. 
mately the lower limit which the lake level 
reached during the Glenwood stage. 

Altitudes oj cnt terrace along Glenwood shore Une. 

Elcva~hl~above 

Ra.\lway. 
crestof/Baseot, 

1------+-----1--0'-''"-,.0 ! -.~16'2ff,. I 
Norwood Park.... c. and N. W.. 'ol. , 

Galewood.. . C., M. and St. r. 6471 623 ' 
Lagrange... . C., B. and Q.. 645 627 

Border of moraine ... 1 0., R. I. a~d~·1 _ 6~~. ~ 

No satisfactory evidence has been found of life 
in the waters of Lake Chicago at the Glenwood 
stage. This is as would be expected 
in waters largely derived from the t~~e31~~~g 
melting of the great ice sheet. Shells wood stage. 
have been reported from the gravel pit of Mr. 
Haas at Forest Home Cemetery, 1 mile south of 
Oak Park, but as there were many Indian graves 
on the bar which extended down nearly to the 
level of the base of the pit, it was concluded that 
the shells might have been introduced in connec· 
tion with some burial. Mr. Haas a1so preserved 
fragments of the tooth of a mammoth found in 
the gravel pit at the depth of several feet. These 
fragments are waterwol'D, and it therefore seems 
probable that they were introduced during the 
formation of the bar. So far as knowu, no other 
evidences of life have been found in the deposits 
of this stage of the lake. Supposed Unio shells 
have been reported found in a marsh on the inner 

Chicago. 
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side of the beach north of New Buffalo, Mich., but Plain at this time is found in a bed of peat I yards to one half mile in width, running the full 
the report has not been verified. beneath the deposits of the succeeding lake stage, length of the island. Here also the more gentle 

During the Glenwood stage the Chicago Plain which is interpreted to mean that the waters were slope is to the west. This deposit gives evidence 
was submerged beneath 10 to 60 feet of water, withdrawn from the plain for a time sufficiently of prevailing west and southwest winds, as at 
which discharged westward in a great river filling long to allow vegetation to grow and its residue present. These dunes are. now covered with 
the outlet from side to side. The lakeward arms I to accumulate before the area was resubmerged vegetation and have become fixed, i. e., the sand 
or this V.shaped outlet converted Mount Forest and the later lacustrine deposits were formed. is no longer shifting. 
into a triangular island 6 miles long Mount Forest These later deposits which now overlie the The &cond 01' Oalwmet beach.-Following the 
and 4 miles wide. The undulating Island. peat bed are the sands and gravels composing the interval of emergence, the waters of Lake Chicago 
surface of this island rose 80 to 120 feet above Rose Hill bar. rl'his bar forms the ridge near rose and again flooded the Chicago Plain. This 
the surrounding waters. the south end of which is Rose Hill Cemetery, in resubmergence may have been due to a return of 

Other than Mount Forest the only emerging the northern part of Chicago. Concerning the the glacier to the northern end of the basin, block· 
land within the Glenwood shore 1ine in the area structure of this bar Mr. Leverett says: 1 ing the outlet which had been opened in that 
here described was Blue Island, the An excellent. expo~ure of the structure of the bar noted direction, or it may have been due to a rise of the 
ridge of drift already mentioned. Blue Island. above is .found immediately north of Evanston: where the land in that direction. The level to which the 

There seems to be no assignable reason why ~:(~ ~:a~~ds:~~i::~ ~~:v~~sr r~:t ',:~~~sa s;:l:cfe~!a~~~~~!~ water rose in this second stage is marked by the 
excessive deposition should have occurred at this ... va~ noted by Dr. Andrews and interpreted by him to be the Second or Calumet beach, which is found 35 to 40 
place. As stated, Mr. Leverett has suggested a 3{leumulation of a mal.'Sh or partially submerged land surface. feet above the present lake level and about 20 feet 
correlation of this ridge with the middle ridge of ;x~:r~{:a.:a:~~a~~~Jr~~:~~ei::!:~a~e:::~' i~~~s:~~nTh~~l i below the bea.ch o~ the Glenwood stage. :1'his 
the lake·border morainic system north of the beach. Its level is no higher th:,.n that of the Third beach, I beach has receIVed Its name from Calumet RIVer, 
Chicago district. It is probable that, as left by ~~:i~~g~~: ~h!Op~:t ~:~~ ;~~:~ s!~:r~t;~~;;hli~~~~\)~! a~~~: wit~ whic~ it is closely associated in Illinois and 
the glacier, this elevation of drift spread out to pointwhcrc the bar comes out to the lake shore it has a thick- Indlana. 1he name was proposed by Mr. Leverett. 
the east, north, and south with more gentle slopes, nes~ of only 3 to 6 inches. It contains pieces of mangled wood The lack of evidence that the waters rose higher 
such as are now seen on the west, thus forming a ;~~o~:~~et~:~:1~::~:ro~::~~e ~::;':fe~h!h:x~~~~a:~h!~: than this beach level at this time seems to indio 
broader and less abrupt rise than the present. is a gravelly sand (l to 18 inches in thickness, which appears to ' cate that during the Glenwood stage the outlet 

At the Glenwood stage of the lake this drift ~~{~ll~u:~.~~n~/l:~~~,\b~~~ ~:i~~ ~~~ce~~a!e~e~V~;I~~:!~ had been cut down nearly ~ t~is level and had 
ridge was an island rising 10 to 35 feet above the gravel. The gravel is thin near the bordcrs of the bal', but drawn down the lake from Its hlghest stand. 
surrounding waters. The waves beating against ~a~p~:~l;~;: ~~i~I (~~~s~:f~~fbse::~t~n~~!i~~;:!sP~:t~a;~ L~ke the old~r ~each: this l.ower and later beach 
this shore on the east and northeast cut away interstratified with it in its thickc~t part. The presence of has Its correlatIVe m Wlsconsm. A beach has been 
much of the gentle slope and developed a terrace this grayel makes it impossible w suppose that the old land recognized at a point 30 miles north of Calumet 
and cliff. The waters from the east and south· surface has been buried by the drifting of material from the Milwaukee at the same level as at tvr;:o~~'n 

east were divided in their flow toward the outlets ~~:~~:::~~d ~~::~;::~:~~~s~~::f~~:\!~.:~~~~~~i~~~:l Chicago, but from this latitude south. and Illinois. 
by this ridge, one part sweeping about the north beach hcfore that beaAlh and thc bar under discussion were ward to a point 5 miles north of Racine, a dis· 
and the other about the south end. These cur· formed. tance of nearly 50 miles, it has been cut away 
rents gathered up much of the finer material from An excellent section of the beach at the border by the encroachment of the lake upon the land in 
the erosion of the cliff and swept it out to the of the campus of Northwestern University in later times. From the Wisconsin line southward 
leeward of the island in a pair of spits, one at the Evanston was observed in 1864 by Dr. Oliver to Chicago River the Calumet beach is closely 
north end and one at the south (see Calumet Areal Marcy. This section is as follows: associated with the Glenwood beach wherever the 
Geology sheet). rl'hat at the north is best seen Section of bear.:h at Evanston, made in 1864. latter remains. 
at the Catholic cemetery at Ste. Marie, on the South of North Branch of Chicago River the 
Chicago and Grand Trunk Railway. It may be 1. Surface soil, sandy.. beach is seen in good development at Jefferson 
that the bowlders on the plain at the north end :. ~~~::rS:::v:~~t!~;i:;~~~l.. . Park (see Riverside Areal Geology sheet and fig. 
of the Blue Island ridge are the remnants from 4. Finc sand.. . 11). Thence it passes through Cragin and Austin 
this erosion, being the coarser material which the 5. Gravel, eontaining honeH of deer... 11 to Riverside. Through this distance of 12 miles 
waves and currents were unable to carry. The ~: ~~I~~ ~:n~a:~~:~~~l~S():!~~~ith a marl bed 1! there is a continuous, well.developed beach ridge 
waters flowing about the south end of the island e()llraillingmollnsean ~hells in the lower part 
formed the deposit of gravel and sand on which 8. H~:;~!~r.stratified with the peat... !t 
is built the village of Blue Island. 1'hese gravels 9. Humus soil, with st.umps and logs (Coniferous) t 
are best seen in the excavation just west of the 10. Yellow clay, laminated and contorted, con· 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway station, 11. B:~;n;:~&;,,"~:~. ~f ""ave].. . ;t 
where they are alternately fine and coarse, with 
cross bedding dipping to the west. Cellar exca· 
vations also show the bedding as dipping to the 
south and west. From this deposit a gentle ridge 
or spit runs northwestward nearly 2 miles in the 
lee of the south end of the island. 

Along the east side of the island, where the 
waves began to drag upon the gently rising lake 
bottom and formed a line of breakers, 
the shore drift was built into an out. :'a~~f:rn Park 
lying sublittoral ridge or barrier. ridges. 
There were two stages in its development, form· 
ing an inner and an outer ridge of sand and 
gravel. The outer one is that whose margin is 
followed by Prospect avenue in Morgan Park and 
Washington Heights. These ridges curve into 
the shore of the island at the north and south. 
As the water level lowered they inclosed small 
lagoons which left a deposit of rich black loam 
over the surface of the till. The Vincennes 
avenue ridge, which seems to be correlated with 
a later lake stage, has corresponding relations, 
inclosing the ridges just noted and extending It 
miles farther south before coalesc~ng with the till 
slope. Its construction roay have begun at this 
stage as the outermost barrier, later, on the lower. 
ing of the water level, it became a beach line. 
The beach gravels along the west side of the 
island are buried beneath the accumulation of 
dune sand just noted. The presence of the beach 
deposit below the dune sand is shown by the 
wells. 

After the Glenwood beach was formed a north· 
eastern outlet for the lake seems to have been 
opened,. and the ,waters. receded from The low stage 
the ChICago Plam untIl they stood ~h~:a~o 
near or within the present shore line :Ua..i~dd~t 
of Lake Michigan. The opening of ~eds. 
the northeastern outlet was' probably due to a 
recession of the ice sheet beyond some valley 
lower than the Chicago Outlet. As before stated, 
the evidence of the emergence of ~he Chicago 

Height of bluff .. .............. ... 22 

rrhis beach was formed at the second succeeding 
lake stage, the Toleston stage, hence the soil (9) 
and the peat bed (7) may have been formed duro 
ing an interval of emergence between the Calumet 
and Toleston stages. It is possible, however, that 
they were formed during this interval of emergence 
between the Glenwood and Calumet stages. 

It is stated that peat deposits have been reached 
in sewer ditches in Hyde Park, west of Grand 
Boulevard, beneath the deposits of the rroleston 
stage. It is possible that these also may be 
referred to this :first ·interval of emergence. Mr. 
Leyerett finds evidence of emergence in the deep 
channels along the lower courses of the streams 
tributary to Lake Michigan on the east, and he 
reports peaty material underlying beach gravels 
near Michigan City, Ind. Certain evidences in 
Wisconsin also points to an interval of emer· 
gence. Some of this evidence points to more than 
one interval of emergence, but further study is 
necessary for a satisfactory interpretation. 

During this interval of emergence the formation 
of the deposits of dune sand probably took place 
a~ong the west side of the BI~e Island BlueIsland 
rIdge. The flat west of the rldge had dunesevl_ 
received a considerable deposit of sand ~%i~i:!g 
during the Glenwood stage of the lake, 
and when the lake waters subsided this sand was 
readily blown up by the wind and lodged along 
the west slope of the ridge. }'or about 1 mile at 
the north the ·accumulation is in individual hillocks 
or dunes, with the more gentle windward slope to 
the west. These dunes have reliefs of 15, 20, and 
25 feet. rrhe line of the Chicago Terminal Trans· 
fer Railroad runs through them, giving some good 
sections. These sections show :fine., clean, buff 
unstratified sand. Southward the deposit takes 
the form of a ridge 10 to 30 feet high and 100 

I The Pleistocene Deposits and Features of the CWcago 
Area, p.73. 

FIG. 11.-Map of vicinity of Chicago during the Calumet 
stage of Lako Chicago. 

Sha,\odportion represents land area. 

of sand and gravel. In the northwestern part of 
the village of Riverside it has a relief of 10 to 12 
feet above the plain to the east, but southwest· 
ward through the village this line is only faintly 
marked. This is largely due to obliteration by 
the grading of streets and lots. 

A t this stage of the lake the drainage of the 
region to the north and west along the line of 
Desplaines Hiver, and possibly along the line of 
Salt Creek, entered the lake at the present point 
of confluence of these streams. It has been sug· 
gested that Sait Creek at one time reached Des· 
plaines VaHey through Flag Creek Valley, which 
passes southward from Fullersburg. This may 
have been the case at this time. It is difficult to 
determine when the diversion of the stream WaS 

accomplished, if such was reany the case. Flag 
Creek Valley may have been a line of maJ'..gin~ 
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gladal drainage at a- certain' stage in the retreat I distinct to Trail Creek, just cast of Michigan City. The 
of the ice front. Second beac~ p~ses th:o~gh the ~outh part of that city. 

. Upon passmg mto }lJchlgan this beach becomes ~o greatly 
From Riverside to the outlet, the head of whlCh obscured by the belt of llunes forlllcd al()~g the border of the 

at this stage was at Summit, the Calumet shore lake that e~posure.s are found only at a few .po~nts. In sev-

line is not well defined. ~~:~:~~c;sf~:!e~~l~:~:~n':~:t!~:~ ~~~~t~::ta;:er~,c::~ 
At the Glenwood stage, Mount Forest Island Michigan. 

and Blue Island were separated by an expanse 
of water. At the Calumet stage the Northward from Van Buren County, Mich., no 
intervening plain emerged and the ~!i:!~~fthe detailed location and examination of the beach 
whole area formed one large island stage. has been made. 
between the heads of the outlet (fig. 11). Sag During the Calumet stage a slight spit was 
Bridge station marks the western extremity, formed near Cragin (see Riverside and 
Summit the northern, and Blue Island village the Chicago Areal Geology sheets). This ~l~s.:.!tthe 
southeastern. The flat part of this island may at shut in a small lagoon, and its east stage. 
times have been submerged during this stage, front eventually became the shore line. 
since its elevation is very nearly that of the lake At Washington Heights a spit extended south· 
surface at this time. eastward in continuation of the shore line from 

The east shore of the outlet was not at first Summit. The trend and structure of the spit 
coincident with the side of the valley as now shows that the effective shore work was done by 
seen, but lay upon the flat to the east at distances waves and currents under the influence of the 
varying from a tew yards to one-half mile from strong northeast winds, rather than by the cur
the present cliff. Its position is marked by an rents flowing tovl"ard the outlets. 
inteITupted deposit of sand and gravel. The out- The well.developed bar between "\Vashington 
let at Summit was about 1 mile in width. Heights and Riverdale gives this line mnch the 

From Summit southeastward the lake shore appearance of having been the shore line, and 
line swung in. a broad curve about the north end indeed it may have been such during the latter 
of the Blue Island ridge and through ",Vashington part of the Calumet stage, with the head of the 
Heights. Throughout this distance of 11t miles Sag outlet between Riverdale and Thornton. A 
the Calumet beach is marked by a continuous careful consideration of the relations, however, 
well.developed ridge of sand and gravel 5 to 10 seems to indicate that at least during the earlier 
feet high and 50 to 100 yards wide. North of part of the Calumet stage the shore line lay along 
Archer avenue, in the village of Summit, there is the Vincennes avenue ridge between Washington 
an excellent 15·foot section showing the structure Heights and the village of Blue Island. 
of the beach. The material ranges in size from As indicated, the beach gravels of the Glen
coarse sand to pebbles 3 and 4 inches in diameter. wood stage east of Homewood are buried beneath 
It is well assorted and stratified in beds dipping a deposit of dune sand. This was evi-
northward at an angle of 10 degrees. dently blown up from the lower beach g:I~:e1fthe 

From Washington Heights to the village of during and after the Calumet stage. siaK"e. 

Blue Island the outer of the barrier ridges pre· The deposit consists of ridges and hillocks of fine, 
viously mentioned marks the shore line at this clean sand 20 to 30 feet in height. These dunes 
stage. This is the ridge now traversed by Yin· are now well covered with vegetation, so that the 
cennes avenue. sand is no longer shifting. 

The head of the Sag outlet at this stage may be The extensive deposit of dune sand east of 
considered as lying between the south end of the Thornton is largely in parallel ridges, the forma· 
Blue Island ridge and the inner margin of the tion of which probably began during the Calumet 
moraine about 3 miles farther south. The waters stage. These ridges are also very largely covered 
passing through this outlet were divided by a with vegetation. 
low body of land known as Lanes Island. This From a point on the Calumet beach nor~h of 
has a width of one·fourth to one·half mile and a Chicago there extended into the Chicago embay. 
length of 3t miles. Its outline is traced by a low, ment at this stage a consp~cuous bar Rose Hill bllr. 

narrow ridge of beach sand and gravel. This (fig. 11). Its northern end IS found at 
island was submerged during the Glenwood stage, the present lake shore between Wilmette and 
but the lowering of the waters left the crest Evanston. Its connection with the. Calumet shore 
slightly exposed. Stony Creek now traverses the 
north channel. The total width of the Sag out
let, including Lanes Island, was nearly 3 miles. 
West of this island the channels unite and the out
let was contracted to a width of one·half mile. The 
village of Oak Lawn stands on the north shore of 
the north channel, and the village Ot Palos near 
the south shore of the south channel. The shore 
lines are for the most part clearly marked. 

l!"'rom the south side of the Sag outlet to the 
rock elevation at Thornton the Calumet shore 
line was nearly parallel to that of the preceding 
stage and about one-half mile within it. South
eastward to the line of the Chicago, Rock Island 
and Pacific Railway the shore line is rather 
obscure, but from this railway to Thornton there 
is a continuous ridge of beach sand and gravel. 
There is also considerable sand spread over the 
plain within this beach line. From the Thornton 
rock elevation, whose north margin formed the 
shore, this shore line cO):;ttinues eastward into 
Indiana (fig. 14). East of Thornton the beach 
gravels are largely covered by dune sand. For 
some distance the beach gravels are exposed along 
the south margin of the dune·sand deposit, which 
gives to the south side rather than the north side 
the appearance of being the shore. 

Of the eastward continuation of this beach Mr. 
Leverett says: 1 

Upon entering Indiana the beach follows the south border 
of the Calumet River across Lake County and Porter County 
to the point where the upper beach * * .,. 
passes to the north side of the river. It is closely ~:!~hi~ 
associated with the upper beach from near the Indians aad 
village of Ross, Indiana, eastward. It is also Michigan. 

closely associated with it for several miles east from thc point 
where it crosses the Calumet River, but in the vicinity of 
Furness the two bea'ches becollle separated by a nearly lovel 
swampy tract about one-half mile in width, and continue 

1 The Illfuois Glacial Lobe. p. 443. 

line was destroyed by the encroachment of the 
waters of Lake Michigan upon the land. From 
this point it runs southward througll the western 
part of Evanston, and on it, near its southern 
extremity, is Rose Hill Cemetery. At the south 
end this bar has a relief of 15 to 20 feet and a 
breadth of three·fourths of a mile. Beneath this 
bar, as already noted, were found the peat deposits 
which give evidence of an interval of emergence 
between the Glenwood and Calumet lake stages. 

In respect to the remains of life, this beach is 
similar to the upper beach; no evidence of a defi· 
nite character has been secured. The occurrence 
of shells in the Calumet beach deposits 
at Summit aud near New Buffalo, ~:f!:!:tn the 
.Mich., has been reported, but no defi. beacb. 

nite information has been obtained concerning 
them. 1'he only shells found upon this beach by 
the writer were on the farm of Mr. J. H. Welch, 
about II miles southwest of ClVcago Lawn, in a 
field about 80 rods northwest of the point where 
the beach ridge is cut by the Belt Railway. 
Numerous molluscan shells and one specimen of 
coral were found,. having been plowed up from 
the top of the beach ridge, but the presence of 
the coral and the fact that the shells were, with· 
out exception, of marine species render it improb· 
able that they were remains from the life of I,ake 
Chicago. 

The species as identified by Mr. Frank C. Baker, 
of the Chicago Academy Ot Sciences, are as fol· 
lows: 

Pelecypods: Ostrea viruinica Qmelin, ranging at present 
from Prince Edwarii Island to the 'Vest Indies. 'rhese speci· 
mens are very largely perforated by boring sponges. Area 
tranS'l)e1·sa Say. ranging from Cape Cod to Key West. 
Venus eaneeUata Linn., ranging from Cape Hatteras to 
Trinidad. Venus mereenaria (f) Linn. Pecten (sp. 1), pos
sibly Chlamys irradians Linn., a. fragment. Gnatlwdon 
cuneatus Gray. Gulf of Monco. . 

Gasteropods: li'ulgur perversus Linne, ranging from Cape 

Hatteras to Cuba. Oerithium (sp. 'I). apical whorls only 
found. Oerithiopsis (sp. ,/), apical whorls only found. 

Corals: Oeulina robusta Pourlales. West Indies. 
However, the facts that from time to time suggestions of the 

former oecurronce of marine waters in the vicinity of Chicago 
havt;l been made, 1 and that a certain lino of evidence bearing 
on the question of a post-Glacial snbmergcnco of thc conti· 
nental interior seems to be developing,2 Illay warrant tho 
citing of the conditions of occurrence of these specimens with 
a viow to possible future value as evidence, when correlated 
with other data, and to bringing forth confirmatory or 
adverse evidence bearing on the quest,ion. 

The 8peeiIllens fonnd wcre largoly in tho shapo of smoothly 
waterworn fragments, more or lesH thoroughly pcrforatcd by 
boring sponges. Many of the fragments yet retained their 
natural tint,s and luster. The specimens evidently had not 
bC0n brought into the fragmental condition by the plow and 
hRrrow, as thc fragments were well smoothed and the recent 
fradures casily recognizable. Mr. 'Velch stated that he, 
him~elf, elearell thc ridgc of its native troes and underbrush, 
broke the sud, and bas lived there for nearly thirty years, 
that, he ne\'er used any fertilizer containing shells, that he has 
plowed up the shells, and from time to time picked up the 
Illore perfect specimens all curioshies. He stated that, the only 
evidence of Indian residenco hc has ever found on the place 
WR8 a singlo arrow head. Tho trading of the Indians with 
the south and east is well known. yet tbe greater part of the 
specimens found seem too fragmental and imperfect to have 
served as Indian ornalllents. Also, very. delicate, tiny shells 
were found in the sand, filling tho coils of one of the larger 
gasteropods. Thc southern range of all the spccies found 
would ~eeTll to preclude their having been bronght. here by 
drift frolll the northeast. or having li\'ed in the arm of the sea 
that penetrated the Ht. Lawrence Basin frolll the northeast, 
for all the sheUs found in this basin by Drs. Bell and Ells. 
or by others, are arctic species. 

In the discussion of the low·water stage between 
the Glenwood and Calumet stages, reference is 
made to certain phenomena which indicate the 
possible occurrence of a second low·water stage 
following the formation of the Calumet beach, 
during which the northeast outlet was reopened 
and the discharge throngh the Chicago Outlet 
ceased. At the present writing, however, this 
evidence is not considered conclusive. 

FIG. 12.-Map of vicinity of Chicago during the Toleston stage 
of Lake Ohilmgo. 

Shaded portion repre~ents land area. 

The TM'l'a 01' Tole8ton beach.-I£ such a low
water stage occurred, it was followed by a partial 
resubrnergence of the Chicago -Plain, due to the 

'There are ecrtain plants occurring along the shores of Lake 
Michigan which have long lJeen regarded ru;! sea'lhorc plants, 
and the ommrrenee of these, together with the existence of a 
Mysis, a species of marine crustacean in the lake, has been 
regarded by some as evidence that salt water has at some 
geologically recent time existed where Lake Michigan now is. 
(See Tho flora of Cook Count,y, Illinois, and a part of Lake 
County, Indiana, by Wm. K. IIiglcyand Charles S. Raddin: 
Bull. Chieago Acad. Sd., Vol. II, No.1, 1891, p. 15.) 

TheBe plant.s are 'l'rlgloehin ma-ritima (arrow grass), Sa18()la 
kali (Russiau thi~t.le), Oakile americana (sea rocket), Prunus 
ma1'itima (beach plum), Lathyrus maritimus (beach pea), 
and Euphorbia polygonifolia (seWlide spurge). 

This list of plant.s ill kindly furnished by Dr. H. C. Cowles, 
of the University of Chicago. It should be stated, however, 
that Dr. Cowles gives little con.sideratioll to them as evidence 
of fonner marine conditions here, rather eonsidering it as beg
ging the question to regard plants with such a wide range 
along the interior lake shores as strictly seashore plants. 

2Dr. R. W-. Ells, of the Geological Survey of Canada, has 
recently brought forward evidonco to show that the ocean 
extended westward throughout the upper Ottawa Basin in 
post-Glaci."\l time, leaving marine deposits which are now 
1000 feet above the sea level. Dr. Bell also records the pres
ence of marine deposit.s north of Lake Superior, along Keno
gami River, at au elevation of 450 feet abO-ve sea level. It is 
not unreasonable that a subsidence of tbe area about Chicago 
should have occured as a. part of thc morc general subsidence 
of wbich these marine deposits to the north and nort.heast 
secm to be evidence. (Sand~ and clays of the Ottawa Basin, 
by Dr. R. W. EliB: Bull. Geol. Soc. Am •• Vol. IX, 1898 pp. 
211·222.) 

closing of the outlet to the northeast, and the 
southwestward discharge through the Chicago 
Outlet was resumed. This outlet had been so 
far cut down during the Calumet stage that the 
third recognizable shore line is found at a level 
about 20 feet above the present lake. 

The beach formed at this stage of the lake has 
been called the Toleston beach, from the village 
of Toleston in northwestern Indiana (fig. 14). 
The relations of land and water at this stage, so 
far as the vicinity of Chicago is concerned, are 
shown on the Areal Geology sheet and in fig. 12. 

Remnants of a terrace at a level corresponding 
to this shore line have been seen at various points 
north of Milwaukee, Wis. Between Toleston 

Milwaukee and Kenosha, ,Vis., it has ~~:J'o~~in 
been almost entirely destroyed by the and Illinois. 

encroachment of Lake Michigan upon the land. 
.b-'rom Kenosha southward to Waukegan, Il1., it is 
well developed and is followed closely by the line 
of the Chicago and Northwestern Railway. 
Thence southward to Evanston the encroachment 
of the lake has removed all trace of this beach, 
as of the earlier beaches. At Evanston, on tke 
grounds of Northwestern University, this beach 
appears at the present shore line and runs south· 
ward along the eastern border of the Rose Hill 
bar. The low area west of Rose Hill was proba
bly flooded for a time at this stage. From Rose 
Hill to Hawthorne the shore line is poorly markf:ld. 
Traces of it are seen at Milwaukee avenue and 
North avenue, at the rock elevation near the inter· 
section of Chicago and Western avenues, and 
southwestward from the corner of Douglas and 
Central Park boulevards. From Hawthorne, 
which marks the north side of the head of. the 
outlet at this stage, to Desplaines River 1 mile 
north of Summit, the shore is well defined by a 
sandy beach. 

From Summit southwestward toward Willow 
Springs the shore of the outlet of this stage is 
marked by the 15 to 20 foot drift bluff now fol
lowed by Archer road. From Summit eastward 
there is a cut terrace and bank; in places it is 
barely traceable. From one-half mile west of the 
intersection of Western avenue and Garfield 
boulevards this shore line is marked by the strong 
ridge of sand and gravel }vhich passes in a broad 
curve southeastward through Auburn Park to 
South Englewood. 

In the earlier part of the Toleston stage the 
shore line seems to have swung off to the sonth and 
southeast near the intersection of Smith Halsted 
and Eighty·seventh streets, and passing through 
Fernwood at Stewart avenue and One hundred 
and third street, turned southward along the till 
cliff which passes through Kensington to Calumet 
River at Riverdale. 

The Sag outlet, probably not a very active line 
of discharge at this stage, seems to have occupied 
the present course of Calumet River (reversed) 
between Riverdale and Blue Island. The head 
of the outlet was narrow and was soon blocked 
by a bar formed of shore drift from the erosion 
of the Kensington cliff. West of Blue Island the 
channel was divided as before by I~anes Island, 
now considerably enlarged by the lowering of the 
surrounding waters. 

From Dolton southeastward into Indiana the 
line of the Toleston beach is marked by an exten· 
sive deposit of sand and gravel. The position 
of the shore line, as indicated on the map, was 
probably coincident with the earlier-formed and 
stronger-developed of the complex series of ridges 
here formed. The beach sands and gravels are 
now largely covered by dune sand. 

From the position of Rose Hill Cemetery, where 
the Rose Hill bar was deflected to the southwest, 
the shore currents continued south-
ward, depositing their material in a ::f.l~';~~';.
great bar over most of that part of the 
city of Chica;go which lies between North Branch 
of Chicago River and Lake Michigan (see Chicago 
Areal Geology sheet). The elevation which this 
deposit made is traversed by North Clark street, 
and about midway of its length is Graceland 
Cemetery. 

As this bar extended southward and increased 
in height it finally became the shore line, and cut 
off whatever part of the bay lay to the west. 
This bar is readily traceable to a point about _1. 
mile south of Lincoln Park. It is said to have 
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b.een nearly or quite continuous througb the city, 
but now as the result of city improvements) it is 
scarcely recognizable f?r a distance of 4 miles 
southward. From Groveland Park, at Cottage 
Grove avenue and Thirty.fourth street, it extends 
southwestward a distance of 7 miles, through the 
northwestern part OT Washington Park, Engle. 
wood, and Auburn Park to South Englewood, 
where it unites with the Toleston shore line above 

The calcareous clays Nos. 6 and 8 of the last section and 
NOR. 6 and 7 of Dr. Marcy's section conta.jn numerous gastero 
pod shells. Dr. Marcy has eollpctcd a large number of shells 
frOID this horizon, among Whitlh there are Unios. apparC'Dtly 
of several but not specifically ident.ified. Mr. C. T. 
Simpson has nine different genera of mollURks, aU 
of existing species, found in No.7 of Dr. Marey's section. 
Planorbis and I,.vmnwa are v('ry abundant. Prof. n. P. Pen· 
hallow has identified two wood specimens, 
of Picea evallstoni), the other a new oak 

described. The structure of this bar southwest Molluscan shells have been found at many 
from Groveland Park is that of a series of over· other places on this beach. The occurrence of 
lapping hooks, with their distal extremities turned the bones of a mastodon at the south side of 
into the bay at the west, extended southwestward Wicker Park near Milwaukee avenue, about q. 
one from another with the same general front, in miles east of Humboldt Park, has been reported. 1 

the manner already described. A deposit of sand These bones, consisting of part of a jaw, teeth, 
about 1 mile in width is spread over the bowlder and parts of a few other bones, now in the coHec. 
clay west of this bar. tion of the Chicago Academy of Science, are said 

The advance of this bar constricted the channel to have been found beneath 13 feet of silt. 
of free flow toward the outlet; at the same time 
the lowering of the lake level diminished the out
flow in that direction, so that the current was 
unable to keep a clear channel and the bar was 
finally completed across the bay to the farther 
shore at South Englewood. This is the most 
notable instance, within the area studied, of the 
cutting off of embayments in the simplification of 
shore lines. The southern part of the area west 
of this bar eventually drained out 'to the east 
through the depression now occupied by the 
Auburn Park lagoon, and the establishment of 
Chicago River probably drained the remainder. 

It was probably while this bar was bejng built 
and the outflow to the west diminished that the 
present outlet of the lake to the northeast was 
being established. As the flow to the north 
increased, that by way or the Chicago Outlet 
diminished. 

At the Toleston stage of the lake Stony Island 
had begun to emerge as a reef or an island, and 
its position (fig. 12) gave it a control. Stony bland 

ling influence on the currents. Under ~:i!~fo~e 
its protection the currents that were stage. 

shifted southward by the extension of the bar 
just described began to work upon the gentle till 
slope, and a terrace and sandy beach were devel. 
oped from South Englewood through Burnside 
to the lee of Stony Island. These southeasterly 
currents were here met by westward currents 
south of Stony Island, and the drift was turned 
abruptly southwestward toward the site of Pull. 
man. ,Vith the lowering of the lake level this 
new line became the shore and the original line 
through Fernwood was abandoned. The relations 
of the line through Pernwood to that through 
Burnside are somewhat obscure. 

The large island formed at the Calumet stage 
by the emergence of the area between Blue Island 
and Mount Forest Island was still larger during 
the Toleston stage. This was the necessary 
result of the lowering of the lake level. 

In striking contrast to the Glem'i'ood and 
Calumet beaches the Toleston beach contains 
abundan~ traces of life .clo,sely r~lated H;;'i~':.~~S,of 
to the life of Lake MIChIgan, If not theTolestoD 

identical with it. As one of the best stage. 

exposures of the structure Ot the Toleston beach, 
Mr. Leverett 1 has given, with the section observed 
in 1864 by Dr. Oliver Marcy at the border of the 
campus Ot Northwestern University at Evanston, 
the following section, observed by himself in 
1887 after the lake had encroached 75 to 100 feet 
upon the land. 

Section of beach at E1Janston in 1887. 

1. Yellowish-retI, iron·stained Sll-Drl.. 3 to 5 ft. 
2. Rand of bog iron ore, granular.. 4 to 6 in. 
S. Gravel with beds of sand included (the 

stratjfication is very irregular in 
thickness, and assorting very im-
perfect)... 5to 7ft. 

4. Coarse sand, not calcareous.. . 6 to 12 in. 
a. Calcareous ioalD... 3 in. 
6. Yellow clay, very calcareous, with 

leaves embedded.. .. 3 in, 
7. Carbonaceous band, nut ealeareous.. 2 in. 
8. Yellow calcareous clay, similar to 

No.6.. 4to 6in. 
9. Brown sand, with twigs and peaty 

materiaL.. 8to lOin. 
10. Water.bearingsand and talus-covered 

slope. 8ft. 

Height of bluff.. . ..... 20 to 22 ft. 

In explanation of these sections Mr. Leverett 
says: 

t The Pleistocene FeatUl'es and Deposits of the Chicago 
Area, p. 76. 

The llIinoiB Glacial Lobe, pp. 450-451. 

Chicago. 

Whether these specimens are to be correlated 
with the beach deposits at this place can not be 
definitely determined, though they were said to 
occur on the soil corresponding to No.6 of Dl'. 
Marcy's section given above, overlying the peat 
horizon. 

POST·GLACIAl.. EPOCH. 

Recent changes.-With the diversion of the 
waters of the lake from the Chicago Outlet to 
the northeastern one, the history of 
Lake Chicago may be considered as l.~.::s~~~ 
passing into the history of Lake Michi· ~~i¥.n. 
gan, so that the series of beaches and 
bars lying between the Toleston shore line of 
Lake Chicago and the present shore of Lake 
Michigan mark the closing stages of the history 
of Lake Chicago and the earliest stages of Lake 
Michigan. During this stage so much of the 
Chicago Plain as was still submerged Extension of 

was being built up by deposits of sand ~~:I~h~~gO 
and gravel brought to the head of the shore drift. 

lake by the southward drift of the littoral cur· 
rents. In the northern PaJ."t of the city, as far 
south as Lincoln Park, there is a close-set series 
of sand and gravel ridges 10 to 15 feet high, 
between the Toleston beach and present shore of 
the lake. These ridges aJ."e often capped with a 
little dune sand. Southward from Thirty.fifth 
street the deposits of this stage cover a consider. 
able area. Northeast and east of 'Vashington 
Park there is a series of from ten to twelve low 
ridges. These were built as subaqueous ridges 
by drift from the north. They have a generally 
paranel direction, sometimes branch, and vary in 
length from 1 to 6 miles, running out into the 
sandy plain. Their southern ends are usually 
turned slightly to the west, as in hook formations. 
The longest and most prominent of these ridges 
is that passing through the campus of the Uni· 
versity of Chicago, where its structure was well 
seen before being destroyed by grading. It con· 
tinues southward through the western part of 
Oakwood Cemetery, terminating a mile north of 
Burnside. 

The formation of the basin now occupied by 
Lake Calumet is probably due in part to the 
influence of Stony Island, which deflected the 
currents about its eastern end, whence they con· 
tinued southward, depositing sand and gravel 
along their course and leaving the area of the 
shallow lake unfilled. l.ike ridges inclosed Hyde 
Lake, VV 01£ Lake, and Lake George, as well as 
the adjacent marshy aJ."eas. 

Between these lakes and the Toleston beach to 
the south is a remarkable series of parellel ridg~s, 
so closely set that they can not all be separately 
represented on the map. Including those indio 
cated on the Areal Geology sheet as belonging to 
the Toleston stage, there are, from Calumet River 
at Hammond north to the south end of Lake 
George, ninety of these ridges, ranging from 3 to 
10 feet in height. They are separated, in many 
cases, by narrow marshy belts. The ridges run· 
ning southward between these lakes break up 
into several narrow ridges, and curve to the east, 
to form a part of the whole series. These ridges 
are composed of sand with, little gravel, and taken 
together have the form of a great depositional 
terrace. This extensive filling1 together with a 
slight lowering of the water level, brought the 
lake shore to its present position. The drift of 

1 Higley and Raddin, Bull. Chicago Acad. ScL, Vol. II, 
No.1, 1891, p.15. 

the sand to the head of the lake and its accumu· loss by erosion of 2.77 feet. It has been esti· 
lation there is still in progress. mated by old settlers that from Waukegan to 

}"rom Evanston northward the waters of the Evanston, during the thirty years from 1860 to 
are encroaching upon the land by eroding 1890 a strip of land about 150 feet in width was 

the bluff and extending the submerged Rate of shore undermined and carried into the lake. This 
terrace. Locally and very recently erosion. amounts to 500 acres, representing at its preseut 
this advance of the waters upon the land has been valuation nearly one million dollars' worth of 

and in many places stopped, by the property. 
building and maintenance of piers and break. The method of erosion along such a lake bluff, 

The rate at which the land is being shown in the sketch (fig. 8), is also shown in 
encroached upon by wave action is of consider- fig. 22. This view was taken in June, 1899, just 
able importance to persons who own property I south of Racine, Wis., at one of the points of most 
along the lake shore. In 1870, in his study I rapid erosion at the present time. 
of the lake beaches, Dr. Edmund Andrews esti· The material eroded by the waves in cutting 
mated) from a series of observations compiled I back these bluffs has been shifted southward. 
from various sources, that the average rate of The fact of this southward transporta. 
erosion or the lake shore between Milwaukee and I tion in the southern half of the lake ~~~i!:::~~
Evanston was 6.24 feet a year. This estimate I may be seen from the accumulation of deposition. 

seems, however, to have been too high. In 1874 ! sand on the north side Ot every pier extending 
I""'Y~~===~= ______ I I into the lake and in the spits wrapping about the 

FIG. 13.-]tlap of the lake front at Chicago, showing present 
position of shore, po~itions of the shore line at intervals 
from 1821 to 1864, outlet of Chicago River, and sand bar 
in 1830-1833 and in 1851 and 1864, after tho construction 
of the North Pier. 

ends of these piers below the water surface. As 
I at earlier stages of the lake, so now, baJ."s are con· 

stantly forming across the debouchures of the 
streams and must be repeatedly removed by 
dredging to keep the harbors open. Before 
improvements had begun in 1833 on Chlca 0 

the present Chicago harbor, there was Rive/bar. 

a bar across the outlet of Chicago River which 
shifted the debouchure southward nearly one-half 
mile from its present position to a point opposite 
the foot of Madison street (fig. 13). The present 
harbor inlet was formed by cutting through this 
bar and by constructing piers at either side of the 
cut. The north pier has been extended from time 
to time as the sand accumulated on the north side. 
Successive positions of the shore line north of the 
pier are shown in fig. 13. This figure shows the 
bar ~ormed by the sand drifted about the end of 
the pier in 1851, when the shore line had filled 
out nearly to the end of the pier. It also shows 
the dimensions to which this bar had grown in 
1864, as determined by Col. T. J. Cram, U. S. 
Engineers, in his survey of that year. 

The course of Calumet River has been yet 
more curiously affected by the deposition of shore 
drift. At the Toleston stage of the lake, 
Calumet River discharged its waters ~i::':;'~tOf 
into the Sag outlet opposite Blue River. 

Island (fig. 12) after having flowed 28 miles 
nearly paranel to the lake and scarcely 2 miles 
distant therefrom. When the lake level low· 
ered and the westward discharge through the 
Sag outlet ceased, the waters of the Calumet occu
pied the channel between Blue Island and River· 
dale and reached the lake at the laller place (fig. 
14). As the lake waters continued to subside 
the stream lengthened; but, instead of flowing 
northeastward directly to the lake, the continued 
shifting of the outflow by the shore drift from 
the north carried the debouchure eastward to 
the most southerly point in the shore of Lake 
Michigan, its present position north of Millers sta· 
tion, Indiana (fig. 14), nearly 14 miles from the 

FIG. H.-Map of the Calumet River and its surroundings. 
Shows how the course of the streaIl"1 was determined by Ole Tole:ston beach aod by the later shore deposits; shaded area represe:nts the morainal aroo. not 

covered byLllkc Ch;""go; dotted area. represents the beach deposits; the small circles Indlcato dunes. 
The portion of this map east of the llliuols-Inollaua State Ime ill from the 'l\yenty-second Annual Report of the Department of Ceology and Natural Resourc!'\! 

ofIndlau",1897,Indianapo.lis,1RM. 

the section lines cutting the lake shore in Racine position of direct discharge by the shortest course. 
County, and found that there had occurred in This debouchure is now practically closed by 
this time a total loss of 126.72 feet, or an average shore drift, wind·blown sand, and aquatic vegeta· 
of 3.33 feet per annum. In Milwaukee County, tion. A new channel has been opened by dredging 
between 1835 and 1874 there was a mean annual from Hegewisch to South Chicago (see Calumet 

Topographic sheet), and that part of the stream 
tG()()1. Wiseonsin, Vol. II, 1877, pp. 231-232. southeast of Hegewisch has been reversed. It is 
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said that this channel at Hegewisch was origin. 
ally opened by the Indians about ninety years 
ago j that they pushed their canoes in a line 
through the marshes until a channel was worn 
through which the water flowed freely. 

Since the process of shore erosion, southward 
drift, and accumulation has evidently been going 
on ever since the final withdrawal of the glacial 
ice front from this region, it is e\rident that one 
would have a measure of post·Glacial time if the 
rate of shore erosion, the rate of littoral 
transportation southward, and the ~:!~?m~eci:1 
amount of filling already accomplished time. 

were known. 
Some years ago Dr. Edmund Andrews under· 

took an investigation of this matter and published 
his results.! The paper is now out of print, but 
the computations have been partially reproduced 
and supplemented by Mr. Leyerett in his bulletin 
on the Pleistocene Features and Deposits of the 
Chicago Area, and in his monograph on The 
Illinois Glacial Lobe (pp.456-459). While there 
are many unknown and undeterminable factors in 
such a problem, the results were, as Dr. Andrews 
remarked, useful in showing that it is impossible 
to allow, even ou the most liberal estimates, any 
such duration of post.Glacial time as 100,000 years, 
which, at that time, had often been claimed. 

The formation of sand dunes by the blowing 
up of fine sand from the beach into ridges and 
hills has been noted as occurring in the 
various stages of Lake Chicago, but the ::t;:,:fJr· 
most striking results have been accom. dunes. 

plished since the lake sh(ll'e reached approxi. 
mately its present position. Small dunes illus· 
trating the essential principles of dune formation 
may be seen at 'Vindsor Park, near the foot of 
Seventy.ninth street in Chicago, and at various 
points on the South Chicago beach (fig. 23). At 
Dune Park and Millers, Ind., dunes are to be 
seen in all stages of development, from little drifts 
of sand in the lee of stumps or shrubs to great 
hills of shifting sand from 100 to 200 feet in 
height. An examination of these shows their 
mode of formation. As a brisk wind which is 
carrying sand passes an obstructing object, such 
as a tree, a shrub, or a tuft of grass, its current is 
interrupted and in the quieter area immediately 
in the lee of the obstruction some of the sand is 
dropped. A little pile of sand accumulating in 
such a position is the beginning of a dune (fig. 23). 
The growth of the sand pile increases the obstruc· 
tion at that point, and against it and in its lee 
more sand accumulates. Thus the dune, under 
favorable conditions, may attain considerable 
dimensions (fig. 25). A number at Millers rise 
150 feet above the lake. Mouut Tom, in Porter 
County, Ind., is 190 feet in height, and between 
Michigan City, Ind, and St. Joseph, Mich., are 
dunes rising 200, 300, and 390 feet aboye the 
lake. 

But destruction goes band in hand with con· 
struction. The wind takes up sand not only 

places about the head of the lake. In its migra. 
tion a dune m~y encroach upon a forest (fig. 24) 
and bury the trees. So long as the upper branches 
of the tree are 'Uncovered by the sand the growtb 
may be vigorous, but, once buried, the tree is 
usually killed. Since the highest part of the 
wandering dune is close to its advancing front, if 
the migration continues the buried forest will 
gradualJy become uncovered as the dune passes 
beyond. The exposing of the dead trunks to the 
carving and battering of the sand blast gi ves rise 
to some of the most desolate scenes of the dune 
area (figs. 26 and 27). Such uncovered forests 
are seen at various points near Millers and Dune 
Park,Ind. 1 

Stream erosion has not accomplished much on 
the Chicago Plain since the withdrawal of the lake 
waters from it. The stream courses Stream er ... 

are little more than trenches cut in the slon. 

flat, the banks rising but 10 to 20 feet above the 
water in dry seasons. 

Young valleys are being developed in the 
higher till areas. These are seen in the lake 
bluff north of Evanston, in the slopes of the Blue 
Island ridge and Mount :Forest, in the sides of 
Desplaines Valley through the moraine, and in 
the inner and outer slopes of the moraine. One 
valley debouching into the' Sag a mile west of 
Palos shows 60 feet of erosion 1 mile back from 
~he Sag. This is near the maximum for the dis
trict under discussion. 

The trifling amount of erosion which the plain 
has suffered as seen along Chicago, Desplaines, 
and Calumet rivers is largely due to the extreme 
youth of the region. This youth is also shown 
by the lakes and the extensive marsh areas. 
,Vhile it is true that much of the plain is too 
low for effective erosion, yet even here the streams 
have not developed the meandering courses of 
more mature drainage systems. 

The only sensible change which has occurred 
in the drift since its deposition, so far as can be 
noted, is the leaching of the upper 1 or Weathering 

2 feet and the oxidation of the upper f!r~~~I:~'!,f 
10 to 15 feet, changing the original soli. 

blue·gray color to light buff. Vegetation has 
also contributed a light layer of humus. In the 
marsh areas thick deposits of peat are sometimes 
found overlying the drift. As a general thing 
the stony material of the drift is fresh and unal· 
tered; but in some places, especially in the sand 
and gravel deposits, the ferruginous minerals of 
the more basic crystalline rocks have become so 
oxidized that, on exposure, the stones crumble to 
pieces. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

Limestone.-The supply of limestone within 
the area, so exposed or so thinly covered as to be 
easily reached, seems to be quite adequate to the 
demand; at least, not all the exposures are utilized 
for the production of the commodity. The expo· 
sures are so distributed as to be convenient to 

from the beach but from the surface of the dune. Chicago and its nearest suburbs, but the country 
It is blown from the windward slope up over the districts lying in the morainal track are not so 
crest, only to be dropped on the lee slope. So the well supplied. The distribution of these expo· 
dune may be shifted inch by inch from windward aures is indicated on the Economic Geology sheets. 
to leeward. This movement constitutes the migra. The exposures now being worked and those which 
tion of dunes. In places dunes ha\~e moved inland have been worked are indicated by the quany 
considerable distances, burying vegetation (fig. 24) symbol. 
and devastating fields. Some of the dunes are Building stone.-The strata considered by Dr. 
now far from shore, but it is not always possible Bannister as the lower division of the Niagara 
to say in what measure their position is due to group afford one of the best building 
their migration inland and in what measure to stones in the State. These are exposed S~:~f!i:i: 
the recession of the shore from them as the result on the floor of Desplaines Valley north- Valley. 

of shore filling. Dunes are likely to be migratory east of Lemont. The location, being formerly 
until vegetation gets a foothold upon them. 'When known as Athens, gave the name" Athens marble" 
the surface is thus mantled the sand ceases to be to the rock, by which name it is known wherever 
blown and the dune ceases its travels; it becomes used. The same beds are seen in the western end 
fixed. Thus the dunes along the west side of the of the Sag, at its junction with Desplaines Valley. 
Blue Island ridge and between Hammond and The rock at the Western Stone Co.'s quarries, 
Thornton are fixed, being covered and held by Lemont, is a fine·grained, even·textured limestone, 
vegetation, while a large part of the dunes about of an agreeable light.drab color when first taken 
Millers and Dune Park are still shifting. from the quarry. On exposure to the air the 

After a dune has become clothed with vegeta. color changes to a buff or yellow. The rock rubs 
tion, sand may accumulate upon it, being lodged well, though not capable of receiving a very fine 
in the shrubs and trees. If the sand accumulates polish. It is regularly bedded, the layers rang
more rapidly than the trees grow upward they ing from 6 inches to nearly 3 feet in thickness, 
will be buried. This has happened at various 1 ----------------

---------~ -.------- i 'Por an excellent dis('uS<!ion of the vegetation of the dunes 
1 The Koxth American lakes considerod as chronometers i see The eoologicaJ. rotations of 'the vegetation of thtl Mnd 

of post·Glacial time, by Edmund Andrews, M. D.; Trans. I dunes of Lake Michigan, by Henry Chandler Cowles; Botan" 
Chicago Acad. Sci, Vol. II, 1870, pp. 1-28. icaJ. Gazette, Vol. XXVII, Chicago, 1899. 

fine cut and sawed dimension stone 
and flagging. 

The quarries of the Illinois Stone Company in 
the saroe vicinity show the same even·bedded 
limestone and produce dimension and rubble 
stone and flagging. 

A t Sag Bridge the quarries of the Phcenix 
Stone Company produce a fine grade of even· 
grained, solid limestone. The courses increase in 
thickness downward, becoming nearly 8 feet thick 
at the bottom, with little or no fracturing. The 
product is fine cut and sawed dimension stone, 
rubble, and five grade!'! of crushed stone for 
macadam. 

The quarry of the Calumet Stone Company 
It miles east of Sag Bridge shows stone of 
excellent quality. Also a small quarry on the 
north side of the Sag has turned out a small 
amount of a dense, fine-grained rock of very good 
quality. 

These are the principal localities yielding good 
dimension stone, as here the strata have suffered 
little or no disturbance and hence show little 
fracturing. The facilities for transportation by 
railroad and by canal are excellent. 

The quarry 1 mile west of Elmhurst, on the 
Chicago and Northwestern Railway, puts out 
building stone, including some dimension stone. 

R11bble, macadam. and lirne.-As most of the 
quarries furnish c~ushed stone for macadam 
and rubble for foundations, and some guarrlesln 

furnish lime, they will be noted in hicago. 

order, beginning with those in Chicago. The 
rock at all the qualTies is well adapted for 
macadam, as it is a hard, gray dolomite, in places 
very siliceous, and the fractured condition of the 
strata makes it comparatively easy to remove. At 
the intersection of Chicago and Western avenues, 
about three·fourths of a mile southeast of Hum
boldt Park, the quarries of the Artesian Stone 
and Lime Works Company produce crushed stone 
for macadam and lime. 

The quarries of the Chicago Union Lime 
Works Company at the intersection of Nineteenth 
and Lincoln streets, about a mile east of Douglas 
Park, have been excavated to a depth of 175 feet. 
The limestone is a dolomite containing about 54 
per cent carbonate of lime and 44 per cent carbo
nate of magnesium. 

The quaITies of the Stearns Lime and Stone 
Company at Bridgeport, near rrwenty·seventh 
and Halsted streets, produce lime and crushed 
stone for macadam. 

The quarries of Dolese and Shepard, at Haw· 
thorne, on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 
Railway, produce building and dimension stone, 
crushed stone for macadam and concrete, and 
limestone for flux. 

At Thornton, on the Chicago and Western In· 
diana Railroad, the quarries of the Brownell 1m· 
provement Company produce crushed 
stone for macadam containing about 36 2iut'h:ts 
per cent of silica, giving it a very duro Chicago. 

able quality. 'l'heir qualTies at Gary, Ill., on Des· 
plaines River, produce a dense, even.grained lime· 
stone in little-fractured strata. Some foundation 
stone is gotten out, but the rock is rather hard to 
dress. The product is largely crushed stone for 
paving. 

At the outcrop 1 mile southwest of Blue Island 
considerable rock has been removed for founda· 
tion stone. It is stated that a bed of bluish, 
impure limestone has been worked here for 
hydraulic cement. Mr. J. V. Q. Blaney! reports 
the following analysis of this limestone: 

.Analy~'i.Y of limestone 1 mile I>outheast of Blue Island. 

Clay and insoluble matter .................... 43.56 
Carbonate of lime ............................. 31. 60 
Carbonate of lllagnesiUlll... . 22.24 
Peroxide of iron.. 1.20 
Soluble silica... .16 
Alkalies, loss, etc .. 1.30 

Total. ............................ 100.06 

At his place about 2 miles southwest of Blue 
Island, Mr. Henry Schwartz has quarried a lim. 
ited amount of good foundation stone. There is 
abundant rock here, easily accessible. 

The quarry 1 mile west of Elmhurst, 
on the Chicago and Northwestern Rail. ~:~rir. 
way, produces crushed stone. 

1 Geol. Survey Illinois, Vol. III, p. 574. 

The quarry of Kogle & Smith, about 3 miles 
southeast of Elmhurst, yields crushed stone. 
Some building stone is also taken out. 

At the outcrop 1 mile northwest of Lagrange, 
on the bank of Salt Creek, a quarry has beeJ? 
opened which is turning out crushed stone for 
macadam. 

Mr. Fred Schultz puts out crushed stone and 
lime from his quarry at Lyons. 

At McCook, on the Santa Fe Railway near the 
canals, are the quarries of the Chicago Crushed 
Stone Company. Rubble for foundations is also 
produced. 

Not all of the rock exposures have been utilized 
for economic purposes. The following may be 
noted as affording productive sites Exposures 

should the demand require: One mile not utiliud. 

northwest of Humboldt Park; corner of North 
Central Park avenue and Humboldt avenue; two 
blocks west of Humboldt Park; in the vicini.ty of 
Robey and Twenty.third streets; on the lake shore 
in Windsor Park at the foot of Cheltenham place; 
on either side of Railroad avenue between Ninety. 
fourth and Ninety.fifth streets and six blocks west 
between Ninety.fifth and Ninety·sixth streets.. 

At" Stony Island" two quarries have produced 
considerable rock, but are now unused. There is 
abundant rock thinly covered nO.rth and west of 
Thornton. Two miles south of Glenwood and 
three·fourths of a mile east of the Chicago and 
Western Indiana Railroad the rock is ratber 
thinly covered in the hill slope. Three and one· 
half miles south of Elmhurst rock can be obtained 
in the west bank of Salt Creek. Abundant rock 
is thinly covered south and east of I~yons; also 
down Desplaines Valley from McCook, along the 
north side of the river. At Sag Bridge and at 
Lemont abundant rock is easily quarried. The 
southwestern part of the area is most poorly sup
plied, though the proximity of Joliet may counter· 
balance this deficiency. Only two exposures were 
noted in this part of the area, one 5 miles east of 
Orland along the banks of a small creek, the 
other along t,he bed of Hickory Creek near New 
Lenox. 

Where the bituminous limestone has been used 
for building purposes the staining gives a peculiarly 
venerable appearance to the structure. There is, 
however, the disadvantage that the melting and 
running out of the bitumen may give a disagree· 
able streaking to the walls. 

The abundant drift bowlders of limestone, sand· 
stone, igneous, and metamorphic rocks, have fur· 

nished mat.erial fo~ n;tany pi.ct~resque Drlftbowlders 

and beautIful bUlldmgs Wlthm the as building 

district, and could supply a further material. 

demand. These are also of value in the construe· 
tion of piers and breakwaters. Their distribu· 
tion is shown on the Economic Geology sheets. 

Sand and gravel.-The wide distribution of 
sand and gravel over the Chicago Plain has 
afforded abundant material for building sand, 
roofing and road gravels, and for filling. The 
distribution of these deposits is shown on the 
Economic Geology sheets. The extensive deposits 
of dune sand along the present lake shore, along 
the west side of the Blue Island ridge, southwest 
and south of Hammond, Ind., and east of Thornton, 
furnish abundant fine, clean sand. The deposits 
of glacial gravel furnish the coarser gravels with 
some sand and fine gravel. Several large pits 
have been opened about a mile north of vVillow 
Springs, in the north slope of Desplaines Valley. 
The deposits here are assorted into several grades 
of gravel for building, paving, and ballast pur· 
poses. The output at these pits is 20 to 25 car
loads per day. Numerous pits have been o.pened 
at various points along Desplaines Valley, show· 
ing material grading from sand and gravel to very 
stony till composed almost extirely of well·worn 
limestone pebbles and bowlders. In places this 
limestone is partially cemented into a conglomer_ 
ate, so as to come out in large masses. One·half 
mile southwest of Worth, Messrs. Henke & 
Read have opened a large gravel pit. The gravels 
here are assorted into grades of two sizes. ~l'en 
to twelve thousand cubic yards have been taken 
out per annum. At Blue Island, just north of the 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway station, 
there is an extensive deposit of the coarser beach. 
gravel. The entire south end of the ridge seems 
to be composed of these gravels. 



MoUirig' sand. - About It mnes' north of 
Lagrange is a pit from which molding and plij.ster
ing sand has been taken. The molding sand is a 
dark.brown, partially compacted, coarse, clayey 
massj.without effervescence. The deposit is prob
ably local and limited. 

In a small ravine cut in the south side of the 
Sag outlet about 2t miles north west of Palos is a 
very interesting deposit_ The hill slope, which is 
composed of bowlder clay, is covered with a fine, 
-light sand 's-howing- delicate cross bedding, as if 
from wind action. Over this on the slope Jies a 
-very fIne-grained, highly calcareous, buff clay, 
which resembles closely the deposit which is 
found ·spread very extensively over the glacial 
drift in parts of Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin, 
and \vhich is, known as loess. This buff clay is 
also evidently a wind-blown deposit. The ravine 
h,as cut directly through the deposit and exposed 
on either side a clean section 25 to 30 feet in 
height_ It is not known how far along the valley 
slope this deposit extends, but it appears to be 
considerable in amount. It would seem well 
adapted to the purpose of molding sand. This is 
the only deposit of the kind known within the area 

Brick ola-y.-There seem to be little or no 
lacustrine clays within the area, notwithstanding 
the evidence that the Chicago Plain was for a 
long period submerged beneath the lake waters_ 
This is one of the remarkable features of the 
area. All the finer lacustrine sediments seem to 
have been swept into the outlet, and it is only in 
deposits in the drift that such stratified silts have 
been found. They have been exposed in the 
canal section at Summit_ The bowlder clay is 
thus the only clay available for the manufacture 
of brick, which is here a very extensive industry. 
Mr. D. V. Purington, of the Purington-Kimball 
Brick Company, writing of the company's pits at 
Purington station, on the Chicago, Rock Island 
and Pacific Railway, It miles north of Blue 
Island, which clays may be regarded as having the 
average composition of the Chicago clays, says:1 

The first 38 fcet is a coarse-grained clay with a SUlall per· 
centage of limestone [in pieces ranging] from the size of a 
I1uuble to that of a man's head. All through our clay pits we 
find deposits of a sort of clayt'y IlIud, which, when dry, can be 
easily pulverized to dust as fine as flour. Thi8 is a curious 
substance and when burned by itself makcs a kind of bristol 
or bath brick, but when thoroughly mixed with the clay, 
using 75 per cent of clay a.nd 2(i per cent of the sand, it 
improves the qnality of the brick. 

He estimates the stony material as one-half of 
1 per cent of the upper 33 feet. Below this was 
found a layer of which almost 60 per cent was 
limestone pebbles varying in size from that of a 
sparrows egg to that of a goose egg. Below this 
layer of stones are 5 to 7 feet of hardpan. Of the 
latter he says: 

This is a sort of chocolate color, is stratified, and very easily 
fusible. A Hlliall quantity of it in a kiln of brick would melt 
and become a solid mass, but it can be gr()und np and burned 
carefully and makes a fairly good brick. If all the limeswne 
fonnd in our day were uHed, t.he brick would he absolutely 
worthless on account of the liIlle; hut we are able to take out 
80 many of the stones that we rcducc the quantity sufficiently 
to make a fairly serviceable hnilding brick. All our brick 
should he thoroughly wet down hefore using. No pot.tery. 
tile, fire, or finer·grained clays are ever foun(l in or ru-onnd 
Chicago. 

There are about sixty brickyards within the 
area, with a capacity far exceeding the demand 
for several years past. 

The Gottschalk tile factory at Homewood has 
manufactured common drain tile from the bowl· 
der clays. 

Peat and muck.-The rather extensive marshy 
areas whose distribution is indicated on the maps 
have considerable deposits of black peaty loam 
and muck. At some places, as in Desplaines 
Valley near Willow Springs and'in the Sag, beds 
of peat have been exposed_ These deposits afford 
good lawn and field dressing. 

&ils.-The soils of the area are, in general, 
very productive_ Over most of the moraine belt 
a loamy deposit several inches thick has developed 
and the leached upper part of the drift is easily 
tilled. The peaty loam in the low areas, and 
especially that spread over a large part of the 
Chicago Plain, gives a very fertile soil. This has 
made possible very extensive and profitable farm 
gardening in close proximity to the city market. 

Bitumen-s.-The occurrence of a bituminous 
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asphalt in· tbe litllestone ~t several of the' expos
ures has already been noted. It is nowhere 
found in sufficient quantity to' be of commercial 
value. This is also true of 'the petroleum wbich 
saturates the limestone in some places. It is 
stated that, in boring the first artesian well at 
Chicago and Western avenues, oil was struck. 
The supply, however, was soon exhausted and 
was never of commercial ~mportance. 

Mi'nel'aI8.-No metals or ores of any importance 
are found within the area. The only minerals 
found are crystals and incrustations of iron 
pyrites in cavities in the limestone, some of which 
are beautifully iridescent, and small crystals of 
quartz and calcite. 

Rainfall,l-Illinois is one of the most favored 
of the west-central States in the matter of rainfall. 
A ddiciency of rainfall has never been so serious 
as to cause a complete failure of any crop over a 
great part of the State, such as the less humid 
States of the West and Northwest have experi
enced. Its greatest danger lies in a deficiency 
between June and September, there being many 
years when the corn and other crops which ripen 
in autumn are shortened by drought at that 
season. Often heavy rains and low temperature 
from April to June keep the ground cold and 
damp; then a reversal of conditions suddenly 
occurs and the grou~d becomes baked by the hot, 
dry atmosphere and:blazing sun. 

The average rainfall for Illinois is distributed 
as follows: spring, 10.2 inches; summer, 11.2 
inches; autumn, 9 inches; winter, 7.7 inches; 
giving an annual precipitation of 38.1 inches. 
The range in the rainfall at Chicago for the years 
1867 to 1895, inclusive, was 23.4 inches, the low
est annual rainfall being 22.4 inches in 1867 and 
the highest 45.8 inches in 1883. In general in 
Illinois an annual precipitation of less than 25 
inches results unfavorably to crops, but this 
depends very largely upon its seasonal distribu
tion. Often a year with 30 inches or more of 
rainfall at a given station has a more prolonged 
and serious drought in the growing season than 
one with but 24 inches. The distribution by 
percentage from November, 1870, to December, 
1891, at Chicago, was as follows: January, 6.2; 
February, 6.5; March, 7; April, 8.8 j May, 10.2; 
June, 10_2; .July, 10.4; August, 10; September) 
7.9; October,9; November, 7.6; December, 6.2. 

The run-off from this area has been treated in 
connection with the description of the drainage. 

Water power.-Desplaines River at Lyons and 
Salt Creek at Fullersburg have been utilized for 
water power, and C,alumet River at Blue Island 
was formerly dammed to flush' the Stony Creek 
canal feeder_ 

BwIj'cwe water-s.-The streams in the rural dis
tricts are of great value in the watering of stock, 
but, excepting the waters of Lake Michigan, no 
use is made of the surface waters for drinking 
and culinary purposes_ The city of Chicago 
draws its water supply entirely from Lake Michi
gan, by means of several tunnels projected through 
the clays at the bottom of the lake, to distances 
of 2 to 4: miles from the shore. The positions of 
the waterworks cribs are shown on the topo
graphic sheets. The water is somewhat hard by 
reason of the presence of lime in solution. 

Pritt and shallow rock wells.-In the rural 
districts shallow wells in the glacial drift form 
the main source of water supply_ These range in 
depth from 5 to 150 feet. The varying character 
of the drift, with its frequent pockets of sand and 
gravel, makes it a ~80urce generally adequate to 
the demand of the farms, but in very dry seasons 
this supply' is seriously affected. The water from 
these wells is often strongly charged with iron, 
sulphur, and various other salts contained in the 
drift. Where the wells are of such depth as to 
penetrate the underlying rock, a good supply of 
water for ordinary use is procured. 

Peep 1'ook wells.-Most of the villages outside 
of the city of Chicago, and many manufacturing 
and other plants within the city, draw ArteSian 

their water supply from the deeper- water head_ 

lying rock formations. Most of these rock for. 

1 The data relating to the water J"esources have been largely 

mations outcrop over-wide areas to' the'north 'and 
west in Illinois and Wisconsin, and thus have 
extensive collecting surfaces from which the 
waters are transmitted' southward and eastward, 
through the declining porous rock strata, until 
they pass beneath the a,!"ea here described. The 
altitude of these col1ecting areas is such that 
before the draft on these formations became 80 

great, owing to the increasing number of deep 
wells, strong surface flows were obtained. The 
first artesian well in this area was sunk in 18641 

at the corner of Chicago and "'tV estern avenues. 
At a depth of 711 feet a stroog flow of water was 
struck, which rose to a height of 80 feet above 
the s~rface, or 111 feet above Lake ~Hchigall. A 
second well, only a few feet distant, sunk the fol
lowing year, obtaiited a flow at a depth of 694 
feet. Mr. 'v. T. B. Read) 'who drilled the wells, 
reports that the head has decreased to such an 
amount that the water now stands 15 or 20 feet 
below the surface, or nearly 100 feet below its 
original bead_ Since that time many deeper wells 
have been sunk within the area and some strong 
flows are reported, but the number of deep wens 
in the city is now so large, and the drain upon the 
rock strata so excessive, that the head is kept below 
the normal and an overflow is rarely obtained. 

Nearly aU tbe main geological formations 
underlying this area, except the Hudson River 
shales, have been drawn upon by deep wens 
for this water supply. In general the most pro
ductive is the Potsdam sandstone. 
This is a very thick formation and is ::,~~:~::. 
usually sufficiently porous to readily Mudstone. 

transmit water. It has been estimated that, in 
its _ most porous parts in Wiscousin, it has the 
capacity to absorb water to an extent of 20 to 40 
per cent of its volume. Such porosity, however, 
is not general, though a large part of the deposit 
probably has a capacity equal to several per cent 
of its volume. Among the wens within this area 
drawing water from the Potsdam formation are 
the following: 

WelloY derim>tty water f1·om the Potsdam sandstone. 

AmCH& 

Oak l)ark watel'WorkH ... 

Riverside wat.erworks .. 
Harvey waterworks .. 

The water from this depth is, however, inclined 
to be highly charged ",·jth mineral salts. That 
from the wells of the Consumers' Ice Company'is 
so strongly impregnated as to be disagreeable to 
the taste and unfit for use in boilers. That from 
the Lehman well is also brackish. The water 
from the Harvey waterworks well was so saline 
as to be unfit for use, and the well was plugged 
up at a depth of 1300 feet, thus shutting out the 
flow from the Potsdam formation. 

The next formation in order of importance as a 
water-bearing stratum, and the leading formation 
in the order of develo'p~ent, is the St. Well~ In St. 

Peter sandstone_ ThIS IS also a very Peter SIIDd_ 

porous rock. It is well adapted to "tone. 

transmitting water, but is rather thin, its thick
ness being but 150 to 200 feet in tbis area. This 
fOl1uation supplies many wells, among them the 
following: 

lVelloY de1'iving water from the St. Pett1· .~and.~tone. 

~:~is~~~~lt~:·S~:::~~~~hP:~~. o~~t~eU~~~c~::,o~:C:\~e;~ _::-. ========---==:-'-:-== 
Pt. II, to which refereu,ee should be made for a. fuller discus- 1 History uf the Chicago Artesian Well, by' George A. Shu
sion of the subject. See also The Illinois Glacial Lobe, Cha-p- feldt, Jr., Chicago, 1865. Issued hy the Religio-PhUosophie&l 
ters XII, XIII, XIV Publishing Association of Chicago, 1897. 

The follo~ng anAlyses of ,the 'waters 'of- the 
wens in the West Chicago parks were 
made for the West Chicago park com-. ~~~:~:::Iof 
missioners by Dr. J_ E. Siebel with a well waten. 

view to ascertaining their medicinal properties. 

Chloride of magneshllll .. 
Chloride of Hodium .. 
Bromide of magnesium .. 
Sulphate of lime,. 
Ca,rbonate of lime .. 
Cru-bonat,e of iron .. . 
Sulphate of Hoda .. . 
Sili(lll.te of Hoda .. . 
Alullliua .. 

Uralns. 
8.:152 

87.491 
0.301 

21.114 
14.802 
0.712 

1:1.6% 
0.508 

traces 
Orf:,'"anic substances and sulphuretted hydro· 

b"Cn ... 

Total .. . ..... 146.925 
Free carhoni() acid, lH.44 cubic inches. 
TemI)f)rature at the well, 7l.4° Fahrenheit. 

Speaking of this-water, Dr. Siebel says: 

This water not only contains the largest amount of solid 
subst.ances of any of the mineral waters in this neighborhood, 
but it also contains them so arranged and in such quant-ities 
that it nan not fail to prove of great b('nefit in a varicty of 
easDS. \'{hile its principal character is that of a Haline wat.er, 
it st.ill (lontaills a sufficient amount of iron to allow of its being 
elassified as a ehalyheat.e water. 

Chloride of mag-nesium .. 
Chloride of sodium .. 
Sulphat.e of soda... . 
Sulphate of lime ... 
Carbonate of lime 
Carbonat.e of irOll .. . 
Silicate of soda .. . 
Alumina .. 
Slliphuretted hydrogen ... 
Organic suhHt.ances .. 

Total .. 

8.236 
2.320 

........... 28.321 
6.422 

........... 11.149 
0103 
0'.731 

. ..... t.ram~s 
................. faintt.r. 

. ............. 67.2S2 
Free carbonic acid, 10.22 cubIc incheH. 
T!lmperature at the w('lI, 57.1" Fahrenheit,. 

atH'I(,m-

Chloride of magnesWm.. . 7.702 
Sulphate of soda.. . ......... 23.211 
Sulphate of lllagnesj(~.. 4.1:12 
Sulphate of Ihue ............................ 10.229 
Carbonate of lime. . ... 12.1:H 
Carhonate of iron .. 
Silicat.e of soda .. 
Alumina .. 
Sulpburettcd hydrogen .. 
Organic substances .... 

Total ... . 
Pree carbonic .... dd. 11.13 cnbie inches. 

0.065 
0.7G3 

. ........ t.races 
. ..... faintt.r. 

GS.233 

'l'empel'ature at the well, 63.5 0 J<'allrcnheit. 

The upper part of the Trenton limestone, 
known as the Galena limestone, is an important 
wat~r-bearing- horizou. In its, lower Wells In 

portIOn the Galena limestone becomes ~i=:~~nd 
a porous, somewhat granular formation, ~;r:~ N:.t 
and often has a considerable capacity stODU. 

for transmitting water. The Chicago Artesian 
wells, at Chicago and Western avenues, draw 
water from this formation. 

Following these, in the order of their impor. 
tance, is the complex series of limestones and 
sandstones grouped under the name of the I .. ower 
Magnesian limestone. The Oak .Park well No.1 
probably draws water from this formation at a 
depth of 1568 feet_ The altitude of the curb.is 
630 feet' above tide, and the head is 610 feet 
above tide_ Mr_ I .. everett gives the following 
analysis of water from this well: 

Analy"i..~ ofwatcT from Oak Park well, No.1. 

[0. M. Davidson, analyst..] 
Calcium carbonate .. !UG 
Caleium sulphate.. . . ... . .. trace 
Ferrous carbonate and bicaJ"bonate.. . tra(lB 
MagneHium carbonate.. 2.33 
i'\i1ica .40 
Sodium bicarbonate... .'1.70 
Sodium chloride and pot.assium ............... 30.54 
Sodium sulphate and potassium sulphate.. 6.79 

Total grains per U. S. ~llon.... .. fi6.9 
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CHA R L ES D. WALCOTT, DIRECT OR 

FIG. lS.- ABANDONED QUARRY AT WEST ENO OF STONY ISLAND. 

Shows the dip of t he limestone an d Ileneral smoot hness of the rocksu tface. 

FIG. 16.- QUARRY ONE MILE WEST OF ELMHURST 
WHERE DEVONIAN FOSSILS WERE FOUND. 

The small t riao&"ular mass in the left ce nter 01 t he p icture, to t he left 
of the Ileolollica l hamme r, is filled w it h Devonian fossils. It is 
inclosed in Nia2'ara limestone ,8leet below the surface 

F IG. 19.- THE EXTREMITY OF THE LOWER BLASE DALE GLACIER OF 
DISCO ISLAND, GREENLAND. 

Shows Ihe accumulation of dri ft material beneath an existinE £Iac ier. 

FIG. 20.-ROCK SURFACE A FEW RODS FROM THE TERMINAL 
MORAINE OF THE LOWER BLASE DAL E GLACIER OF DISCO 
ISLAND, GREEN LAN D. 

Shows t he cha ract erist ic grooving and polishing of t he su rface , du e to g laciat ion 

ILLUSTRATION SHEET 1 ILLINOIS-INDIANA 
CHI CAGO DISTRICT 

FIG. 17.-A TYPICAL SECTION OF GLACIAL DRIFT FROM THE DRIFT AREA OF NORTH 
AMERICA. 

FIG. 18.-GLACIATED PEBBLES FROM THE DRIFT OF CHICAGO. 

Cha racte ri stic su bangu lar shapes and sc ratched surfaces 

FIG. 21.- 0LD LIMESTONE QUARRY, SOUTH SIDE OF STONY ISLAND. 

Shows t he gene ra l s mooth ing of t he ver t ica l face of t he rock led ge by glaci ation and the g roov ing and st ri at ion 
of the slig htly overh an iingsurface be ne ath. 
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CHICAGO DISTR ICT 
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FIG. 22.-LAKE CUFF AT RACINE, WIS. 

There is no be.3och and the waves break at the base of the cliff, causin" it to recede. The stratified beds in the upper 
part of the cl iff are lacus t rine deposits of the Calumet stage of Lake Chicag'o 

FIG. 24.-SAND DUNE BURYING THE TREES OF A FOREST ON WHICH IT IS ENCROACHING. 
DUNE PARK INDIANA. 

FIG. 26.-GENTLE WINDWARD SLOPE OF SAND DUNE AT DUNE PARK 
INDIANA, FROM WHICH THE SAND HAS BEEN BLOWN. 

Expo.jng' once buried t rees w hich are being etched by the act ion of Ihe 
blowing' sand. 

FIG. 23.-EMBRYONIC DUNE AT SOUTH CHICAGO. 

Produced by th e sand reed, Ammophila arundinacea. The leeward t rail of sand is seen at the left , and wind 
ripples occur in the foreiround 

FIG 2S.-SAND DUNE AT DUNE PARK, IND IANA, 

Showine: the i'<'!nerallevel surface and the stee p lee s lope encroachin2' on a p ine forest 

FIG, 27.- SURFACE OF DUNE, DUNE PARK, INDIANA, 

Showing destruction of the reforested i'fowth by the movine: sand 
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